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The project for a joint FAo/Unesco Soil Map of
the World was undertaken following a recommen-
dation of the International Society of Soil Science.
It is the first attempt to prepare, on the basis of in-
ternational cooperation, a soil map covering all
the continents of the world in a uniform legend,
thus enabling the correlation of soil units and com-
parisons on a global scale. The project, which start-
ed in 1961, fills a gap in present knowledge of soil po-
tentialities throughout the world and provides a

useful instrument in planning agricultural and eco-
nomic development programmes.

The project has been carried out under the scien-
tific authority- of an international advisory panel,
within the framework of FAO and Unesco pro-
grammes. The different stages of the work included
comparative studies of soil maps, field and labora-
tory work, and the organization of international expert
meetings and study tours. The secretariat of the
joint project, located at FAO headquarters, was vested
with the responsibility of compiling the technical
information, correlating the studies and drafting the

PREFACE

maps and text. FAO and Unesco shared the expenses
involved in the realization of the project, and Unesco
undertook publication of its results. For the prepa-
ration of the Soil Map of Mexico and Central
America, the services of associate experts were
made available by the Governments of Belgium and
the Netherlands to work on the project.

The present volume, covering the soils of Mexico.
Central America and the Caribbean islands, is the
third of a set of ten which make up the complete
publication of the Soil Map of the World. The
first volume records introductory information and
presents the definitions of the elements of the legend
which is used uniformly throughout the publication.
Each of the nine following volumes comprises an
explanatory text and the corresponding map sheets
covering the main regions of the world.

FAO and Unesco wish to express their gratitude
to the government institutions, the International
Society of Soil Science, and the many individual soil
scientists who have contributed so much to this in-
ternational project.
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This volume describes the Mexican and Central
American section of the 1: 5 000 000 Soil Map of
the World. The compilation of the Soil Map of
Mexico and Central America was completed by FAO
and Unesco in a joint project initiated in 1961.

The map

The map sheet which makes up the Soil Map of
Mexico and Central America is drawn on topo-
graphic base maps of the 1 : 5 000 000 series of the
American Geographical Society. The map units are
associations of soil units divided into texture and
slope classes. They are marked on the map by sym-
bols. The dominant soils are shown by colours
while phase differences are shown by overprints.

A small inset map shows three grades of reliability
of soil information from which the map was com-
piled (Figure 1).

Detailed definitions of the soil units and full des-
criptions of all the terms used may be found in
Volume I of the set.

The text

The first chapter describes the development of the
project in Mexico and Central America and gives
some notes on uses of the map. The second acknowl-
edges the cooperation of the agencies and of the
large number of people who contributed to the maps
and text, and the third gives a summary of the mate-
rial in Volume I on the maps and legend.

The principal chapters of this volume deal with
environmental conditions, soils, and land use and
soil suitability.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Chapter 4 contains brief accounts, with maps, of
the four factors of the environment that have close
relationships with the pattern of soils: climate, vege-
tation, geology, and physiography and lithology.
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SUMMARY

Climate is discussed on the basis of six broad cli-
matic subdivisions. Since the criteria used in delimit-
ing units are those that are important to crop growth,
the climatic map is supplementary to the soil map
in the transfer of crop information from one part
of the world to another. Here only the higher cate-
gories are discussed. The main climatic regions are
outlined on a small-scale map (Figure 2).

Vegetation is discussed on the basis of 15 broad
regions, which are outlined on a small-scale map
(Figure 3). The text gives some brief notes on
the ecological conditions, main plant species and
distribution of the vegetation regions.

Geology, physiography and lithology are discussed
in relation to major land forms. Physiography (Fig-
ure 4) and lithology (Figure 5) are also dealt with
in relation to the nature and distribution of soil
parent materials.

SOILS AND LAND USE

Chapter 5, describing the soils of Mexico and
Central America, contains an extensive table of soil
associations and an account of the distribution of
the main soils. Chapter 6 discusses land use and
soil suitabilities for agriculture.

The table of soil associations lists all the map units
in alphabetical order of symbols. Other columns
show:

Associated soils
Inclusions
Phases
Areas of units in 1 000 hectares
Countries of occurrence

The distribution of major soils is discussed on the
basis of three broad soil regions the continental
highlands and lowlands, and the Caribbean islands
and outlined on a small-scale map (Figure 6). The
main soils of each region are discussed in relation



to factors of the environment, and their important
characteristics are noted.

Present land use and suitability for agriculture are
discussed, with an account of traditional and mod-

ern farming systems. Then the main soils are
considered separately, with a description of their
present use and the suitability of the land for both
traditional and modern farming.



Le present volume décrit la section Mexique et
Amérique centrale de la Carte mondiale des sols au
1 : 5 000 000. La Carte des sols du Mexique et de
l'Amérique centrale a Re réalisée par la FAO et
l'Unesco, dans le cadre d'un projet conjoint lance
en 1961.

La carte

La feuille cartographique qui constitue la Carte
des sols du Mexique et de l'Amérique centrale a
eté établie d'après les fonds topographiques au
1 : 5 000 000 de l'American Geographical Society.
Les unites cartographiques sont des associations
d'unités pédologiques subdivisées scion les classes de
texture et de pente. Elles sont indiquées sur la carte
par des symboles. Les sols dominants sont représen-
tés par des couleurs, tandis que les phases sont
indiquées en surcharge.

Une carte à petite échale reproduite en cartouche
indique trois degrés de fiabilité des données pédolo-
gigues d'après lesquelles la carte a été établie (fi-
gure 1).

Des definitions detainees des unites pédologiques
et des descriptions compiètes de tous les termes em-
ployes figurent dans le vo/ume I de cette serie.

Le texte

Le premier chapitre fait l'historique du projet au
Mexique et en Amérique centrale, et donne quelques
indications sur les utilisations possibles de la carte.
Le deuxieme chapitre rend hommage aux institutions
et à ceux qui ont conabore à la preparation des
cartes et du texte, tandis que le troisieme resume le
contenu du volume I en ce qui concerne les cartes
et la légende.
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Le principaux chapitres de ce volume traitent du
milieu, de la répartition, de l'utilisation et de la
vocation des sols.

LE MILIEU

Le chapitre 4 traite brievement, a l'aide de cartes,
des quatre facteurs du milieu dont depend étroite-
ment la répartition des sols: cIimat, vegetation, géo-
logie, et physiographie et lithologie.

Le clitnat est traité sur la base de six grandes sub-
divisions climatiques. Etant donne que pour delimiter
ces unites on a retenu les criteres les plus importants
pour la croissance des plantes, la carte climatique
complete la carte des sols et doit étre consultée pour
le transfert des données sur les cultures d'une partie
du monde à une autre. Il n'est tenu compte ici que
des categories supérieures. Les principales zones cli-
matiques sont délimitées sur la carte à petite échelle
(figure 2).

L'etude de la vegetation est basee sur 15 grandes
regions qui sont représentées sur une carte A. petite
échelle (figure 3). Le texte donne quelques breves
indications sur les conditions écologiques, les espèces
culturales les plus importantes et la répartition des
regions selon la vegetation.

La géologie, la physiographie et la lithologie ont
été étudiées par rapport aux principales formes de
relief. La physiographie (figure 4) et la lithologie
(figure 5) ont également été traitées d'après la nature
et la distribution des matériaux originels des
sols.

SOLS ET UTILISATION DES TERRES

Le chapitrc 5, qui décrit les sols du Mexique et
de l'Amérique centrale, contient un tableau &mine
des associations de sols et une description de la
répartition des principaux sols. Le chapitre 6 traite



de l'utilisation des terres et des aptitudes des sols
l'agriculture.
Le tableau des associations de sols énumère toutes

les unités cartographiques dans l'ordre alphabétique
des symboles. Les autres colonnes indiquent:

Les sols associés

Les inclusions

Les phases

La superficie des unites en milliers d'hectares

La répartition par pays.

La re'partition des principaux sols est traitée sur
la base de trois grandes zones pédologiques hautes
terres, basses terres, et les Caraibes et figure sur
une carte A. petite échelle (figure 6). Les principaux
sols de chaque region sont étudiés en fonction des
facteurs du milieu, et leurs principales caractéristiques
sont exposées.

L'étude de l'utilisation actuelle des terres et de leur
vocation agricole est accompagnée d'un exposé sur
les systèmes de culture traditionnels et modernes.
On passe ensuite A l'examen des principaux sols pris
séparément; leur utilisation actuelle et leur aptitude

l'agriculture tant traditionnelle que moderne sont
décrites.



HaCTO5iiiii1ri TOM nocHHweH meKcHKaHCKOH H HeHT-
panbi-10aMepHKaHCK0171 gaCTH 110,1BeH11011KapTbi Mil-
pa macinTaba 1:5 000 000. CocTaHneHme novHenHoil
icapTbi /vIeKcaKa 14 lieHTparibH02 AMepHK14 6birio 3a-
HepuieHo (DA° a K)HECK 0 B CO0TBeTCTB1411 c ax Coa-
MecTHMM npoeKTom, HaqaTmm 13 1961 roay.

KapTm

JIncr KapTm, npencTaensflowal no,ineuflyto KapTy
MeKcaKa a ljeuTpanbHoil AmepaK14, cocTasneu Ha
Tonorpa4314,iecKofi ocHoHe KapTax AmepaKaHcKoro
reorpacpw-iecKoro o6ulecTHa macurra6a 1:5 000 000.
KapTorpad2a4ecKme ezaaa' - 3TO COLleTaHlisino,1-
BeHHIAX eAHHHL.1, nonpa3Aenzioutaxcsi Ha Knaccm no
mexaHaneekomy cocTaBy a yc.noBloim penbe4Da.
noKa3aHm Ha Kapre 14HzeKcama. Ilpeo6nazaroame
nognm noKa3aHm oKpacKofl, a 4D'a3osme pa3na4asi no-
Ka3aHM Ha.110?KeHHOH 111TpHXOBK0171.

He6oniduag KapTa-Hpe3xa noKa3mBaeT Tp1,4 cTe-
neHa Ha,ae)KHocTa HH4)opmanaa o nogaax, Ha ocHone
KOTOpOR coCTal3J15111aCb KapTa .

,ZIeTanbame onpeneneHasi 110,1BeHHMX ezHH141.1
110/1Hbie OnliCaHHB Hcex liCr10.11630BaHHbix TepMHHOB
MO:KHO HarITH B Tome 1 HaCT0iiiiiero 143,qaH1451.

TeKCT

B nepHoll rnaHe onacmHaeTcsi pa3naTae npoeKTa
MeNCHKe a 11eHTpafibHoil AMepHKe 14.4aioTCH HeKo-
TOpble 3aMe,1aF11431 no 14Cnorib30BaHHIO KapTm. Bo BTO-
poR rnaHe ampahcaeTcH 6naroAapHocTb 3a coTpy,TAHH-
xtecTso 3P4pe?Kzemisim 14 60/11ALIOMy qacny BuL, KOTo-
pble IlpaasIJIa r4aCTHe B cocTaHneHaa KapT a TeKCTa.
B TpeTberi rnaHe zaHo KpaTKoe conep)KaHae nepeo-
ro TOMa OTH0CHTelibii0 KapT a /iereH.111b1.

OCHOBHble rJianbr AaHHOr0 TOMa nocanigeHbi
ycnoHasim oKpy?Ka.},oule1-4 Cpe,111,1 14 HcnOfib30Ba1-IHio
n0,413 H.3emna.

YCZOBY151 OKPY)ICA10111,Ell

IThaBa 4 conepwaT KpaTKoe onucaHae, c KapTama,
geTmpex 4)aKTopos oKpy)Kaloniert cpeAm, KoTopme
HmeK)T HenocpeAcTseHHoe oTHouleHne K reorpacaa

xi

PE3K)ME

110,1B: KliiimaTa, paCTI4Te.abH0cT11, reoflorpili 14 aliT0-
3orin4, penbeN.

Km4maT paccmaTpvisaeTc2 na ocHone InecTia
pOKHX K.1111MaTH4eCKHX1-10,1pa3,L1e.rleH1111. nOCKonbKy

Hcno./11,30BaHHble na Bal,ae.rieH1454

KapTorpacDH4eCKI4X eAnHan, Te )1(e, ,ITO a KpaTepaa,
Ha;KHme C TO4K41 3pe111451 Bbipall.11413aHHA paCTeH14171,
TO KJINMaTli4eCKa51KapTa CByadnT /40f10/1HeHl4eM K
110,4BeliHoll np14 nepe.rla,le 141443opmai_ula no ampaum-
HaHan KynbTypHmx paCTeHHH H3 0,711-1011 4aCTI4 rdHpa
13 gpyryio. 3nect, o6cy)KAaloTc51 iiuuii Haa6onee Bbi-
cOKHe KaTeropma. OcHosume KnamaTmecKme perm-
offm nOKa3aHbi Ha Mei1KOMaCIIITa6H011 KapTe (43ar. 2).

PaCTHTe.ribHOCTE. paCCMaTp14BaeTCSI Ha OCHOBe
BBYX 14114pOKIIX KJIHMaT144eCK14X perHOH0B: KapK0)114
ymepeHuo-xonozHoil 30H. 0Ha Aanee noApa3,Aensi-
eTCH B COOTBeTCTB1114 C 13b1CoTOri 14 11114p0T01710THOCH-

Te.ribH0 iiiiKaparyaHCK0171,11elipeCCH14, KOTOpa.51 B 140-
nom pi3AenHeT 49nOpm, xapaKTepHme Arm CesepHort
11 10?KH011 AMepi4K. COOTBeTCTBy1011114e cy6perHOHM
HOKa3aHbi Ha MeJIKOMaClliTa61101-4 KapTe (car.3). B
TeKcTe xiaHM HeKOTOpble KpaTKHe 3aMegaH145-1 no
Ka)K,[10My per1401iy H nO pa3Meige111410 a npapone cy6-
peraoHos.

reonor`HH, pense4)14.naTonorasi paccmaTpaaa-
loTcsi B OTHOLUeH1414 K OCHOBHLIM (.1)0pMaM110BepXHO-
CTH. Penbe4) (ar.4) a JIHT0.110r145:1 (4)1,41-.5) TaK)Ke
06Cy?K,LIalOTCH a OTHOilleHH11 K npi4p0,11e H pacnpocT-
paneHmo no4Hoo6pa3yiownx nopo.a.

1-1014BbI 14 14CI10.T1b3OBAHHE 3EMJII1

rnaHa 5, 01114CHBalolgass111013b1 fleHTpanbuoil Ame-
paKH, MeKCHK1114 OCTp0B013 KapH6CK0r0 M0p5T, Co-
zepKI4T o611.114pHy10 Ta6.T1411.4y n04BeHHbIX c0,-IeTaHpill 11
CBO,T4Ky no paCnpOCTpaHeHHio 'OCHOBHMX n0,413. B
IneCToil rnaue paccmaTpaHaeTcsi 14Cnarib30Baltyle
3eMJ114 a nparozmocm notn3 CelibCK0r0 X0331171-
CTBa.

Ta6nana nOtiBeHHLIX CO,leTaHHR CO4epACHT BCe
KapTOrpacplineCKple e./114H111.11,1 B a.TKPaB1ITHOM110pA,TIKe
1411,71eKCOB. Apyrile K0110HKH nOKa3b1BalOT:

Co,leTaIOLIAHeCA noilBbi
BK/110tieHHA

ta3b1
r1/101.10/114 131,1Aen0B B 1000 ra
cTpalibi paCnpOCTpaHeli14%



PaCnpocrpaileilHe uclioBabix lioga paccmaTpa-
aaercH Ha ocHuse KpyaHmx. n0Befitib1X perHouon,

B HII3Mel-IH0CTII,
ropm H tioKaLiaIIHLIK !fa D.1(3/11,-.Cot.faCiiira101-1 Nap f

notipm Ka;.K).!Or0 peruotii-.1 pac-
cmaTpuaataTem o CES1311 C cilaKTupamFt ol:py >Ka to weii
cpezbly a TaK..-xe ormegeHbt tix Bah:fieraule ocorSeH-
HOCTH.
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CoapemeHHoe 11C110/11,3013ali:le 3eN1/11,1 II Ilpil-0,1-
HOCTL AAR cefiLcKoro K03RACTIla paccmaTpuBalOTCSi
a otialux ge.prax c: r-leTOM Tp IICUOIIIIbIX H COE3pe-
melipiLl X cliCTeM 3e Nfile,10/1151. 33".rL,N1 UO'-IhiI
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En este volumen se describe la sección de México
y América Central del Mapa Mundial de Suelos a
escala 1: 5 000 000. La compilación del Mapa de
Suelos de México y América Central fue completada
por la FAO y la Unesco en un proyecto conjunto
iniciado en 1961.

Los mapas

La hoja con mapas que comprende el Mapa de
Suelos de México y América Central se ha trazado
sobre los mapas topográficos base de la serie a escala
1 : 5 000 000 de la American Geographical Society.
Las unidades del mapa son asociaciones de unidades
de suelos divididas en clases texturales topográficas o
de inclinación. Se indican en el mapa por medio de
símbolos. Los suelos dominantes se muestran por
colores, mientras que las diferentes fases se indican
con sobreimpresiones.

Un pequeño mapa en recuadro indica tres grados
de fiabilidad de la información sobre los suelos que
sirvió de base para la compilación del mapa (Figura 1).

En el Volumen I de la serie (Leyenda) pueden
encontrarse las definiciones detalladas de las unidades
de suelos y descripciones completas de todos los
términos utilizados.

El texto

En el primer capítulo se describe el desarrollo del
proyecto en México y América Central y se dan
algunas notas sobre los usos del mapa. En el se-
gundo, se da cuenta de la cooperación de organismos
y del gran número de personas que han colaborado
en /os mapas y en el texto, y en el tercero se pre-
senta un sumario del material contenido en el Vo-
lumen I sobre los mapas y la leyenda.

Los capítulos más importantes de este volumen
tratan de las condiciones del medio, de los suelos,

del aprovechamiento de las tierras y de la aptitud
de los suelos.

CONDICIONES DEL MEDIO

El Capítulo 4 contiene breves reseñas, con mapas,
de los cuatro factores dei medio que guardan una
estrecha relación con la estructura de los suelos:
el clima; la vegetación ; la geología; y la fisiografía
y litología.

Clima: Se estudia sobre la base de seis amplias
subdivisiones. Ya que los criterios que se han se-
guido para la delimitación de las unidades son
aquéllos que tienen importancia para el desarrollo
de los cultivos, el mapa climático sirve así de com-
plemento del mapa de suelos para la transferencia
de información sobre cultivos de una parte del mundo
a otra. Aquí sólo se examinan las categorías supe-
riores. Las principales regiones climáticas se señalan
en un mapa a pequeña escala (Figura 2).

Vegetación: Se estudia sobre la base de 15 am-
plias regiones de vegetación que se señalan en un
mapa a pequeña escala (Figura 3). El texto contiene
breves notas sobre las condiciones ecológicas, las
principales especies de plantas y la distribución de
las regiones de vegetación.

Geología, fisiografia y litología: Se examinan en
relación con las formas principales del terreno. La
fisiografía (Figura 4) y la litología (Figura 5) se
estudian también en relación con la naturaleza y
distribución del material de partida de los suelos.

Los SUELOS Y EL USO DE LA TIERRA

El Capitulo 5, en que se describen los suelos de
México y América Central, contiene un extenso cua-

RESUMEN



dro de las asociaciones de suelos y una reseña de
la distribución de los suelos principales. En el Capí-
tulo 6 se estudia el uso de la tierra y la aptitud de
los suelos para la agricultura.

El cuadro de asociaciones de suelos enumera
todas las unidades del mapa por orden alfabético
de los símbolos. En las otras columnas se presen-
tan:

Suelos asociados

Inclusiones

Fases

Superficie de las unidades en millares de hectáreas

Países en que se presentan

Xi V

Distribución de los suelos principales: Se examina
sobre la base de tres regiones generales de suelos
(tierras altas continentales, tierras bajas continentales
y suelos de las Antillas), señaladas en un mapa a
pequeha escala (Figura 6). Los suelos principales de
cada región se estudian en relación con los factores
del ambiente, indicándose sus características más
importantes.

El uso actual de la tierra y su aptitud para la agri-
cultura: Se examinan de un modo general, dándose
una relación de los sistemas de labranza tradicionales
y modernos. Se consideran después por separado
los principales suelos, describiéndose su uso actual
y la aptitud de la tierra para la labranza tanto tra-
dicional como moderna.



History of the project

Recognizing the need for an integrated knowledge
of the soils of the world, the Seventh Congress of
the International Society of Soil Science, held at
Madison, Wisconsin, United States in 1960, recom-
mended that ways and means be found for the publi-
cation of soil maps of the great regions of the world.
As a follow-up to this recommendation, FAO and
Unesco agreed in 1961 to prepare jointly a Soil Map
of the World based on the compilation of available
soil survey material and on additional field corre-
lation. The secretariat of the joint project was
located at the headquarters of FAO in Rome. It
was responsible for collecting and compiling the tech-
nical information, undertook correlation studies, and
drafted the maps and text.

In June 1961 an advisory panel composed of prom-
inent soil scientists representing various parts of
the world was convened by FAO and Unesco to study
the methodological, scientific and various other prob-
lems related to the preparation of a Soil Map of
the World.'

Some of the earliest investigations into tropical
soil genesis and soil interrelationships in the western
hemisphere began in the Caribbean sector of this
region. The pioneer of scientific soil studies was
undoubtedly J.B. Harrison, who before the turn of
the century had reported on the genesis of a fertile
soil in Barbados and had published an account of
the rocks and soils of Grenada and Carriacou islands.

This section refers mainly to the preparation of the Soil
Map of Mexico and Central America. The history of the
project as a whole is dealt with more completely in Volume I.

The participants at this meeting were:
Consultants: G. Aubert (Prance), M. Camargo (Brazil),

J. D'Hoore (Belgium), E.V. Lobova (U.S.S.R.), S.P. Raychau-
dhuri (India), G.D. Smith (United States), C.G. Stephens
(Australia), R. Tavernier (Belgium), N.H. Taylor (New Zea-
land), I.V. Tiurin (U.S.S.R.), F.A. Van Baren (Netherlands).

Unesco Secretariat: V.A. Kovda and M. Batisse.
FAO Secretariat: D. Luis Bramao, R. Dudal and F.

George.

1

1. INTRODUCTION

Four decades later came the studies by F. Hardy,
A. Rodriguez and C.F. Charter, which added greatly
to the soil knowledge of the Caribbean islands and
some of the Central American countries. R.L. Pen-
dleton, in 1945, was the first to try to convey a gen-
eral picture of the soils of Central America, based
on his own travels and information supplied by a
growing body of national soil surveyors in the Cen-
tral American countries. Mexico was the first coun-
try in the region to organize a team of soil special-
ists to report more specifically on the soils of areas
where irrigation schemes might be implemented, an
activity that led directly to the publication of the
Soil Map of Mexico by M. Brambila in 1958.

A first draft of a soil map for Mexico and Cen-
tral America was compiled by A.C.S. Wright. This
map was based on information supplied by the na-
tional surveyors of the various countries and on
correlation studies carried out by A. Smyth, N. Mi-
kenberg, W.C. Bourne, C. Simmons, and R.F. Va-
lencia.

Field correlation studies by A. Van Wambeke, K.J.
Beek, A.C.S. Wright and R. Dudal, and further
investigation of the nature of Mexican soils by a
national group organized by G. Flores Mata, made
it possible to draw a second draft of the soil map
in 1967. This map was presented at the Ninth
Congress of the International Society of Soil Science,
held in Adelaide, Australia in 1968.

Finally, a third draft of the map was prepared in
Rome in 1970 by A.C.S. Wright and R. DudaI. The
main sources of additional soil information for this
final draft are described in Chapter 3.

Objectives

Transfer of knowledge and experience from one
area of the earth to another can only be successful
when allowance is made for similarities and differ-
ences in the geographic, soil and climatic conditions



of the regions or countries involved. Furthermore,
the economic feasibility of different management tech-
niques under prevailing socioeconomic conditions
needs to be assessed before they can be recommended
for adoption. Reliable information on the nature
and distribution of the major soils of the world
is thus of fundamental importance. However, the
preparation of regional and continental soil maps
requires a uniform legend and nomenclature and
the correlation of existing soil classification systems.
One of the principal objectives of the FAo/Unesco
Soil Map of the World project was to promote agree-
ment among soil scientists all over the world on an
international soil correlation system.

Agricultural research in Latin America is cen-
tred mainly on increased output from croplands and
from pastures. Vast areas exist, however, which have
scarcely been touched by man and are only now
being studied to evaluate their future role in growing
food for the rapidly increasing population. Many ex-
perts under international and bilateral programmes
are assisting the governments in this task. This
continental soils study attempts to present a synthesis
of the knowledge available at the present stage of
development of soil science in Mexico and Central
America. It is hoped that it will promote better
understanding among soil scientists, planners and
farmers, provide useful coordination of national and
international soils work and stimulate research and
its application in the region.

Value and limitations of the map

The Soil Map of Mexico and Central America is
meant to be a source of factual data, providing a
basis and framework for further regional and na-
tional soil surveys at a more detailed scale. It may
assist in selecting methods for reclamation, crop pro-
duction, fertilizer application, and general use of
soils. Up till now all attempts to make overall
plans or forecasts for agriculture have been hamper-
ed by lack of uniformity in the terminology, nomen-
clature and classification of soils, and by lack of a
comprehensive picture of the world's soil resources.

Through a systematic interpretation of the Soil
Map of the World it will be possible to make an
appraisal of the distribution and the production po-
tential of the major soils on a continental basis and
to delineate broad priority areas which deserve fur-
ther study. This inventory of soil resources will
bring to light the limitations and potentials of the
different regions for increased food production.

In addition, a soil map such as the Soil Map of
Mexico and Central America can be a valuable
teaching aid for the training of geographers, soil
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scientists, agronomists and all those who are involved
with the study of the environment.

Although the publication of the map and text
marks a significant step forward, it is necessary to
point out its inherent limitations. The accuracy and
detail of the information which can be shown are
obviously limited by the small scale of the map and
by the fact that soil data for some areas are scarce
because of inadequate field correlation or lack of
direct observations. In addition, difficulties were
encountered in the compilation of the map because
of the differences in the methods of field and labo-
ratory studies. These limitations may also apply to
the interpretive data, since they can only be as accu-
rate as the soils information on which they are based.
Despite these shortcomings, this soil map is the most
recent and detailed inventory of soil resources based
on international cooperation. Its limitations empha-
size the necessity for intensified soil correlation and
for obtaining better knowledge of the nature and
distribution of soils in those parts of the continent
where information is lacking or inadequate.

Use of the map and explanatory text

Against the background of the topographic base
the map shows the broad pattern of dominant soils,
marked by different colours. Clusters of closely relat-
ed colours have been used for soils which have simi-
lar characteristics so that major soil regions can be
recognized.

More detailed information about each mapping
unit can be derived from the soil association sym-
bols. The composition of the soil associations is

given in Chapter 5, in which they are listed alphabet-
ically and numerically, together with areas and loca-
tion. A table showing the composition of the soil
associations is also given on the back of the
map.

The meaning of the classes for texture and topog-
raphy which accompany the symbols of the map-
ping units is also explained on the soil map, as is the
explanation of the overprints which indicate phases.
These are further described in Chapter 3. The defi-
nitions of the soil units involved can be found in
Volume I. The profile descriptions and analytical
data in the Appendix illustrate and further clarify
the soil definitions.

The geographical distribution of the soils is given
in Chapter 5. For this purpose the continent has
been subdivided into three major physiographic units:
the highlands, the lowlands and the Caribbean islands.
These units have been subdivided into 14 broad soil
regions.



For information on the occurrence, land use, limi-
tations, suitabilities and potentials of the soil units
Chapter 6 should be consulted. Here the specific
management problems of the soil units are dis-
cussed.

Those who are interested not only in the nature,
distribution and suitabilities of the soils, but also
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in the natural environment, will find additional read-
ing in Chapter 4. This chapter deals with climate,
with vegetation (which in wide areas of Mexico and
Central America can still be observed in its natural
state), with geology, and with physiography (supple-
menting information in the chapter on the distribu-
tion of soils) and lithology.
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Preparation of the map

In close cooperation with the government institu-
tions listed above, soil specialists, and FAO field staff,
three successive drafts of the Soil Map of Central
America, Mexico and the Caribbean islands were
prepared at the FAO project centre in Rome.

Grateful acknowledgement is made of the permis-
sion given by the American Geographical Society of

New York to use its 1: 5 000 000 World Map as a
basis for the preparation of the Soil Map of the
World.

Preparation of the explanatory text

The explanatory text was prepared by A.C.S.
Wright. The section on climate was prepared by
C. Debehault. The sections on physiography and
geology were prepared by J.H.V. van Baren and

P.L.J. de Jongh. The section on vegetation, for
Mexico, was drawn from a recent publication by
G. Flores Mata et al., and for the other countries
of the area was compiled by C. Debehault.

'FAO staff.
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Soil correlation

Considering the diversity of the basic material used
and the different approaches applied to soil classifi-
cation in different countries, soil correlation has been
an essential aspect in the preparation of the Soil
Map of Mexico and Central America.

Interterritorial soil correlation studies in the region
were initiated by F. Hardy, C.F. Charter and R.L.
Pendleton, but the first attempt at matching soils
across an international boundary was made by C.S.
Simmons and A.C.S. Wright in 1953, when the soils
of the Petén region of Guatemala were correlated
with the contiguous soils of British Honduras. In
1963, FAO promoted the first systematic soil correla-
tion studies when A. Smyth (FAo, Rome), C.S. Sim-
mons (FAo, Honduras), N. Mikenberg (FAO, Nicara-
gua), and C. Bourne (U.S. Technical Aid in El Sal-
vador), together with the soil surveyors of those coun-
tries, spent several weeks examining the soils of the
central part of the continent. In 1965, an international
soil correlation meeting was held in Mexico to discuss
the correlation of mapping legends used in Canada,
Mexico and the United States. Participants at this
meeting were: M. Brambila (Chairman, Mexico),
M.E. Austin (United States), L. Iturriaga (Mexico),
A. Leahey (Canada), R.O. Monasterio (Mexico),
F.P. Rodríguez (Mexico) and R. Dudal (FAo). Sub-
sequently, field correlation within Mexico and be-
tween Mexico and the United States was carried out
by G. Flores Mata (Mexico), J. Douglass (United
States), L.G. Gile (United States), J.W. Hawley
(United States), R. Dudal (FAo), A. Van Wambeke
(FAO), K.J. Beek (FAO) and A.C.S. Wright (FAO).

The responsibility for intercontinental correlation,
preparation of the international legend and defini-
tions of soil units was entrusted to R. Dudal (FAo).

Financial support

The costs of the preparation and printing of the
Soil Map of Mexico and Central America were
shared jointly by FAO and Unesco. Acknowledge-
ment is also made here to the Governments of Bel-
gium and the Netherlands, which made the services
of associate experts available to the project (from
Belgium: C. Debehault, 1969-70; from the Nether-
lands: P.L.J. de Jongh, 1970-72).



3. THE MAP

Topographic base

The Soil Map of Mexico and Central America was
prepared on the basis of the 1: 5 000 000 topographic
map series of the American Geographical Society
of New York, assuming an average radius of the
earth of 6 378 388 metres. A bipolar oblique conic
conformal projection was used.

Areas of land surfaces measured directly on the
map with a planimeter are subject to variations due
to the projection of less than 8 percent. Distances
between land points measured directly on the map
are subject to errors of less than 4 percent. The
accuracy can be greatly improved by use of the key
map on the American Geographical Society map,
which gives lines of equal scale departure and conver-
sion tables based on mean scale departure ratio.

Map units

The map unit consists of a soil unit or of an asso-
ciation of soil units. The textural class is indicated
for the dominant soil unit while a slope class reflects
the topography in which the soil association occurs.
Furthermore, the associations may be phased accord-
ing to the presence of indurated layers or hard rock
at shallow depth, stoniness, salinity and alkalinity.
The soil units, classes and phases are defined in

Volume I.
Each soil association is composed of dominant

and subdominant soil units, the latter estimated to
cover at least 20 percent of the delimited area. Im-
portant soil units which cover less than 20 percent
of the area are added as inclusions.

The symbols of the mapping units show the soil
unit, textural class and slope class as follows:

Soil units. The symbols used for the representa-
tion of the soil units are those shown in the list
of soil units on the back of the map. They are
listed also in Table 1.

Textural classes. The textural classes, coarse, me-
dium and fine, are shown by the symbols 1, 2 and
3 respectively.
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Slope classes. The slope classes, level to gently
undulating, rolling to hilly, and strongly dissected
to mountainous, are indicated by the letters a. b

and c respectively.

Cartographic representation

SYNIBOLS

The soil associations have been identified on the
map by the symbol representing the dominant soil
unit, followed by a figure which refers to the descrip-
tive legend on the back of the map in which the full
composition of the association is outlined.

Example: Lc25 Chromic Luvisols and Luvic
Kastanozcms

Vp32 Pellic Vertisols, Vertic Luvi-
sols and Eutric Regosols

Associations in which Lithosols are dominant are
identified by the Lithosol symbol I combined with
the symbol for one or two associated soil units.

Example: I-Bd Lithosols and Dystric Cambi-
sols

I-Re-Ne Lithos°ls, Eutric Regosols and
Eutric Nitosols

Where there are no associated soils or where the
associated soils are not known, the symbol I is used
alone.

If information on the texture of the surface layers
(upper 30 cm) of the dominant soil is available the
textural class figure follows the association figure,
separated from it by a dash.

Example: Le25-3 Chromic Luvisols, fine textur-
ed, and Luvic Kastanozems

Tin5-2 Mollic Andosols, medium tex-
tured, and Vitric Andosols

Where two groups of textures occur that cannot
be delimited on the map two figures may be used.
Example: Y9-1/2 Yermosols, coarse and medium

textured, and Lithosols



TABLE I. SOIL UNITS FOR NIEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA

Where information on relief is available the slope
classes are indicated by a small letter, a, b or e,
immediately following the textural notation.

Example: Lc25-3b Chromic Luvisols, fine textur-
ed, and Luvic Kastanozems,
rolling to hilly

in complex areas where two types of topography
occur that cannot be delimited on the map two
letters may be used.

Example: Kh21-2ab Haplic Kastanozems, medium
textured, and Luvic Yermo-
sols, level to rolling

If information on texture is not available, then the
small letter indicating the slope class will immedi-
ately follow the association symbol.

Example: I-Bd-c Lithosols and Dystric Cambi-
sols, steep.

MAP COLOURS

The soil associations have been coloured accord-
ing to the dominant soil unit. Each of the soil
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units used for the Soil Map of the World has been
assigned a specific colour. The distinction between
map units is shown by a symbol on the map.

The colour selection is made by clusters so that
" soil regions " of genetically related soils will show
up clearly.

If insufficient information is available to specify
the dominant soil unit, thc group of units as a whole
is marked by the colour of the first unit men-
tioned in the list (for example, the colour of the
Haplic Yermosols to show Yermosols in general; the
colour of the Oehric Andosols to show Andosols in
general).

Associations dominated by Lithosols are shown by
a striped pattern and by the colour of the associated
soils. If no associated soils are recognized (because
they occupy less than 20 percent of the area or be-
cause specific information is lacking) the colour of
the Lithosol unit is applied uniformly over the hatched
pattern.

PHASES

Phases are indicated on the Soil Map of the World
by overprints.

FLUVISOLS T ANDOSOLS K KASTANOZEMS W PLANOSOLS
Je Eutric Fluvisols To Ochric Anclosols Kh Haplic Kastanozems We Eutric Planosols
Jc Calcarie Fluvisols Tm Mollie Andosols Kk Calcic Kastanozems Wd Dystric Planosols
Jd Dystric Fluvisols Th Humic Andosols K1 Luvic Kastanozems Wh Humic Planosols
Jt Thionic Fluvisols Tv Vitric Andosols

H PHAEOZEMS
Ws SoIodic Planosols

G GLEYSOLS V VERT ISOLS Hh Haplic Phaeozems A ACRISOLS

Ge Eutric Gleysols Vp Pellic Vents°Is
H1 Luvic Phaeozems

Ao Orthic Acrisols
Gc Calcaric Gleysols Vc Chromic Vertisols CAMBISOLS Af Ferric Acrisols
Gd
Gm

Dystric Gleysols
Mollie Gleysols SOLONCHAKS

Be

Bd
Eutric Cambisols
Dystric Cambisols

Ah
Ap

Humic Acrisols
Plinthic Acrisols

Gh
Gp

Humic Gleysols
Plinthic Gleysols

Zo
Zg

Orthic Solonchaks
Gleyic Solonchaks

Bh
Bk

Humic Cambisols
Calcic Cambisols

Ag Gleyic Acrisols

Bc Chromic Cambisols N NITOSOLS
R REGOSOLS S SOLONETZ By Vertic Cambisols Ne Eutric Nitosols
Re Eutric Regosols Sg Gleyic Solonetz LUVISOLS

Nd Dystric Nitosols
Re Calcarie Regosols
Rd Dystric Regosols Y YERMOSOLS Lo Orthic Luvisols F FERRALSOLS

Lc Chromic Luvisols

L I THOSOLS
Yh
Yk

Haplic Yermosols
Calcic Yermosols

Lv
Lf

Vertic Luvisols
Ferric Luvisols

Fo
Fr

Orthic Ferralsols
Rhodic Ferralsols

Q ARENOSOLS
YI Luvic Yermosols Lp

Lg
Plinthic Luvisols
Gleyic Luvisols

Fa
Fp

Acre Ferralsols
Plinthic Ferralsols

Qc Cambie Arenosols X XEROSOLS

Qa Albic Arenosols Xh Haplic Xerosols P PODZOLS O HISTOSOLS

Xk Calce Xerosols Po Orthic Podzols Oe Eutric Histosols
E RENDZINAS XI Luvic Xerosols PI Leptic Podzols Od Dystric Histosols
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Figure 1. Sources of information

The duric, fragipan, petric and petrocalcic phases
show the presence of indurated layers, respectively
duripan, fragipan, concretionary horizons and petro-
calcic horizons, within 100 cm of the surface.

The stony phase marks areas where the presence
of gravels, stones, boulders or rock outcrops makes
the use of mechanized agricultural equipment im-
practicable.

The lit/tic phase indicates the presence of hard
rock at less than 50 cm from the surface.

The saline phase shows that certain soils of the
association (not necessarily the dominant ones) are
affected by salt to the extent that they have a conduc-
tivity greater than 4 mmhos/cm in some part of the
soil within 125 cm of the surface for some part of
the year. The phase is intended to mark present or
potential salinization.

The sodic phase is used for soils which have more
than 6 percent saturation with sodium in some part
of the soil within 125 cm of the surface. It should
be noted that Solonchaks are not shown as saline
phases and Solonetz as sodic phases, since these
soils are saline and sodic, respectively, by definition.
It follows that saline phases plus Solonchaks should
be identified for all areas with saline soils, and sodic
phases plus Solonetz for all areas with alkali soils.

Where more than one of these phases applies, only
the one causing the strongest limitations for agricul-
tural production has been shown.

MISCELLANEOUS LAND UNITS

Miscellaneous land units are used to indicate salt
flats, dunes and shifting sand.

Where the extent of the land unit is large enough
to be shown separately the sign may be printed over
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a blank background. If the land unit occurs in
combination with a soil association the sign may be
printed over the colour of the dominant soil.

Sources of information

A map showing the sources of information of the
Soil Map of Mexico and Central America (Figure 1)
is shown as an inset on the soil map. A distinction
is made between the areas compiled from systematic
soil surveys, soil reconnaissance, and general infor-
mation with local field observations.

In the preparation of the soil map a large number
of documents was consulted. It is impossible to
mention them all. The most important, which cover
substantial areas of the map or which were prepar-
ed specifically for the project, are recorded here by
the country of origin.

BARBADOS

Soil map of Barbados. Soil and Land-use Survey,
No. 18. Trinidad, Imperial College of Tropical
Agriculture, 1966.

BRITISH ANTILLES

Soil maps of Antigua and Barbuda. Soil and Land-
use Surveys No. 19 A and B. Trinidad, Imperial
College of Tropical Agriculture, 1966.

Soil map of Grenada and Carriacou. Soil and Land-
use Survey No. 9. Trinidad, Imperial College of
Tropical Agriculture, 1959.

Soil map of Dominica. Soil and Land-use Survey
No. 23. Trinidad, Imperial College of Tropical
Agriculture, 1967.

Soil map of St. Kitts and Nevis. Soil and Land-
use Survey No. 16. Trinidad, Imperial College of
Tropical Agriculture, 1966.

Soil map of St. Lucia. Soil and Land-use Survey
No. 20. Trinidad, Imperial College of Tropical
Agriculture, 1966.

Soil map of St. Vincent. Soil and Land-use Survey
No. 3. Trinidad, Imperial College of Tropical
Agriculture, 1958.

Soil map of Montserrat. Soil and Land-use Survey
No. 22. Trinidad, Imperial College of Tropical
Agriculture, 1967.

BRITISH HONDURAS

Soil map of British Honduras. Report of British
Honduras Land Use Survey. London, Colonial
Research Publication No. 24, 1959.



COSTA RICA

Mapa de Suelos, Región Oriental de la Meseta Cen-
tral. San José, Ministerio de Agricultura e In-
dustria, 1954.

Mapa de Suelos, Región Occidental de la Meseta
Central. San José, Bol. Téc. No. 22. Ministerio
de Agricultura e Industria, 1958.

CUBA

Soil map of Cuba. Tropical Plants Research Foun-
dation and U.S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D.C., 1928.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Soil map of Dominican Republic. Survey of the
Natural Resources of the Dominican Republic.
Washington, D.C., Organization of American
States, 1969.

EL SALVADOR

Levantamiento General de Suelos. San Salvador,
Ministerio de Agricultura y Ganadería, 1960.

FRENCH ANTILLES

Carte de Sols de la Guadeloupe. ORSTOM, Bureau des
Sols des Antilles, 1960.

GUATEMALA

Mapa de Suelos de Guatemala - Clasificación de Re-
conocimiento de los Suelos de la República de
Guatemala. Guatemala, Ministerio de Agricul-
tura e Instituto Agropecuario Nacional, Depar-
tamento de Suelos, 1959.

HAITI

Caractéristiques et nature de la fraction argileuse de
quelques sois rouges d'Harti situés sur calcaires
durs, par Colmet-Daage, F. et al. ORSTOM. Pédo-
logie, 7(3), 1969.

HONDURAS

Informe al Gobierno de Honduras sobre los suelos
de Honduras. Rome, FAO, 1969. AGL-UNDP/TA

2630.
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JAMAICA

Soil maps of parishes. Soil and Land-use Surveys
Nos. 1, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12. Trinidad, Imperial
College of Tropical Agriculture, 1958-61.

MEXICO

Carta general de grandes grupos de suelos. Sec. Rec.
Hidráulicos 1958

Carta de suelos de la República Mexicana. Sec. Rec.
Hidráulicos 1960

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES

Soil map of St. Maarten, St. Eustatius and Saba.
Utrecht, Foundation for Scientific Research in
Surinam and Netherlands Antilles, 1955.

NICARAGUA

Estudios ecológicos para aprovechamiento de la tierra
en Nicaragua. FAO. Ministerio de Economía, Ins-
tituto de Fomento Nacional, 1959

Mapa de suelos del área del Proyecto de irrigación
de Rivas. Managua, Ministerio de Agricultura y
Ganadería, 1961.

PANAMA

Land classification and general soil map. U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Office
of Foreign Agricultural Relations, 1952.

PUERTO RICO

Soil map of Puerto Rico. U.S. Department of Agri-
d'hure, Bureau Chem. and Soils. Puerto Rico,
University of Puerto Rico Agricultura! Experi-
mental Station, 1942.

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Soil map of central Trinidad. Directorate of Colo-
nial Surveys, 1954.

Profile description and analytical data for the soils
of Tobago. Land Capability Survey of Trinidad
and Tobago, Trinidad.



4. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

In this chapter brief outlines are given of four aspects
of the environnient that are important in the develop-
ment of soils. These are climate, vegetation, geology,
and physiography and lithology.

These outlines, each of which is accompanied by
a small-scale map, indicate the location and nature
of the major regions in which important variants of
climate, vegetation, landscape and rock types occur.

CLIMATE

The area discussed extends between latitudes 7030'
and 32030'N, that is from the subequatorial zone to
the temperate zone.

It can be subdivided into two main regions:

I. Central America proper, southern Mexico and
the Caribbean is/ands, with a tropical, isothermal
and humid climate.

Central and northern Mexico, with a semitrop-
ical, continental and dry climate.

Climatic factors

Because of the mountainous nature of the terrain
standing as a barrier between two major oceanic
weather systems, changes from one climatic type
to another are abrupt. But even if the land bridge
had been of more subdued relief, there would still
remain significant climatic differences between the
northwestern and southeastern regions, between the
Pacific and Atlantic coastal regions, and between the
warm temperate northern latitudes and the tropical
southern latitudes.

The northern and northwestern parts of the land
bridge fall strongly under the influence of continental
air movements from the high pressure centres of the
North American continent. In this region dry con-
tinental climatic regimes dominate, contrasting with
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regimes that are basically humid and isothermal
(characterized by one or sometimes two periods with
diminished rainfall). The dry seasons are more pro-
nounced, more prolonged, and more regular in time
of onset along the Pacific side of the land bridge
because the moist oceanic air mass must first traverse
a wide belt of cold ocean currents before it impinges
on the land. This is not the case on the Atfantic
side, where the sea currents are warm. Instead, the
Atlantic lowlands are subject to periodic invasions of
cold fronts, bringing cool air as southward extensions
of the cold winter system of the North American
continent. Occurring at any time from October to
March, their onset and frequency is highly irregular
from year to year.

The influence of these incursions of cool air along
the eastern seaboard extends as far south as northern
Honduras. The lower air temperatures during these
winter months give rise to a variation in the typical
isothermal humid tropical climate which is distinct
from the normal subtropical climate and which has
been variously called " extratropical," " quasitrop-
ical " and " semitropical.- In this account they
will be referred to as semitropical, implying that they
are endowed with truly tropical temperature condi-
tions for three quarters of the year but have enough
cool, wet or clamp days to limit the production of
some tropical crops.

The climatic contrast between the 'Pacific and
Atlantic lowlands is most pronounced above latitude
220N. On the Pacific side, near the border with
the United States, there is a small belt with a warm
Mediterranean temperate climate, succeeded by a
temperate subdesertic climate with winter rains grad-
ing into a warm maritime subtropical desertic climate
which covers rnost of Baja California south of lati-
tude 300N. This is succeeded by a semitropical sub-
desertic climate, which in turn gives way to a humid-
to-dry tropical climate near latitude 200N. On the
.Ntlantic side a very dry semitropical climate occurs
south of the United States border and grades into a



humid-to-dry- semitropical climate before reaching
latitude 200N.

Between 150N and 200N there is greater similarity
in lowland climates between the Pacific and Atlan-
tic sides. Both have humid-to-dry and very dry trop-
ical climates, but on the Atlantic lowlands the pat-
tern of rainfall is much more erratic and winter
temperatures may be low for a truly tropical climate.
Over the wide plains of the Yucatán peninsula,
elevation is so close to sea level that the rainfall
pattern is as erratic as over the open ocean. South
of latitude I5°N, the contrast between Pacific and
Atlantic lowlands becomes once more pronounced
with equatorial and subequatorial tropical climates
predominating on the Atlantic side, and humid trop-
ical climates on the Pacific side. On the Pacific:
side these climates have two pronounced dry seasons.
On the Atlantic side there is one rather weakly defin-
ed dry season.

Going inland from the coast, the land rises, rain-
fall generally increases, and temperatures fall, This
is particularly noticeable on the Atlantic side where
the coastal plains are often wide and show a decreas-
ing rainfall gradient between the coast and the foot-
hills. Over the foothills rainfall increases steadily,
culminating in a zone of cool, damp highlands with
characteristic woodland vegetation and specialized
agriculture, well exemplified by the crest of the Sierra
Madre Oriental in Mexico. On the Pacific side the
land rises more abruptly near the coast, and a moist
highland environment occurs only in a few favoured
places.

The climates of the interior uplands, highlands and
valleys arc varied. They can be shown only broadly
on the accompanying climatic map (Figure 2). They
include humid and dry isothermal, subtropical cli-
mates; warm temperate climates (tierra templada),
some of which are semicontinental; medium to cold
temperate. climates (tierra fría); subdesertic and deser-
tic upland climates (mainly in northern Mexico), and
many intergrades which are too local to show on
the small-scale map. Interior valleys with a north-
west-southeast alignment generally show vertical zon-
ing in vvhich the climate changes with every few
hundred feet of altitude, while valleys running deep
into the ranges from either of the coasts show more
gradual changes toward the interior. Many interior
valleys experience subdesertic conditions at some
point along the valley floor.

The islands of the Caribbean, subject for a large
part of the year to the influence of the southeast
trade, winds, naturally show a marked climatic differ-
ence between the windward and leeward coasts.
The former are much drier and the latter more uni-
formly moist, but not as moist as the central moun-
tainous mass. Many of the small coral reef islands
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of very low relief are uniformly subdesertic. Only
some of the larger islands (Cuba, Hispaniola, Jamaica.
for example) show a more complex climatic pattern,
with humid-to-dry tropical climates at lower eleva-
tions, very humid semitropical climates at higher ele-
vations, and relatively dry interior valley climates.

Climatic regions

The classification used in this study is a synthesis
of several other climatic and ecological systems, espe-
cially those of Köppen, Holdridge, Beard, Taylor
and Gaussen. The limits are defined on the basis
of distribution of natural vegetation and crops.

Figure 2 shows the climatic regions as they fan
into large divisions A, B, C, D, K, L, M, S and T.
The key showing subdivisions of each category
and the factors determining the assignment into
categories are given in Table 2.

The climatic regions have been grouped for conve-
nience in six large classes:

I. Tropical (A)
Subtropical (B)
Warm temperate (C)
Medium and cold temperate (D)
Subdesertic (K, L, M)
Desertic (S, T)

Both thermal and rainfall types enter into the
classification. Thermal types are defined by the mean
annual temperature (1AT); the mean temperature for
the coldest month (cm-r); and the mean temperature
for the warmest month (wm-r). Rainfall types are
defined on the basis of the number of dry months
and the mean annual rainfall (MAR). A dry month
is defined' in relation to thermal types as follows:

Tropical and semitropical regions: less than
60 mm MAR

Subtropical ancl temperate regions: 40-60 mm
MAR subtropical. and 30-50 MITI MAR temper-
ate.

I. TROPICAL (A)

These climates have an MAT grcater than 23°C, a
CMT of 200C or over, an MAR of more than 550 nun.
and a maximum of 8 dry months. The length of
the dry season is generally related to the amount of

Kbppen's method is used for tropical and semitropical
regions, and Gaussen's for subtropical and temperate. Gaus-
sen's system is to call a month dry if the mean monthly rain-
fall in centimetres is less than twice the mean monthly tem-
perature in "C.
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annual rainfall and coincides with the coldest part
of the year.

Tropical climates occupy by far the greatest sur-
face of Central America, Mexico, and the Caribbean
area. On the basis of the length and intensity of
dry season, four tropical climatic types have been
distinguished.

Al and A2. The very humid or equatorial cli-
mate (Al) is characterized by high rainfall (over
60 mm monthly) during the whole year. In contrast,
the humid tropical climate (A2) has 1-3 dry months
(with mean monthly rainfall less than 60 mm). Re-
gions with Al and A2 climates support the evergreen
rainforest.

This is a humid to dry tropical climate charac-
terized by well-defined dry and humid seasons, with
4-6 dry months. A3 regions support a deciduous
tropical forest; in fact the boundary between A2
and A3 is established by the passage from evergreen
to semideciduous forest. Cuba is almost entirely A3,
as are the centre and south of Haiti and the coastal
regions of the other islands.

In the very dry tropical A4 climates there is
a dry season of 6-8 months. A4 regions generally
have a bush savanna with many xerophytes.

2. SUBTROPICAL (B)

Transitional between tropical and temperate, the
subtropical climate is not well defined. The semi-
tropical climates where cooling is caused by latitude
are shown by B.

B" indicates the subtropical climates where cooling
is caused by altitude.

B' shows the subtropical climates combining both
effects: the semitropical dimates of altitude.

B" climates are continuations on higher altitudes
of the tropical climates. They differ from the B
climates in their much lower summer temperatures
and lower rnonthly average temperature, between
18 and 23°C. Near the upper limit of these cli-
mates, corresponding approximately to the frostline,
frost may occur if there is a well-defined dry season.

The B' climate occurs as an extension to the north
of the B" climate as well as an extension to higher
altitudes of the B climate. It is characterized by
an MAT between 18 and 23°C, a CMT of less than
14°C and an MAR of more than 500 mm. In con-
trast to B and B", the B' climate may have rather
severe frosts.

Bl and B2. These are respectively the very humid
and humid semitropical climates. Rainfall charac-
teristics are the same as those of the Al and A2
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climates, but the mean temperature of the coldest
month is lower. Frost does not occur. These cli-
mates support evergreen forests. They occupy a
relatively small area on the lower northern slopes of
the Sierra Madre Oriental from Punta Delgada to
the latitude of Ciudad del Maíz.

The humid to dry semitropical climate is
characterized by 4-6 dry months. Frost does not
occur, but minimum temperatures are near zero.
This climate occupies the plains along the Gulf,
northeast of the Sierra Madre Oriental to about
latitude 23° N, and small arcas in the mountains of
Sinaloa, in central Cuba, and in the north of the
Bahamas.

This very dry semitropical climate is char-
acterized by 6-8 dry months and an MAR between
about 550 and 1 000 mm, or 9 dry months. The
coldest monthly temperature is between 16 and 20° C.
Thcre are sporadic frosts. B4 climate occurs on
both the Atlantic side, from latitude 22° N up to
Texas, and the Pacific side between latitudes 24 and
28" N. It does not occur in the Antilles.

Combinations of B' and B" with Bl, B2, B3 and
B4 are distinguished on the map (Figure 2).

3. WARM TEMPERATE (C)

These climates have an MAT between 16 and 18° C.
In Central America they are nearly always extensions
of subtropical climates at higher altitudes. Only
the extreme northwest of Mexico has a Mediterra-
nean type of temperate climate at sea level. Sever-
al subdivisions have been distinguished.

The C" climates are isothermal warm temperate
climates (upper tierra templada). They have the same
rainfall pattern as the isothermal tropical climate
B" but occur at higher altitudes. MAR is more than
400-500 mm, and may be more than 5 000 mm.
Frosts occur, especially at higher elevations. Accord-
ing to the length of the dry season, two clintate,s have
been distinguished, C"1-2 and C"3-4.

C"1-2. These are the very humid to humid iso-
thermal warm temperate climates (included in B"1-2
on the map), and a continuation of the B"/ and
B"2 climates. They are characterized by a dry
season of 0-3 months and a mean annual rainfall
of more than 1 300 mm. Tht.,-y support a thick,
evergreen forest, rich in epiphytes and ferns, but
are very little inhabited because of the excessive hu-
midity. Only the regions with relatively low rainfall
(about I 500-1 600 mm) have some population.
Rainfall may go as high as 5 000 mm.

C"3-4. These are humid to very dry isothermal
warm temperate climates, and are the continuation



Tropical (A)

Al Very humid or
equatorial

A2 Humid

A 2a Subequatorial
variety

A3 Rather humid to
dry

A3a Dry varietY

A4 Very dr)

Subtropical (B)

SEMITROPICAL

B1 Very humid

B2 Hun/id

133 Rather humid to
dry

134 Very dry

B4a Variety with
two dry seasons

IV' ISOTHERMAL

131 Very humid

B "2 Humid

B'3 Rather humid to
dry

B"4 Very drY

13 SEMITROPICAL OF
ALTITUDE

B '3 Rather humid to
dry

Il'4 Very dry

Warm temperate (C)

C' ISOTHERMAL

C' 'I -2 Very humid to
humid
(mapped with
B"1-2)

C"3-4 Rather humid to
very dry

TABLE 2. KEY TO CLIMATIC MAP OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA

C"1-2

23 20(but 141 >27-* -31 s-> 17, Very sporadic.
light

None131-2 23 17--*20 - 30 8-4-10

13I-2 -.23 17--*20 .30 8-4-10

B3 .- 23 17-0.20 :¡--",¡-<. 30 8-0-10

114 -23 14-0-20 >28-4- <-32 111-.17

134a -- 23 14-.19 >28-> 32 12-4-17

18-4-23 - 14 <25-26 1-48-10

18-0-23 - 14 -:25-26 1-48-10

B"1-2 18-423 > 14 -% 25-26 1-48-10

B3 18-4-23 :- 14 <25-26 1-48-10

13"4 18-0-23 14 <25-26 3->8-10

18-.23 - 14 ->26 10-420

B'4 18->23 10-414 26-0- < 31 10-0-20

134 18-0-23 10-0-14 26-4. - 31 10-0.20

15-4.18

16-?-18 12-s-16 17-4.21-22 1-49

C"1, 16-0-18 12-.4-16 17-*21-22 1-*8

C"3-4 16-418 12-4-16 17-4-21-22 1-4-9
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>550-600

1 700-> - 2 000

Non,: 1400-+1 900 I -4-3

>1 000-1 100 4--+6-7

550-600--->I 000 6-4-8-9

600-0-800 ¡ 7-4-8
with a second drYI
season in summer¡

Very sporadic, >500-550-> -I-6 000
light

'Extremely spo-:
radic, light I

Very sporadic,!
light

¡lVery sporadic,
light

!Extremely rare >500. <950-1 000

Rather frequent, >500-4-1 000 6- >8
light to strong

'Possible, some- >400-450->-- 5 000 S8
times frequent

Very light, rare 1300-s- 5 000 0-4-3

Stronger. more 400-450-> --2 000 4-48
, frequent

None 550-> - 6 000 :¡'-r< 8

None >1 900-0- - 6 000 O

None 1 500-4 - 3 000 1 *3

None >2500 1-0-2

None >1 250-> . 2 000 4-06

None >1 000-0-1 250 6

None >550-600-:,-1 00)) 6 S-9

None 2 000-4- <-6 000 O

None 1 400-0- -I-3 000 3

,Ex trey/10y ni re j>950-1000-÷+2500 4-46

CLIMATE
Mean Mean

Symbol ;Mean annual temperature temperature
on map temperature I in coldest in vs.armest

month month

Annual
amplitude .

Frot Mean annual
rainfall

Number
or dry
months

Degrees centigrade Millimetres

23 >:20 ( >24)-> .30 1-4-10
(generalb
1-0-7)

23 >20 30 1-4-6

--23 1%20 30 1-4-7

>23 >_20 30 1-4-7

-23 :>. 20 -30 1-48

>23 >_. 20 <30 4-.8

-23 --...."2() 30 4-.10

Al

A2

A 2a

A3

A3a

A4

-1 000 4-06

Rather frequent. 500
light to strong

Rather frequent,
. light to strong



CLI MATE

Medium and cold tem-
perate (D)

121"1-4 Very humid to
very dry isother-
mal

D-D'1-4 Very humid to
very dry semicon-
tinental and con-
tinental

Subdesertic (K, L, M)

K Tropical

Semitropical

L' Continental

L" Isothermal

M Temperate with sum-
mer rains, isother-
mal. semicontinen-
tal, continental

Mm Mediterranean, with
winter rains

S L Warm semitropical

S2 Warm maritime
semitropical

S3 Warm continental
semitropical

S4 Semitropical

T Warm continental
temperate

Tm Maritime Mediter-
ranean ternperate

TABLE 2, KEY TO C

Mean Mean
Symbol ¡Mean annual temperature temperature
on map ¡ temperature in coldest in warmest

month month

C2-4

C2-4

Cm

Mm

SI

S2

Degrees centigrade

16-4-18

16-4-18

16-4-18

15-18

<16

12-416

12-416

15-18

>23

18-)-23

ATIC MAP OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL Ai E CA

9-13

9->-14

<20
(15-720)

>15
(15-19)

19-24

I

S3 18-423 10->14 1 >30-4- -1,-32
,

S4 18--->-23 10-416 25-4-30
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Annual !

amplitude I

17-28 (±10)-4. +20

± 10 Very sporadic.
light

Frost

20-425 ( +10) Very sporadic

>15 ¡Very light to
, rather severe

(±10) iNone or very
light

Mean annual
rainfall

Millimetres

Winter rains. drY1
summers

>250-300 8
250-350

<550-600
>300

<550
>250-300

<500
>250

<500
>250

<300-400
>200-250

150-250

<250
(40-4-250)

<250
(50-4250)

< 250
(40-4250)

<250-300
(50-)-350)

<200-250

Number
of dry
months

11

1 I

11

I

11

12

12

12

Rainfall in winter, 11

<150-200 I

11-12

9-,13 14-420 I--410 Rather strong

4-4.11 17-÷24 10-4-20 Very strong

>20 (>26-27) 4->-10 ;None

<20 >28-4- +32 10-4-18 ILight to severe
(13)-20)

<14 >26-4 +30! (10-4-18) ¡Severe

>300> +2 000 0-4-8

>300-4- +1 500 0-4.8

< 12 -.21-22 (9-420) Ra her frequent

9-10-412 21-425 (9 -415) Possible,
severe

rather

5,-410 25-428 (15-20) Severe

>400 <8

400-41 000 3--

400-500 6-48

<18 >5MEDITERRANEAN

C,C' SEMICONTINENTAL
AND CONTINENTAL

C'2-4 Humid to very
dry semicontinen-
tal

C4 Very dry conti-
nental

Cm

Cm4 Very dry mari-
time

L'

>23

>23

18-)-23

18-4-23 6.-4-10<26
(21-26)

Light

Light to severe

None10-16>28-4- +31

None8-14<30
>26

5-41016-418

10-41415-18Tm

25-?-28

20-4-25

10-15 ;Light to very se-
! vere

± 20 ;Very severe



of the B"3 and B"4 climates at higher altitudes,
with 4-8 dry months and a mean annual rainfall of
more than 400 mm. They are much more wide-
spread than C"1-2 climates. All the higher mountains
of the interior and western part of Central America
are C"3-4. The characteristic vegetation is pine
forest.

C2-4. These are semicontinental and continental
warm temperate climates, and are continuations to
the north of the C" climates. They occur in the
mountains and plateaus of northern Mexico, where
latitude combined with continentality results in lower
winter and higher summer temperatures. CMT is
less than 12° C and WMT higher than 21-22° C.

Cm. This is a warm Mediterranean temperate
climate, characterized by rainfall in the cold season
and dryness in the warm season. It is therefore
distinguished from all types discussed before by an
inverse rainfall regime.

4. MEDIUM AND COLD TEMPERATE (TIERRA FRIA) (D)

These climates are characterized by an MAT between
about 12 and 16° C. Rainfall and length of dry
season are variable: MAR ranges from 300 to more
than 1 500 mm and the number of dry months from
0 to 8.

D climate generally occurs above 2 000 m on the
highest mountains of Central America and Mexico.

Two subdivisions of D climate are distinguished
in Table 2: isothermal (D") and continental (D').
The isothermal is characterized by a WMT of 14-
20° C and a CMT from 10 to 13° C. The absolute
minimum can be 5 °C or even less.

In the semicontinental and continental, D and D',
coldest and warmest averages are more extreme.
Chihuahua, with a continental type climate, has the
coldest winters of the whole of Central America, with
absolute minima varying from 11 to 20°C.

The D climates support forests of pines and even
firs, more or less mixed with oaks, except in Tala-
manca where only oaks occur.

5. SUBDESERTIC (K, L, M)

These climates are defined by a dry season of
from 8 to 10-11 months with an approximate mean
annual rainfall between 300 and 550 mm in the trop-
ical climates, between 250-300 and 500 mm in the
subtropical climates, between 250 and 400 mm in the
warm temperate climates, and between 200-250 and
300 mm in the medium and cold temperate climates.

Subdesertic climates occur mostly in Mexico, in
vast areas in the north. In Central America and the
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Antilles they occur only in very small areas, generally
valleys protected by high mountains.

All these climates support a bush vegetation of xero-
phytes (acacias, cactus).

On the basis of the thermal regime several subdivi-
sions are distinguished.

Tropical subdesertic

This climate corresponds to A climates, except
that rainfall is lower, less than 550-600 mm. It is
limited to small areas, nearly always protected valleys.

Semitropical subdesertic

This climate has an MAT higher than 23°C and a
CMT less than 20°C. It differs from the B4 climate
in the lower rainfall, which is less than 550 mm.

L'. This is a continental semitropical subdesertic
climate. Rainfall is lower than in L climates. MAT
lies between 18 and 23°C. Rather severe frosts can
occur. There is no well-defined wet season. The
L' climate occurs over vast areas of the plateaus
of central and northern Mexico.

L". This isothermal subtropical subdesertic cli-
mate has the same MAT as the L', but the annual am-
plitude is less. It corresponds to the B"4 climate,
except that there is less rainfall. Light sporadic
frost can occur.

Temperate subdesertic with sumtner or winter
rains

This climate is defined by a mean annual tempera-
ture of less than 18°C. The type characterized by
summer rains has an MAR of less than 300-400 mm
and is characteristic of the eastern slopes of the
Sierra Madre Occidental and the plateaus of Zaca-
tecas-San Luis Potosi.

The variant, Mm, is characterized by winter rains
with lower annual mean rainfall and 9-11 dry months.

6. DESERTIC (S, T)

These climates are defined by a dry season of 10-11
to 12 dry months with a mean annua/ rainfall of less
than 250-300 mm in the semitropical regions, less
than 200-250 mm in the temperate regions with
summer rains, and less than 150-200 mm in the tem-
perate regions with winter rains.

They support only very poor vegetation. Many
areas have no vegetation at all.

According to the thermal and rainfall characteris-
tics, six subdivisions are distinguished and are listed
in Table 2. The four S climates are semitropical,
and the two T climates are temperate.



VEGETATION

Although the total area is not extensive, the climatic
and physiographical conditions in Mexico and Cen-
tral America are extremely varied. Vegetation types
therefore range from desert formations to dense
tropical forests.

A description of 15 broad types of natural vegeta-
tion follows. Their distribution is given in Figure 3.
The description for Mexico has been taken from a
recent publication, Flores Mata, G. el al., Tipos de
vegetación de la República Mexicana, 1971, and the
area covered by such vegetation in other countries
of Central America and the Caribbean islands has
been compiled from existing literature.

I. HYDROPHILOUS VEGETATION

This consists of vegetative communities rooted in
swampy areas subject to flooding by shallow fresh
or brackish water.

Mangrove (Miranda and Hernândez X., 1963; Rze-
dowski and McVaugh, 1966)

This is a community of simple floristic composi-
tion. Its height generally ranges from 3 to 5 m
and may reach 25

It occurs on the low muddy shores of the coasts
of both oceans and is characteristic of estuaries and
river mouths; it also occurs in areas nearby where
the soil is of alluvial origin and is periodically flooded
by brackish water without strong surf.

The commonest tree on the Gulf coast is the red
mangrove (Rhizophora mangle) with stilt-shaped aerial
roots. Nearer solid ground the white mangrove
(Avicennia germinans) predominates, characterized by
aerial roots which emerge from the mud in the shape
of sails. In sandy zones or areas of nearly fresh water
the dominant species is the buttonwood (Conocarpus
erecta).

Popal

This is a type of herbaceous vegetation which grows
in hot climates in water approximately 1 m deep.
The plants have long narrow leaves which emerge
from the water, and the most common species belong
to the genera Calathea and Thalia. In shallower
water grasses of the genera Leersia, Paspalum, Pani-
cum, Oryza, Zizaniopsis and Hymenachne abound.

Tules and reeds

These are communities of herbaceous plants on
lands covered by shallow water. The stems generally
have long narrow leaves, but are sometimes leafless.
The genera and species forming these dense groupings
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are tule (Typha spp.), reed grass (Phragmites cam-
inunis), Scirpus californicus, Cyperus giganteus and
others. They occur in temperate or hot climates
on the shores of lakes, lagoons, streams and rivers.

2, PALMS

This group consists of plants commonly called
palms, corozo, manaca, mishero palm, tepejilote and
guano, which occur in regions of hot or temperate
climate and varying degrees of humidity, frequently
in coastal areas. The leaves are pinnatifid or fan-
shaped.

The commonest species are corozo (Scheelea lieb-
manta), manaca (Scheelea preussii), royal palm (Roys-
tonea sp.), coquito de aceite (Orbignya guacoyule),
Sabal morrisiana, apachite palm (Sabal mexicanum),
Pseudophoenix sargentii, Paurotis wrightii, Brahea dul-
cis and B. calcarea, and Washingtonia spp.

SAVANNA

In its most characteristic form this group is com-
posed of grasses without trees or with scattered
trees. Such grasses occur in hot zones with poorly
drained soils which become muddy in the rainy
season and extremely dry during the period of mini-
mum rainfall. The commonest trees are the golden
spoon (Byrsonima crassifolia), the sandpaper (Cura-
fella americana), and the calabash (Crescentia alata
and C. cujete).

In general, the grasses are tufted, tough and fire-
tolerant and Mong to the genera Paspalum, Andro-
pogon, Trichachne, Imperata, Trachypogon and Mani-
suris.

TALL FOREST

This type of forest formation is composed of trees
more than 30 m high. Its composition is complex
and it occurs in hot climates with average annual
temperatures exceeding 200C, an annual rainfall of
over I 200 mm and generally deep soils. It is found
on the slopes of the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific.

Tall evergreen forest

This is a very dense type of vegetation with abun-
dant lianas and epiphyte plants. All or most of the
trees remain green throughout the year, although
some occasionally shed their leaves during flowering.
It occurs in areas where the average annual rainfall
is over 1 500 mm and there is a very short dry season
or none at all.

There are numerous variations in floristic compo-
sition, the commonest trees being Terminalia ama-
zonia, mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla), the ramón
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breadnut tree (Brosimum alicastrum), Vochysia guate-
rnalensis, macayo (Andira galeottiana), amates (Ficus
spp.), Dialium guianense, Inga spp., Calophyllum
brasiliense, the provision tree (Pachira aquatica), and
Terminalia oblonga. In higher areas, between 700 and
1 500 m, calatola (Calatola laevigata and C. mollis),
yoloxóchitl (Talauma mexicana), and oaks (Quercus
spp.) are frequent.

The main areas occupied by this forest are the
plains and slopes of the Gulf of Mexico and the
Pacific, the region of Soconusco as far as Putpapan,
the western part of Nicaragua and Panama and the
western slopes of the Caribbean islands.

Tall semievergreen forest

From 25 to 50 percent of the trees composing this
type of forest lose their leaves during the severest
part of the dry season.

It occurs in areas with lower rainfall, in protected
places like canyons, where average annual tempera-
ture is over 20°C and rainfall is more than 1 200 mm
per year.

The most conspicuous species are the ramón bread-
nut tree (Brosimum alicastrum), sapodilla (Manilkara
zapata), tempisque (Sideroxylon tempisque), mahog-
any (Swietenia macrophylla), white mangrove (Bucida
buceras), capiri (Masticodendron capiri), Mirandaceltis
monoica, and Carpodiptera floribunda.

This formation is found principally in areas of
the Gulf of Mexico and the Yucatán peninsula,
and also in parts of the Pacific slope.

5. MEDIUM FOREST

The height of this type of forest varies from 15 to
30 m. It occurs in zones with an average annual
temperature of over 20°C, on both the Gulf of Mexico
and Pacific slopes and in the Yucatán peninsula.
The genera and species are extremely varied.

5a. MEDIUM SEMIEVERGREEN FOREST

The characteristic feature of this forest type is
that some of the trees (25 to 50 percent) lose their
leaves at the height of the dry season. The princi-
pal trees are of the same species as those of the tall
semievergreen forest.

This type of vegetation covers extensive areas
with an average annual temperature of over 20°C
and an average annual rainfall exceeding 1 200 mm
In areas of lower rainfall the Brosimum association
grows in canyons, which are generally more humid.

Area of distribution includes the Gulf of Mexico
and Pacific slopes and extensive areas in the Yucatán
peninsula and Cuba.
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5b. MEDIUM DECIDUOUS FOREST

Many of the trees composing this forest (75 percent
or more) lose their leaves at the height of the dry
season.

The climate in which this forest grows has an aver-
age annual temperature of over 20°C, with an annual
rainfall of around 1 200 mm and a pronounced dry
season. It is usually found on moderately deep
soils and frequently coexists with low deciduous
forest or savanna, but occupies the water meadows
of rivers or streams (gallery forest).

The most characteristic species are the courbaril
(Hymenaea courbaril), conacaste (Enterolobium cyclo-
carpum), red cedar (Cedrela mexicana), cacahuanache
or totoposte (Licania arborea), primavera (Tabebuia
donell-smithii) and jabilla (Hura polyandra).

6. Low FOREST

This is made up of trees 15 m or less in height.
Depending on the climatic conditions in which they
occur, they wholly or partly lose their leaves in the
dry season. This forest is found in hot, humid or
semidry climates.

Low SEMIEVERGREEN FOREST

The characteristic feature of this forest is that
25 to 50 percent of the trees composing it lose their
leaves in the dry season. It is usually found on deep
soils with poor drainage, so that trees typical of
savanna sometimes occur. The most characteristic
genera and species are Acacia pennatula, Ateleia spp.,
Vitex spp., Lonchocarpus spp., Coccoloba spp., coyol
(Acrocomia mexicana), logwood (Haematoxylon cam-
pechianum), white mangrove (Bucida buceras) and
chechem (Metopium brownei).

This forest is distributed mainly within the Yuca-
tán peninsula in low depressions, and on the slopes
of the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific.

Low DECIDUOUS FOREST

This forest occurs in climates with an average
annual temperature of over 18°C, and a long dry
season when all or most trees shed their leaves.
Numerous variants occur in its area of distribution.
The commonest species are Piscidia piscipula, wild
tamarind (Lysiloma bahamensis), cópite or siricote
(Cordia dodecandra), Alvaradoa amorphoides, brazil-
wood (Haematoxylon brasiletto), Lysiloma geller-
manni, L. acapulcensis, ceiba (Ceiba acuminata),
copal (Bursera excelsa), pistachio (Pistacia mexi-
cana), cuachalald (Amphipterygium adstringens), Bur-
sera spp., copalcocote (Cyrtocarpa procera), Ipomoea
spp. and navío (Conzattia sericea).



Species of thorny Leguminosae are sometimes
abundant. The most important of these are mez-
quite verde, palo verde or palo mantecoso (Cerci-
dium spp.), ebony (Pithecolobium flexicaule) and
desert ironwood (Olneya tesota).

Bouteloua curtipendula, B. rothrockii, Hilaria sem-
plei and Cathestecum spp. are common in the herba-
ceous stratum.

Low deciduous forest is widely distributed and
covers parts of the Yucatán peninsula, the basins
of the Balsas and Papaloapán rivers, the Tehuan-
tepec isthmus, Chiapas and the slopes of the Sierra
Madre Oriental and the Sierra Madre Occidental.

7. CONIFER FOREST

This includes all the communities constituted by
the different genera of the order Coniferales, of
which Pinus and Abies are the most important in
Mexico.

The distribution and ecological conditions of these
communities are extremely broad and varied, although
they form the largest stands in the mountain chains
of the central, eastern and western parts of Mex-
ico, in temperate and cold climates and on thin
and rocky or deep soils, the latter being the most
frequent condition.

Oyamel forest

This corresponds to the fir and oyamel forest of
Miranda and Hernández X. (1963). It is composed
basically of the genus Abies of which several species
exist, the commonest being Abies concolor of the
Baja California peninsula, A. durangensis in the
north of Mexico, A. religiosa in the centre and A.
guatemalensis in the south.

Its area of distribution is more or less the same
as for pines, but it occupies smaller areas, nearly
always at heights of 2 000 to 3 000 m in humid zones.

Cedar and juniper forest

Although less important than the fir and pine
forests, this type of community may be well defined
in some areas. It is composed mainly of the genera
Cupressus and Juniperus, which usually have the same
area of distribution as pines and oyamels, although
they are still more restricted in the area they occupy.
This forest sometimes occurs in lower, dryer zones
with different degrees of salinity.

Pine forest

This forest grows in a wide variety of soils and
climates, at altitudes of from 300 to 4 000 m. Its
area of distribution corresponds approximately to
the main highlands and elevations in Mexico. In
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the north are found chiefly the species Pinus arizo-
nica, P. chihuahuana, P. cooperi, P. engelmannii, P.
durangensis, P. jeffreyi, P. quadrifolia and P. cembroi-
des; in the centre and south of the country P. monte-
zumae, P. pseudo strobus, P. douglasiana, P. tenui-
folia, P. leiophylla and P. michoacana abound; P.
patula occurs in the Sierra Madre Oriental and P.
oocarpa in the Sierra Madre del Sur.

Pine-oak forest

This type of forest is composed of numerous spe-
cies of pine (Pinus) and oak (Quercus), in varying
proportions. Its area of distribution is very broad,
especially in the main mountain chains of Mexico.

8. OAK AND DECIDUOUS FOREST

Oak forest
This consists of dense forests formed mainly of

oaks (Quercus). The species vary greatly from one
place to another depending on geographical position
and ecological conditions. The denser and taller
forests occur in the hurnid parts of the mountainous
regions in the centre and south of Mexico.

The species Quercus insignis, Q. strombocarpa, Q.
oocarpa, Q. corrugata, Q. skinneri and others are
found in very humid and semihot localities. Quercus
trinitatis, Q. acatenangensis, Q. kturina, Q. rugosa,
Q. crassipes, Q. mexicana, Q. candicans, Q. affinis
and others, occur on the Gulf and Pacific slopes
and in the mountainous interior.

Quercus oleoides, Q. sororia and Q. glaucescens are
frequent in hot zones. In areas of transition be-
tween zones of tempQrate and hot climates Q. glaucoi-
des, Q. macrophylla, Q. magnoliaefolia, Q. urbani,
Q. crassifolia and O. brachystachys are often found.

Quercus chihuahuensis, Q. emoryi, Q. jaliscensis,
Q. mohriana and O. oblongifolia are common in
northern Mexico.

The distribution of oak forest is generally similar
to that of pine and pine-oak forests.

Deciduous forest

The trees of this forest formation lose 75 percent
or more of their leaves during the winter season.

They occur in areas similar, except for greater
humidity, to those of some oak and pine forests.

Rzedowski and McVaugh (1966) call this type of
vegetation mesophyllous mountain forest, a name
originally proposed by Miranda (1947). Trees are
20 to 40 m high. The most characteristic species
are American sweet gum (Liquidambar styraciflua),
beech (Fagus mexicana), Nyssa sylvatica, Carpinus
caroliniana, Ostrya virginiana, Tilia mexicana, Tern-
stroemia pringlei, Oreopanax xalapensis, Bocconia ar-



borea, Cornus disciflora, Myrica mexicana, communi-
ties of Lauraceae, Weinmannia and others. Miranda
and Hernández X. (1963) also mention Englehard-
tia, Meliosma and Podocarpus. This forest occurs
on the slopes of the Gulf of Iviexico and the Pacific
Ocean, but with differences in composition between
one side and the other.

MESQUITAL

This low, thorny, evergreen forest vegetation is
widely distributed from the south of Mexico to the
desert zones of the north. In the less dry areas in
the south the principal species is the mesquite Pro-
sopis juliflora accompanied by camachile (Pithecolo-
bium dulce), while in arid or subarid zones the mes-
quite Prosopis laevigata and Prosopis spp. predominate.

CHAPARRAL

Chaparral is composed of dense clusters of low
oaks (Quercus), which are often associated with the
genera Adenostorna, Arctostaphylos, Cercocarpus, Atne-
lanchier and others. Its area of distribution lies in
the zones of contact between groups of arid climates.
It is most typically represented on the slopes of the
Pacific in the northwest of the Baja California penin-
sula, although it also exists in Nuevo León, San Luis
Potosi, in the south in the Mixteca Alta and in the
Oaxaca valley.

Among the most common species may be mention-
ed Quercus ceripes, Q. intricata, Q. pnicrophylla, Q.
potosina and O. tinkhamii.

1 1 . SUBMONTANE SCRUB

This type of vegetation is more or less equivalent
to the piedmont shrub of Willer (1939, 1947). It
is characterized by tall shrubs or low trees from 3
to 5 m high, usually deciduous for a short period
during the dry season. Leaves or folioles are small.

This vegetation is found on low hills, on low-lying
areas in the highlands and on the eastern and western
slopes of the northern Sierra Madre Oriental, at
heights from 700 to 1 700 m, on shallow soil and
limestone rock or rhyolite.

Species correspond to the genera Acacia, Bernar-
dia, Bonetiella, Bumelia, Celtis, Chiococca, Colubrina,
Cordia, Decatropis, Eysenhardtia, Flourensia, Fraxi-
nus, Gochnatia, Helietta, Krugiodendron, Lemaireo-
cereus, Lindleyella, Lysiloma, Mimosa, Myrtillocac-
tus, Neopringlea, Opuntia, Pistacia, Pithecellobium,
Portlandia, Pseudosmodingium, Psidium, Sebastiania,
Vauquelinia, Wimmeria and Yucca. Willer (1939,
1947) also mentions Quercus, Leucaena, Agave, So-
phora, Bauhinia, Rhus and Diospyros.
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CACTUS SCRUB

This vegetation is characterized by the presence
of large Cactaceae.

It is composed of communities of different species.
The genus Opuntia (prickly pear) dominates, espe-
cially in the northern part of Mexico.

The species most commonly found in extensive
areas of prickly pear are Opuntia leucotricha, O. ro-
busta, and O. steptacantha. Groups of Cactaceae
with cylindrical stems may be extensive, for example
the chollas (Opuntia fulgida and Opuntia spp.) and
the large sahuaro (Carnegia gigantea) of northwest
Mexico; toward the centre of the country it is com-
mon to find pitayos or cardonas (Lemaireocereus
weberi, L. dumortieri), teteche (Neobuxbaumia tetetzo),
garambullo (Myrtillocactus geometrizans), chiotilla
(Escontria chiotilla) and old-man cactus (Cephalo-
cereus senilis).

Its area of distribution corresponds to the arid
and subarid zones of the centre and north of Mexico.

ROSETTE-LEAVED DESERT SCRUB

This group corresponds mainly to the maguey,
lechuguilla and guapilla vegetation (thorny plants
with leaves arranged in the shape of a rosette) de-
scribed by Miranda and Hernández X. (1963).

It is composed of shrub and subshrub species with
long narrow leaves grouped in rosettes. It includes
arborescent plants which have a well-developed stem
or caudex and belong to the genera Yucca (palm or
izote) and Dasylirion (sotol), and plants with a poorly
developed stem and a set of leaves forming a rosette
at the base, such as the genera Agave (maguey, lechu-
guilla) and Hechtia (guapilla).

Rosette-leaved desert scrub occurs on limestone
and loamy slopes in high regions and descends as far
as the upper parts of the alluvial fans at the base of
the mountains. It can also occur on slight inclines
where the soil contains abundant gravel and frag-
ments of limestone rock.

The climate where this type of vegetation is found
is similar to that for small-leaved desert scrub.

The dominant species are lechuguilla (Agave leche-
guilla), palma samandoca (Yucca carnerosana), can-
delilla (Euphorbia antisyphilitica), guayu le (Parthenium
argentatum), espadín (Agave striata), guapilla (Hechtia
glomerata) and sotol (Dasylirion spp).

SMALL-LEAVED DESERT SCRUB

This is distinguished by the predominance of
shrubby elements with small leaves or folioles. It
occurs on level ground and in the lower parts and
slopes of a large zone of the Altiplano and in the



north, northeast and northwest of Mexico. In the
state of San Luis Potosi, where this vegetation is ex-
tensive, the average annual temperatures are approx-
imately 16 to 200C and the rainfall recorded in some
/ocalities is 270 to 500 mm. The dry months in
the year vary from 7 to 11.

The soils are of alluvial origin on deep deposits
which have accumulated at the bottoms of valleys
or depressions or on shallower and rather stony
deposits in the lower parts of the alluvial fans at the
base of hills. There is usually an indurated iron-
stone or calcium carbonate horizon.

This type of vegetation varies in floristic composi-
tion and the height of its components. Certain
shrubs regularly lose their leaves while others are
evergreen.

The creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) is the domi-
nant species. Others include Flourensia cernua, Al-
¡jo ja incarnata, mesquite (Prosopis laevigata), gran-
jeno (Celtis pallida), clavellina (Opuntia leptocaulis),
and grasses in the herbaceous stratum.

15. ZACATAL GRASSLAND

This type of vegetation is made up of different
grasses or grassy species. These are generally in
groupings of highly homogeneous appearance al-
though there may be shrubs or treelets. Two types
of community are considered within this group.

Pastizal pasture

Pastizal is generally not as high as the zacatonal
community (see below) and grows in temperate
climates. The most extensive arcas of pastizal are
composed of groups of blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis),
Bouteloua eriopoda, B. chondrosoides, Muhlenbergia
porten, Lycurus phleoides and Sporobolus cryptan-
drus; of tufted grasses such as Heteropogon contortus,
Bouteloua curtipen dula, Elynurus barbiculmis; and of
buffalo grass (Buchloe dactyloides), Boutelotta filifor-
mis and Hilaria cenchroides.

Species growing on saline and saline-sodic soils
include Sporobolus airoides, tobosa (Hilaria mutica),
salt grass (Distichlis spicata), and jihuite or zacahuistle
(Eragrostis obtusiflora). Bouteloua chasei and Spar-
°bolus nealleyi are found on gypseous soils.

Sorne areas of pastizal are composed of buffalo
grass (Buchloe dactyloides), Lycurus phleoides, Cathe-
stecum and Opizia. Cordgrass (Spartina spartinae)
and Sporobohts splendens grow near the coasts.

Zacatonal pasture

This community is distinguished from pastizal by
its tall tufted grasses.
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The characteristic genera are Stipa, rilifuhlenbergia,
Calamagrostis and Festuca. They occur in rocky or
shallow soils on sloping ground, or in deep soils
on level ground, in high cold zones of nearly all
the great elevations of Mexico between the tree line
and the alpine zone. They therefore occupy a very
small area.

GEOLOGY

This section deals chiefly with geological aspects of
the environment relating to land forms and to the
nature and distribution of soil parent materials in
the region.

One is accustomed to thinking of Central America
as a land bridge linking the northern and southern
continents of the western hemisphere. However, for
most of geologic time the two continents were sepa-
rate entities and they acquired their present linkage
as a result of volcanic activity, probably late in the
Mesozoic era. Prior to this time the margin of the
northern continent extended southward to the lati-
tude of Nicaragua and eastward to the longitude of
Jamaica and beyond. The southern continent extend-
ed northeastward to Barbados, Aruba, Curaçao, Bo-
naire, Los Roques, and La Blanquilla. Between the
two continental masses lay a deep extension of the
Pacific Ocean, sometimes referred to as the " Carib-
bean Mediterranean.

The Central American region was subjected to sig-
nificant changes in the relative distribution of land and
sea, reflecting a long history of geologic instability.
The most stable area in the map region is thought
to be the Precambrian platform underlying the Gulf
of Mexico, extending from Florida to the Bahama
islands. Around this stable platform, folding, fault-
ing and volcanic activity have built up the present-
day landscapes of southern Mexico and Central
America.

To the west of the stable platform, the north-
south Precambrian fold system of the western Cor-
dillera of North America extended down to the
latitude of central Mexico, there meeting another
ancient protaxis extending eastward from the Pacific.
This latter, an extensive transverse fold system, form-
ed the Antillean geanticline. Between the mountains
of the Antillean geanticline and the stable platform
lay a zone of downwarped strata, the Antillean geo-
syncline, over which the erosion products from the
Antillean ranges accumulated. In early Mesozoic
time part of this geosynclinal trough was invaded
by water from the Atlantic Ocean to form the Antil-
lean sea.



The relative distribution of land and water establish-
ed by the end of the Paleozoic era apparently endured,
with only minor fluctuations, throughout most of
the Mesozoic, until general subsidence and break-
ing up of the folded ranges during the Jurassic period.
At this time the peneplaned rumps of the Antillean
ranges were invaded by the sea and subsequently
buried under thick layers of sediments, including an
impressive thickness of limestone during the ensuing
Cretaceous period.

The ancient east-west structural lines of the Antil-
lean system became further obscured by a new sys-
tem of fault lines trending mainly north-south, thrust-
ing up segments of Paleozoic and later sediments as
" horst " mountains, and depressing adjacent areas
below the now extensive Antillean sea. The Maya
mountains of British Honduras represent one small
block-faulted tilted fragment of the ancient Antil-
lean geanticline, and the adjacent Bay of Campeche
represents a downfaulted area. Both lie at the south-
ern margin of the stable platform. The northeast
corner of the Maya mountain fault block may repre-
sent the oldest exposed land surface in Central Amer-
ica, standing as a small island above the Cretaceous
sea and never subsequently submerged. Reactiva-
tion of these north-south fault systems, probably in
the Pliocene epoch of the Tertiary period, may have
extended the zone of uplift into the actual margin
of the stable platform. There it formed a subma-
rine ridge on which the Yucatán peninsula subse-
quently formed.

The sequence of geologic events at the northern
mit of the South American continent shows some

striking parallels. The dominantly north-south fold-
ed ranges of the Andes terminate in a series of east-
vies t transverse folded mountains extending from the
Pacific far out into the Atlantic. During the general
subsidence of the land in Jurassic time, the northern
borderland of the southern continent foundered, leav-
ing only small block-faulted fragments now repre-
sented by the islands of Aruba, Curaçao and Bonaire
Mexico too was deeply submerged during the Juras-
sic and Cretaceous periods, but began to emerge
during the Pliocene and Pleistocene epochs of the
Tertiary period, along with the Gulf border of North
Arnerica.

Widespread volcanic activity occurred in both the
Cretaceous and Tertiary periods. It was during the
former that the connexion between North and South
America was formed at the site of Costa Rica and
Panama. Many of the West Indian island chains
were formed during Tertiary volcanic activity.
" High " islands are mainly emergent volcanoes,
but where submarine volcanic activity just failed to
reach the surface of the sea the volcanic piles were
generally capped with reef limestones. When these
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subsequently emerged, they became the "low" islands.
On some of the high islands active volcanoes still
exist. The extensive volcanic belt crossing central
Mexico from coast to coast is partly of Cretaceous,
partly of Tertiary origin, and several volcanoes are
of Recent geologic age. The volcanic highlands ex-
tending from Guatemala south to Nicaragua are
similarly of mixed chronology.

Geologic history clearly shows that the Central
American map region comprises many relict frag-
ments of the terminal parts of two major continental
systems. These have been plastered over and join-
ed together mainly by marine sediments, of Creta-
ceous age or younger. Volcanic island arcs and
mountain chains add further diversity to the pres-
ent-day landscape. Geologic history also empha-
sizes that the Caribbean islands (especially the larger
ones) are an integral part of the Central American
region, since they were once joined to it in the Antil-
lean geanticline. Whereas man and other late forms
of animal life knew Central America only as a land
bridge between the continents, earlier forms of ani-
mal life and most plant life were able to disseminate
in an east-west direction but were unable to cross
by land between continents.

In terms of past climatic patterns, the absence of
a warm Gulf stream until comparatively late in geo-
logic time must certainly have affected weather in
the northeastern sector of the map region. In terms
of soil formation in ancient times, it is readily under-
standable why Ferralsols characteristic of old land
surfaces have a very limited extension: no really an-
cient land surfaces have survived the complex series of
geologic changes in the map region. Perhaps the
oldest fragment of an ancient landscape surviving is
that now represented by the northeastern corner of
the Maya mountains in British Honduras. This small
area may have been above the level of the sea from
Cretaceous time onward. The oldest and least erod-
ed soils of this ancient landscape are Humic Carn-
bisols, not unlike those occurring near Itapeva, in
the state of So Paulo, Brazil.

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND LITHOLOGY

On the basis of the geologic composition of present-
day land surfaces, distinctive physiographical rela-
tionships can be identified. These are shown on
the physiographical map (Figure 4) as follows:

Mountain ranges
Plateaus
Depressions
Plains
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In the case of the Caribbean islands, the scale of the
map does not permit physiographical subdivision of
any but the largest islands : Hispaniola (consisting
of Haiti and the Dominican Republic), Cuba, Jamaica
and Puerto Rico. The physiographical units are
marked on the map by a letter denoting the island
followed by a number for the dominant physio-
graphical unit.

A grouping of lithologically similar rocks is the
basis for a lithological map (Figure 5), which shows
the distribution of the soil parent materials. The
map distinguishes:

S1 Consolidated elastic sediments (sandstone, silt-
stone, shale, conglomerate)

S2 Consolidated carbonate sediments (limestone,
dolomite, marl)

S3 Fluvial and lacustrine sediments, recent and un-
consolidated

M Metamorphic rocks (gneiss, schist, phyllite,
quartzite, slate)

I 1 Acid intrusive rocks (granite, diorite, quartz-
porphyry, syenite)

12 Basic intrusive rocks (peridotite, serpentinite,
gabbro, diorite, dolerte, pyroxenite, norite)

El Acid effusive rocks (rhyolite, dacite, quartz-
porphyry, trachyte)

E2 Basic effusive rocks (basalt, andesite, dolerte,
diabase).

The brief descriptions which follow of the physio-
graphical units shown in Figure 4 include informa-
tion on the main features of the lithographical pat-
tern and the general nature of the soil-forming
parent materials.

A. Mountain ranges

Al Baja California peninsula
A2 Sierra Madre Occidental and adjacent Buried

Ranges
A3 Sierra Madre Oriental
A4 Sierra Madre del Sur system
A5 Central American ranges
A6 Isthmian ranges and adjacent coastal plains

Al. BAJA CALIFORNIA PENINSULA

The backbone of this peninsula is a tilted fault
block about 1 600 km in length, but seldom more
than 60 km in width. The elevation in the north
is over 3 500 m and diminishes to about 600 m
north of La Paz in the south. The unit consists of
a zone of mountains on the axis of the peninsula,
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partly covered with volcanic products in the centre
and south. The coastal plain, with some lagoons,
is mainly located on the Pacific side, while the side
along the Gulf of California is largely bounded by
cliffs. The islands and small peninsulas are form-
ed by smaller faults.

The dissection is typical of deserts. The canyons
have steep walls and the valleys are filled with sand.
Waste-filled graben are common and many have
volcanoes in them.

The more prominent individual mountain ranges
are the San Pedro Mártir reaching nearly 4 000 m
and the Sierra de la Giganta. South of La Paz a
complex faulting produced the mountainous Sierra
de San Lazaro, rising to more than 2 000 m. This
region is less arid than the north and central parts
of the peninsula, and the dissection is more normal.

Rhyolite lavas, breccias, and tuffs of mid-Cenozoic
age are widespread throughout, with metamorphic
sediments occurring in the Vizcaino peninsula. Ba-
tholithic granite rocks of Mesozoic age occur in the
north and extreme south of the Baja California penin-
sula. The offshore bars along the Pacific suggest
that the west coast of the peninsula emerged grad-
ually.

Land of lower relief is mainly occupied by Pleisto-
cene and Recent sediments, usually unconsolidated
and partly aeolian in origin. Much of the hard rock
of the region is also covered by Recent aeolian
drift materials; these fine and coarse sands and silts
are the dominant soil-forming parent materials of
the ranges and foothills, extending outward over the
lowlands with interspersed areas of lacustrine clays
and salt plains.

A2. SIERRA MADRE OCCIDENTAL AND ADJACENT
BURIED RANGES

This unit follows the western coast of Mexico
and the Gulf of California at some distance inland
and stretches southward for about 1 300 km from
the border with the United States. It has in parts
a width of about 300 km and is bordered in the
east by the northern plateaus.

It comprises the Sierra Madre Occidental, the
most prominent mountain range of the whole of
Middle America, and its westerly extension, the
Buried Ranges. This last sub-unit was formed by
the movement of huge amounts of desert waste from
the desertic highlands in a westerly direction, bury-
ing for a considerable distance the northwesterly
ranges of the Sierra Madre Occidental. The Buried
Ranges (part of which are known as the Sonoran
high ranges) merge with the vast sloping plain of
Sonora, Sinaloa, and Nayarit. Erosion by wind and
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occasional flash floods is still occurring. Neither
the western nor the eastern limits of the unit are
distinct geographically.

The Sierra Madre Occidental, the most rugged
and mountainous area of Mexico, attains a height
of about 3 500 m in the centre and south and is
never lower than about 2 000 m. It consists of a
complex series of parallel mountain ranges, sweep-
ing longitudinal valleys and short, deep, transverse
valleys and canyons. The lava (rhyolite) plateau in
the centre of the Sierra is about 800 km long and
has elevations between 2 000 and 3 500 m. Undula-
tions and rolling uplands are common, and most
of the rivers are located at the bottom of shallow
synclines. The edges of the plateau become increas-
ingly dissected toward the west, where they form a
mountainous flank of the Sierra Madre. They drop
abruptly through a belt of spectacular gorges and
deep valleys to the piedmonts.

Some canyons cut through the lavas into older
rocks where ores are mined. The richest are the
silver and gold mines, but also lead, zinc and copper
are found here. The high plateaus are the main
source of Mexico's lumber.

Lying between two desertic areas, the Sierra, be-
cause of its altitude, receives rain from east and
west. Many rivers originate here and make it pos-
sible to use the Northern plateau and the Gulf of
California coastal plain to economic advantage.

Acid rhyolitic lavas, breccias and tuffs of mid-
Cenozoic age are again the commonest rocks of
the map unit, with smaller areas of Triassic and
Lower Cretaceous elastic and carbonate sediments
occurring as islands in the volcanic rocks. Miocene
to Recent sediments occur chiefly in valleys and small
basins. A small area of Mesozoic metamorphic rocks
occurs near Sinaloa. Basic intrusive rocks of mainly
Tertiary age are common. Any of these rocks may
be soil-forming, but the majority of soils are formed
from desertic aeolian drift materials mixed with
some volcanic ash.

A3. SIERRA MADRE ORIENTAL

This mountain range forms a highly dissected
700-km wall be,tween the northern plateau and the
coastal plain along the Gulf of Mexico.

It is a faulted, broken and eroded folded scarp
margin of the northern plateau, its edges rising little
above the level of the plateau on the west and its
eastern slopes covered with coastal deposits. In the
northern section the ranges are irregular but usually
far enough apart to have rather wide waste-filled
valleys.

The impressive High Sierra, which is the most
prominent feature of this unit, has closely folded
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limestone ridges in the north and very elongated ridges
in the south, cut through by some major rivers form-
ing canyons. The typical karst morphology is found
in many places.

Clastic and carbonate sediments, mainly of Lower
Cretaceous and Triassic age, occupy extensive areas
of the Sierra, with less extensive areas of Tertiary
rhyolitic lavas, breccias, and tuffs. Unconsolidated
fluvial and lacustrine sediments of Recent age occur
with some frequency in the lower valley and foothill
regions. Relatively small areas of calcareous shales
and sandstones appear with crystalline limestone
in the central area.

The dominant soil-forming parent materials of
the steep mountainous terrain are limestone and relat-
ed calcareous rocks. However, there are many un-
dulating to rolling narrow ridges and plateaus includ-
ed in this map unit, and here the main soil-forming
parent materials appear to be a loess-like mixture.
Desertic aeolian drift dominates in the north, true
periglacial loess and rhyolitic volcanic ash in the cen-
tre, and intermediate to basic volcanic ash in the
south.

A4. SIERRA MADRE DEL SUR SYSTEM

This unit includes the complex mountainous region
south of the neovolcanic plateau where North Amer-
ican north-south trend lines interlock with the east-
west trend lines of Central America and the Carib-
bean.

Most of the unit is rugged and broken country.
The Sierra Madre del Sur forms much of Mexico's
southern coast. It contains the important Balsas-
Mexcala basin, which has an altitude of less than
700 m, while the surrounding mountain ranges can
reach 3 500 m.

On the basin's southern flank are some of the most
strongly dissected mountains in Mexico. They rise
directly from the Pacific Ocean or from a narrow
coastal plain to the rim of the upland at about 3 000 m.
In the east the graben of the isthmus of Tehuantepec
forms a clear boundary with the Central American
mountain ranges.

Paleozoic metamorphic rocks, including exten-
sive areas of gneiss and schist with smaller areas of
phyllite, often mixed with intrusive rocks (both acid
and basic), dominate in the coastal sector along the
whole length of the map unit. The eastern flank is
formed principally of carbonate sediments, usually
Cretaceous. Clastic sediments also occur among the
limestones; these are Lower Cenozoic sediments built
up of the erosion products of pre-Tertiary rocks, and
they contain interbedded basaltic and andesitic rocks.

Soils derived directly from gneiss, schist, phyllite,
basaltic and andesitic lavas and tuffs, shales (usually



calcareous), sandstones (locally arkosic), siltstones
and mudstones (almost invariably calcareous) and
limestone occur in this lithologically complex map
unit.

A5. CENTRAL AMERICAN RANGES

This unit comprises the Chiapas-Guatemala-Hon-
duras highlands which are separated from the Sierra
Madre del Sur system by the graben of the isthmus
of Tehuantepec. The Maya mountains in British
Honduras are also included.

On the northwest there is a rather narrow coastal
plain with some dune formation along the Pacific
Ocean from which the Sierra Madre rises steeply. A
chain of volcanoes surmounts the range. In and
around the :mountains and volcanic cones are inter-
montane basins.

The Sierra Madre is separated by the Grijalva
depression .from another range, the Sierra de Norte
de Chiapas. From here the area descends to the
Petén lowlands and Yucatan. The most impressive
feature of this region is probably the Sierra de los
Cuchurnatanes, an elevated horst rising to a height
of more than 3 800 m. The summits of this 60-km
long block are smoothly rolling with characteristic
karst morphology. Around the margins are deep
canyons.

The northeastern part of the Chiapas-Guatemala-
Honduras highland is, in essence, a highly dissected
upland plateau. about 1 500 m high in the northwest,
sloping down toward the east and southwest. The
ranges are rather short, steep, and rugged, separated
by intermontane basins.

Between the mouth of the Río Ulua and the Gulf
of Fonseca lies the Honduras depression. The ranges
west of it reach 2 800 ni but toward the east the
summits are lower.

The northeastern part of this sector forms the
Central American (nonvolcanic) uplands, identified
as soil region A8 in Chapter 5. The southern area
is a volcanic region. Its boundaries with the sub-units
in the north are indistinct geographically. The whole
area is over 2 000 m in height, essentially a plateau,
with summits of over 3 600 in in the wc...st, and to
the east a second series of plateaus between 600 and
1 800 in, with many volcanic cones.

The valley or the Lempa in 'El Salvador is 180 km
long and runs parallel to the coast. In the south it
is bounded by a double chain of volcanoes: an outer
line comprising the most active volcanoes or *El
Salvador and an inner line of lowor. dormant voica-
noes. The plateau between the two chains is densely
populaned. This volcanic region is .included in the
Central American volcanic highlands as soil region
A lob.
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The Maya mountains, adjacent to the start of the
Chiapas-Guatemala-Honduras mountain range in

British Honduras, have steep slopes to the east
and north. The northeastern end, at an altitude be-
tween 650 and 850 m, forms an undulating upland
plateau. The Maya mountains coincide with soil
region A7.

Mesozoic metamorphic rocks similar to those of
map unit A4 continue down into the northern end
of A5, but most of the central and southern sections
of A5 are occupied by Tertiary effusive rocks. These
are mainly rhyolite but include areas of dacite and
ignimbrite. Commonly these acid volcanic rocks are
interlayered with basalt flows, ancient volcanic ash
beds, breccia, sandstone, conglomerate, and clay.
Further to the south, in Nicaragua, ienimbrite and
tuffaceous sediments are frequent, while pyroclastics
and basalt are common in southeastern Nicaragua.
Cretaceous limestones and dolomite are widespread
only along the northeastern flanks of this map unit.
Paleozoic metamorphic rocks occur in Guatemala,
Honduras, British Honduras, and Nicaragua. Intru-
sive rocks in the map unit are dominantly acidic
(granite, granodiorite, and some diorite). Ultrabasic
rocks, including considerable areas of serpentine,
occur in Guatemala adjacent to the area of meta-
morphic rocks. Volcanic ash beds of Quaternary
age, now weathered to clay, are fairly widespread in
the central and southern sectors of this unit.

Many of the rocks listed are soil-forming, but vol-
canic ash minerals have certainly contributed to the
soil mantle over much of this inap unit.

A6. ISTHMTAN RANGES A.ND ADJACENT COAS1AL PLA/NS

This unit starts south of the Nicaragua-Costa Rica
depression and is separated from Colombia by the
Atrato valley. It consists mainly of northwest-
southeast aligned ranges with their fringing lowlands.

Increasing in height from northwest to southeast,
the backbone ranges of the isthmus are crowned
by the four great Costa Rican volcanic cones of
PoSs (2 704 m), Barba (2 906 m), Irazú (3 432 in)
and Turrialba (3328 ni), and the Panamanian pea.
of Chiriqui (3 480 in). Evidence of recent volcanic
activity increases as one approaches the southeast.

Between the Central and Talamanca Cordilleras,
running obliquely to the axis of Costa Rica, lies
the well-populated central valley. This upland re-
gion consists of predominantly rugged mountains
and hills. Besides the relatively large central valley
there are nuinerous scattered small &ins, mainly
along the coast, and many small hilly islands.

In 'Panama, the Cordillera Central, the extension
of the Cordillera Talamanca, forms an arch of rug-
ged mountains convex to the Pacific. It runs to the



Cerro Trinidad and the numerous low hills and
plains of the central isthmus of Panama, which is
crossed by the Panama Canal. The height of the
mountains diminishes from west to east (from about
3 000 to 1 000 m).

The Pacific slope of the isthmus consists of the
remnants of parallel, somewhat rugged hills, which
form the peninsulas of Nicoya, Osa and Azuero,
and many small, mostly hilly, offshore islands. Small
plains fringing the peninsulas are often marshy. On
the Caribbean side the coastal plain is better develop-
ed in Costa Rica than in Panama.

The basement rocks of this map unit are volcanic
rocks of Mesozoic age and are dominantly andesitic.
In many areas these have been overlaid by Tertiary
and later volcanic rocks which range from basic
(basalt, basic andesite) to acidic (rhyolite, dacite) and
by shallow-water marine elastic and carbonate sedi-
ments ranging from Upper Eocene to late Miocene.
Syenite, granodiorite, and granite of Pliocene age
are minor acid intrusive rocks, common only in cer-
tain localities, but basic intrusives are relatively com-
mon in the Pacific peninsula regions of Costa Rica.
Unconsolidated Quaternary and Recent fluvial and
lacustrine sediments occupy much of the lowland
landscapes.

Most of the rocks named are soil-forming in some
part of the map unit, but in the immediate vicinity
of the Tertiary and younger volcanoes the chief
parent material is volcanic ash.

B. Plateaus

Bl. Northern plateau
Mesa Central
Neovolcanic plateau

Bl. NORTHERN PLATEAU

This unit is the continuation of the basin and
range province in the western United States between
the Sierras Madre Oriental and Occidental. This
desertic area is the largest of the physiographical
units mapped.

The plateau has waste-filled basins at an average
height of more than 1 300 m, The height varies
greatly, indicating an arid peneplanation with each
feature reaching its own base level.

Between Saltillo and Nazas are the cross ranges
which form the east-west connexion between the
Sierras Madre Oriental and Occidental. These ranges
are lower than the High Sierra (A3), while the
valleys are much broader. Throughout the unit
there has been extensive sedimentation either in the
form of aeolian deposits contributing to ranges of
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sand dunes in the north, or in the form of great allu-
vial fans and desert screes deposited by the many
rivers in the lower parts of the mesetas.

Acid effusive rocks (mainly rhyolitic lavas, brec-
cias, and tuffs) underlie the western part of this
plateau, while elastic sediments with island hills and
small transverse ranges of carbonate sediments (mainly
of Cretaceous age) are common in the central and
eastern sectors.

The plateau has an arid environment and the soil
mantle is built up mainly of desertic aeolian deposits
mixed with coarse fluvial and fan detritus resulting
from occasional flash flooding, and from fine lacus-
trine deposits. An important ingredient in the soil
materials accumulating in the lowest arcas are the
crystals of soluble salts transported by capillarity
and concentrated by evaporation. Many of the soils
in the western sector of this map unit contain some
volcanic glass.

B2. MESA CENTRAL

This map unit is a continuation of the northern
plateau described previously. It has been treated as
a distinct unit because of the more pronounced
drainage systems of the Lerma. Moctezuma, and
Paiute() rivers.

The basin of Mexico contains the greatest urban
concentration of the whole area under study. It is
a relatively large basin plain with some ranges, and
with low, hilly areas surrounded by higher peaks
and interconnected basin plains. The earlier name
Anáhuac (" near the water ") possibly refers to the
shallow lakes in the floor of the plain, several of
which still existed at the time of the Spanish Con-
quest.

The basin of Toluca, west of the basin of Mexico
but separated from it by mountains of over 3 000 ni
in height, is the most elevated of the intermontane
basins. The basin of Jalisco, 1 600-1 700 ni high, is
the lowest. Several small volcanic cones, mud vol-
canoes and geysers occur in this basin.

This unit covers the same area as soil region A4
in Chapter 5, but it has been extended to the west
and north to include the basins resembling the basin
of Mexico. It also includes the Aguascalientes
valley. .

Effusive rocks, both acidic and basic, are common
in this map unit. In the northwest and north, acidic
rocks predominate, and the proportion of flow basalt
and basaltic breccia and tuff increases toward the
south and east. Clastic sediments and a few island
hills of carbonate sediments occur throughout the
map unit. However, soils formed from these rocks
are far less frequent than those developed from Quater-
nary and Recent unconsolidated drift deposits, includ-



ing some periglacial loess and moraine materials
(east), desertic aeolian drift (north and northwest),
fluvial and alluvial fan materia/s, and lacustrine beds
(centre and southwest), Volcanic ash materials have
contributed to the building up of most soils in the
unit.

B3. NEOVOLCANIC PLATEAU

This plateau extends from south of Lake Chapala
and the Tepic coast across the waist of Mexico to
Orizaba in the east, and includes also the isolated
Tuxtla mountains. Together with the Tuxtla moun-
tains, the B3 unit is more than 850 km long. Along
the southern rim of the plateau lies the Sierra Volca-
nica Transversal or Cordillera Néo-Volcanica, follow-
ing a line of crustal weakness where volcanic activity
still occurs.

The high plateau contains a broad spectrum of
volcanic products: ash cones and lapilli of all sizes,
basalt flows, rhyolites, and andesites very deep
deposits covering large areas on which much erosion
has taken place. Over the ash-filled basins rise a
great number of volcanoes, almost all extinct and
in various stages of erosion. The most important
are the Nevado de Colima (4 300 m), Popocatepetl
(5 440 m), Ixtaccihuatl (5 290 m), Citlaltepetl or Pico
de Orizaba (5 595 m), and the Cofre de Perote.

The Tuxtla mountains are a detached part of the
neovolcanic plateau. Although lower, they are the
highest mountains (about 2 000 ni) on the north
Atlantic coast south of Labrador. The rocks of
this map unit are predominantly volcanic. Basic an-
desitic materials (flows, tuffs and breccias) are com-
mon, as are basalt flows and scoria cones. They
are chiefly Miocene to Recent in age. Local areas
of rhyolite and dacite are less in evidence and may
represent an earlier phase in the volcanic activity
that built up the plateau.

Volcanic ash forms deep unconsolidated beds over
large areas of the plateau. The older beds are com-
monly weathered to clay and may be partially consol-
idated. The subaerial ash has been redistributed
after each eruptive phase. Mudflow and lahar depos-
its are of local importance, and there are many
examples of ephemeral lake and pond deposits form-
ed by streams overloaded with volcanic ash. Volcan-
ic ash is clearl-y the chief soil-forming parent material
in this map unit.

C. Depressions

The Nicaragua-Costa Rica depression is the only
one large enough to be distinguished on the physio-
graphical map. It is a broad belt of flat to mode-
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rately dissected plain, up to 100 m in height, run-
ning diagonally in Central America from the Gulf
of Fonseca in the northwest to the Caribbean coastal
plain in Costa Rica in the southeast. It comprises
the two great lakes of Nicaragua, Lago de Nicaragua
and Lago de Managua, and the valley of the Río
San Juan forming the boundary between Nicaragua
and Costa Rica.

Although a distinct physiographical unit, it still
lies within the volcanic areas in units A5 and A6.
In fact, the Lago de Nicaragua itself has three volca-
noes higher than 1 300 m, while the Momotombo
(1 260 m) borders the Lago de Managua. These
volcanoes, with all others in the region, belong to
the Cordillera de los N/arrabios.

Resorted admixtures of different kinds of volcanic
ash (mainly andesitic and basaltic in nature) form
the bulk of the lacustrine and fluvial deposits occupy-
ing the lowest flat land of the Nicaragua-Costa Rica
depression. Undulating and rolling landscapes are
usually covered with subaerial ash beds; in many or

these the primary volcanic minerals are now weather-
ed to clay.

Plains

Guff of California plain
Gulf of Mexico coastal plain
Yucatán peninsula
Caribbean coastal plain

DI. GULF OF CALIFORNIA PLAIN

This unit lies,between the Baja California penin-
sula and the Buried Ranges and consists of the Colo-
rado delta and the desertic coastal plain of Sonora
and Sinaloa-Nayarit.

The Gulf of California once extended as far as
the Salton sea; into this the Colorado river built
its delta. At present only a little water reaches the
Gulf because most of it is used for irrigation in the
Imperial valley. Sand is blown out of the delta,
forming sand dunes in the Gran Desierto, which
forms the northern extension of the Sonoran desert.
The boundary with Baja California is sharp, but with
the Buried Ranges it is indistinct. The plain varies
considerably in width, from 10 to as much as 80 km.
Most of the area is a flat plain of less than 100 m
in height but containing numerous hills and hillocks,
outliers of the Sierra Madre Occidental.

The deltas of the Yaqui, Mayo and Fuerte rivers
include coastal marshes which are now transformed
by irrigation into rich wheat, rice and cotton areas.
Along the Sinaloa-Nayarit coast a score of rivers



descend from the Sierra, and their contiguous deltas
form a continuous low marshy coast.

The outliers of the Sierra Madre Occidental in-
cluded in this map unit are mainly elastic consolidat-
ed sediments with some smaller outcrops of lacus-
trine and littoral sediments. These are the chief
soil-forming parent materials in the area.

GULF OF MEXICO COASTAL PLAIN

This unit stretches for more than 1 000 km, from
the border with the United States at the mouth of
the Rio Grande around the Gulf of Mexico to the
base of the Yucatán peninsula. In the north it also
includes a wide zone of foothills of the Sierra Madre
Oriental.

The upper courses of the rivers crossing the northern
part of the unit have a north-south alignment mark-
ing the outer folds of the Sierra Madre, but farther
south a series of parallel east-west running rivers
flowing to the Gulf divide the coastal plain into rec-
tangular subregions.

The foothills in the northern sector are formed
mainly from carbonate sediments. In the vicinity of
the Tuxtla volcanoes, and again westward from Vera
Cruz toward Orizaba, volcanic materials are com-
rnon. In the southern and eastern sectors the plain
is almost exclusively built up from fluvial sediments
of varying ages. All of these are important soil-
forming parent materials.

YUCATÁN PENINSULA

This is a low, broad peninsula whose base is prob-
ably a block-faulted uplifted segment of the stable
platform underlying the Gulf of Mexico, and on
this base shallow-water limestones and coral reef
debris have been accumulating since the Pliocene.
Cumulative and probably steady emergence of this
peninsula has exposed a sequence of limestones of
successively younger age; the oldest are to be found
at the base of the peninsula, and the youngest around
the periphery and at the tip. In the oldest exposed
members of the sequence the original crust has
become disrupted (mainly as the result of activity
by tree roots over the ages) and a more varied land-
scape is in process of formation as stream patterns
develop in the softce limestone beneath the crust.
Elsewhere, the landscape is of subdued undulating
to flattish relief. The only permanent surface water
is to be found in the few broad shallow depressions
and in solution pits, but at a depth of 25 m and
more there appear to be abundant reservoirs of fresh
water.
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This physiographical unit has been enlarged to in-
clude also the Petén lowlands of Guatemala, large-
ly occupied by limestones and unconsolidated old
fluvial sediments. The soils are formed directly from
limestone only in the Petén sector and at the base
of the Yucatán peninsula. Elsewhere the soils have
been formed from whatever shallow-water coastal
drift materials happened to lie on the hard crust im-
mediately prior to uplift, supplemented by aeolian
accumulation over the ages. During one of the
periods of uplift the sea must have contained a
large proportion of volcanic ash in suspension; after
uplift this gave rise to red clay soils which still show
traces of their volcanic origin.

CARIBBEAN COASTAL PLAIN

This plain bordering the Caribbean sea is much
smaller in extent than the coastal plain bordering
the Gulf of Mexico. It is only in Nicaragua that
it covers an appreciable area. The plain of eastern
Nicaragua is for the most part less than 100 m high
and consists of a broad flat belt with some scattered
rolling areas. Hills of more than 150 m occur
mainly as isolated features.

In the north of the D4 region there are intermittent
strips of mangrove forests, lagoons and sandbars,
coastal swamps and terraces. In southeastern Costa
Rica and in Panama the plain is narrow and compos-
ed of continuous beaches backed by a low terrace.

Fluvial and coastal lacustrine sediments occupy
most of this map unit and are the main soil-forming
parent materials.

Caribbean islands

Hundreds of large and small islands stretch over
more than 3 000 km from the Yucatán peninsula to
the Venezuelan offshore islands. They include the
Greater Antilles, between Yucatán and the Anegada
passage to Grenada, and the continental islands includ-
ing Barbados and the Venezuelan offshore islands.
In this region there are also the Bahamas, which
are covered in the Soil Map of North America (Vol-
ume II), and the island of Trinidad, the soil map-
ping units of which are listed in the Soil Map of
South America (Volume IV).

Because of their relatively small size, most of the
islands cannot be distinguished on the small-scale
maps (1 : 20 000 000) used in the text, and only the
islands of Cuba, Hispaniola, Jamaica and Puerto
Rico, all belonging to the Greater Antilles and cover-
ing more than 90 percent of the land area of the
Caribbean, are treated in some detail here.



GREATER ANTILLES

The physiographical units distinguished in the
Greater Antilles are marked on the map by a figure,
preceded by a letter denoting the island (E, Cuba;
F, Hispaniola; G, Jamaica; and H, Puerto Rico).

Cuba is about 1 300 km long and has a maximum
width of 200 km. It has more relatively flat lowland
than any of the other islands in the Greater Antilles.

Three comparatively small regions of mountain
ranges, totalling less than 25 percent of the area,
become progressively higher from west to east.

The first is the Sierra de los Organos, forming
the western part of the Cordillera de Guaniguanico
(E1). It rises to about 700 m and contains many
karst phenomena. The second mountainous region
is the Alturas de Trinidad Sancti-Spiritus (E2), where
the peaks surpass 1 000 m.

The Sierra Maestra (E3) forms the western part
of the most rugged mountain complex of Cuba.
South and west of the Guantánamo valley, this
range rises to an altitude of 1 960 m at the Pico
Real. East of Guantánamo and south of the Sierra
de Nipe the Baracoa region (E4) consists of rugged,
deeply dissected mountain ranges and a few patches
of flat land. Very steep cliffs separate both this
region and the Sierra Maestra from the sea.

The Sierra de Nipe (ES) is an altiplano with an
altitude of over 1 000 m, surrounded by lower hills
where karstification has formed many caverns and
underground holes.

The remaining three quarters of Cuba (E6) is prin-
cipally composed of plains with gentle slopes form-
ed on slightly dissected terraces.

Carbonate sediments are perhaps the most com-
mon rocks in Cuba; some are of Upper Jurassic
age, and some of Lower Cretaceous and of Miocene.
Rock types include limestone, marl, dolomite, con-
glomerate and some elastic sediments. The Lower
Cretaceous carbonate rocks occur mixed with lavas
and tuffs in eastern Cuba, often in proximity to
elastic consolidated sediments. Effusive rocks (an-
desite, basalt, and related tuffs) occupy quite small
areas in the north, but intrusive rocks are much
more varied and more widely distributed. Basic
intrusive rocks are of much greater extent and im-
portance than acid intrusive rocks, which are restrict-
ed to relatively small areas. Metamorphic rocks
(schist, phyllite, marble, quartzite and shale) form
the greater part of the Isle of Pines and appear again
in western Cuba and in small areas in eastern Cuba.
Quaternary unconsolidated sediments cover most of
the plains and coastal lowlands.

In Tertiary times Cuba would have been represent-
ed by a chain of islands. Subsequent regression of
the sea level left the island hills joined by a plat-
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form of Tertiary sediments. Where these consisted
of crystalline limestone, the erosion products from
the adjacent high land (present as impurities in the
limestone) have a considerable influence on the soil
pattern. Most of the rock types mentioned are soil-
forming.

Hispaniola is separated from Cuba by the Wind-
ward passage. Its physiography is much more com-
plex than that of Cuba. A series of east-west rug-
ged mountain ranges are separated by deep troughs.
The mountains are usually deeply dissected.

The Cordillera Septentrional (F1) in the Domin-
ican Republic exceeds 700 m in some places. It

consists of dissected mountains with some high
plateaus, and is bordered by a discontinuous narrow
coastal plain in the north and the Valle cic..1 Cibao
(F2) in the south.

The mountainous backbone (F3) of the island is

formed by the Massif du Nord in Haiti and the
Cordillera Central, Sierra de Yamasâ and Cordillera
Oriental in the Dominican Republic. The Massif
is a complex of rugged, deeply dissected ranges and
many relatively large intermontane valleys. Altitude
varies from the nearly 3 200 m of the Pico Duarte
to less than 100 m at other points.

Flanking the central mountain ranges in the south
are a series of ridges and some prominent parallel
valleys (F4). The Enriquillo basin and the Plaine
de Cul-de-Sac form a deep depression, the bottom
of which lies about 30 m below sea level. It con-
tains two salt lakes.

The Massifs de la Hotte and de la Selle and the
Sierra del Bahoruco form the southern mountains
(F5) with peaks exceeding 2 000 m.

In the southeast of the island the plain along the
Caribbean Sea (F6) is a mainly flat region consist-
ing of older marine terraces and recent alluvial
desposits.

Jamaica is dominated by the Blue mountains (G1)
in the east (Blue mountain peak, 2 256 m), and a
rugged white limestone plateau (G2) of very broken
character, reaching 1 158 m, which occupies two
thirds of the island. This plateau terminates in
steep slopes dropping to strips of level coastal land
(G3) in the west and south. These plains are exten-
sive in some areas of the south, notably the Liguanea
plain which covers 342 sq km.

Puerto Rico is dominated by an axial mountain
range, the Cordillera Central (H1) reaching over
1 100 m in the El Yunque. The rainy northern
slopes are deeply dissected by many rivers which
have formed narrow valleys and sharp ridges. The
main crest of the Cordillera is only about 15 km
from the south coast. The drier southern slopes
are much less dissected.



On the northern side behind a few discontinuous
lowland areas lies a region of rolling to hilly ter-
races (H2), and the mountains begin abruptly south
of these. The northwest has a karstic landscape.

The southern plains are discontinuous and usually
very narrow (H3).

Puerto Rico is built mainly from effusive rocks
ranging from Cretaceous to Eocene. They are prin-
cipally andesitic pyroclastics, predominantly tuffs.
Serpentine of Cretaceous age occupies a small area
in the southwest, and acid intrusive rocks (granodio-
rites, quartz-diorite, diorite, and some gabbro) occur
in the centre and east. Recent sediments include
alluvial deposits and organic residues accumulating
in swamps and marshes. Limestones occur along
the northern and southern flanks of the island. Most
of these rocks and unconsolidated sediments are soil-
forming parent materials.

Other Caribbean islands include the Bahamas, the
Cayman islands, the Swan islands, the Virgin islands,
and the group called the Lesser Antilles. Most of
the Bahamas are composed of limestone and littoral
detritus resting on hard coral limestone. The soils
are formed mainly from the unconsolidated calcar-
eous fragments and organic debris.

The Cayman and Swan islands south of Cuba are
similar in composition to the Bahamas, but the
Virgin islands are composed largely of igneous and
metamorphic rocks, including pyroclastics, volcanic
breccias, and agglornerates.

LESSER ANTILLES

This group extends from Sombrero in the north
to Grenada in the south, a long curving arc of small
islands. Some are " low," formed mainly from
coral rock overlain by coral detritus and calcareous
sand, and some are " high," dominated by one or
more volcanic peaks. The low coral islands lie to
the east of the high islands, representing an arc of
older volcanic peaks capped by Cenozoic limestone
and younger coral formations. The younger western
islands still have many active volcanoes. Rocks
include effusive types (andesite, basalt, dacite, rhyo-
lite) with sometimes a considerable area of tuffs and
agglomerates, ash beds, mudflow and lahar deposits.
On some of the high islands, limestones and marls
cover the lower flanks of the older volcanic rocks.

A line of " continental " islands, extending from
Barbados in the northeast to Aruba in the west,
represents remnants of an ancient coastal range that
once paralleled the north Venezuelan Andes. In
Barbados there are exposures of marine sediments
(including radiolarian earths) which are soil-forming
in the Scotland district. Elsewhere the island is
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covered with coral limestone. Tobago is formed
partly of acid and basic intrusive rocks, schists, and
coral limestone.

Nueva Esparta island off the Venezuelan coast is
formed chiefly of pre-Silurian metamorphic rocks.
Metamorphic rocks also occur in Aruba, Curaçao,
and Bonaire, but limestone covers much of the land-
scape of low relief.

Summary

The main points evident from this resume of the
geologic aspects of the Mexico and Central America
region are:

There are almost no very old land surfaces.
Acid intrusive rocks and sedimentary rocks are
relatively little distributed.
There are very few ultrabasic rocks.
Acid effusive rocks and their associated tuffs
and agglomerates are widespread.
Crystalline limestones occur throughout the rnap
region.
In some areas the landscape is blanketed by
beds of subaerial volcanic ash.
Large areas are covered by desert detritus and
aeolian deposits.

In terms of soil genesis, one would therefore expect
the soil assemblage to show :

Very few Ferralsols.
Limited distribution of Podzols. Strongly podsol-
ized soils are equally scarce.
Rather widespread Dystric Cambisols, Orthic
Luvisols, and Acrisols.
Widespread Vertisols and Rendzinas.
Local areas of Andosols and andic intergrades to
other soils.
Large areas of Yermosols and Xerosols.
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5. THE SOILS OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA

The legend of the Soil Map of Mexico and Central
America consists of 301 map units in 259 different
soil associations, each of which is composed of one
or more soils occupying characteristic positions in
the landscape. The sequence of their occurrence is
related mainly to topography, geomorphology and
lithology.

Each soil association is characterized by the dom-
inant soil the soil with the widest extension
and by associated soils and inclusions which occur
in lesser extension. Fifty-six different dominant soils
have been indicated on the map.

For convenience and brevity the soil associations
have been listed in Table 3. The following informa-
tion is given:

Map symbol. The map symbol of the dominant soil,
followed by the number specifying the compo-
sition of the soil association, a second number
indicating the textural class of the dominant
soil, and a small letter indicating the slope
class of the soil association. Textural class num-
bers are: (1) coarse, (2) medium, (3) fine.
Slope class letters are (a) level to undulating,
(b) rolling to hilly, (c) steeply dissected to moun-
tainous.

Associated soils. Subdominant soils with an exten-
sion of more than 20 percent of the mapping
unit.

Inclusions. Inclusions of important soils occupying
less than 20 percent of the mapping unit.

Phase. Phases related to the presence of indurated
layers, hard rock, salinity or alkalinity in the soil,
or of cerrado vegetation.

Extension. An estirnate of the area of the unit in
thousands of hectares.

Occurrence. The countries of occurrence.

Information on vegetation and lithology related to
the different soil associations can be abstracted from
the vegetation and lithology sections of Chapter 4.

Distribution of major soils

On the continental land mass and most of the
Caribbean islands mountainous or strongly dissect-
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ed hilly landscapes are covered principally by lithic
soil phases. In contrast, almost all areas of soil
where Ethic p'nases are not predominant are to be
found either on lowland coastal plains or on some
of the volcanic upland landscapes where rocky ter-
rain is commonly mantled by volcanic ash.

Separation of the soils into major soi/ regions
(Figure 6) begins with recognition of this division:
on the one hand the soils of the highlands, on the
other the soils of the peripheral fringe of coastal
lowland, with adjacent foothills. Throughout the
Pacific coast area the width of the lowland strip is
relatively narrow, and the soils are derived almost
entirely from the erosion products of the highlands.
The lowland soils are so closely related to the high-
land soils above them that they are best considered
as belonging with the particular adjacent highland
soil region. The only lowland soil regions not show-
ing intimate relationship with an adjacent highland
region occur around the Gulf of Mexico, in the
Yucatán peninsula, and around the Caribbean coast
from southern British Honduras to Costa Rica.
Many of the Caribbean islands have well-defined
highland and lowland areas, but these cannot be
shown on the small-scale map.

Within the highland region there are two distinc-
tive areas where the soils show special relationships,
caused by fine volcanic glass in the soil material.
The northernmost of these " volcanic " soil subre-
gions are commonly known as the neovolcanic up-
lands of Mexico. The southern volcanic subregion
is often called the Central American volcanic high-
lands and extends as a continuous belt from the
southern border of Mexico down the Pacific side of
the continent to Costa Rica, with isolated fragments
in northern Panama. The volcanic activity associa-
tion with these subregions dates mainly from Quater-
nary time.

The nonvolcanic highlands of Central America are
dominated principally by soils from crystalline lime-
stones and related calcareous rocks, mixed with soils
from volcanic tuffs and lavas of Tertiary age or older.
The limestone subregion consisting of parallel fold-
ed ranges begins in eastern Chiapas, Mexico, and
curves eastward into the Petén department of Gua-
temala. From there it continues along an arc with



a northeasterly trend to reach the Caribbean sea in
British Honduras; another branch reaches to the
south and west, parallel to the Central American
volcanic belt, to Panama. The narrower land mass
between Costa Rica and the South American conti-
nent is considered as another subregion of the high-
land region, although the highlands here become a
narrow, broken " isthmian " ridge, of relatively low
elevation and with a climate more akin to that of
a large Caribbean island than to the rest of conti-
nental Middle America.

As mentioned in t'ne preceding chapter, the conti-
nental land mass of Middle America is little more
than a narrow barrier between two of the world's
largest oceanic weather systems. Consequently., the
terrestrial environment is considerably affected by sea-
sonal patterns of the maritime environinent, and by
Caribbean or Pacific air masses right across the land.
Only in the northern part of Mexico is the continent
sufficiently wide for truly continental weather patterns
to develop. In north central and northwest Mexico
the soils have developed under a desertic climatic
regime, and this arca must be regarded as a separate
subregion of the highlands.

One other highland area needs to be mentioned:
the area south of tac neovolcanic uplands, extending
across Mexico from Acapulco in the west to the
Chiapas uplands in the east, with the Oaxaca upland
basin near its centre. This subregion includes a
large part of the geographic unit known as the Sierra
Madre del Sur and part of the lower lying isthmus
of Tehuantepec.

The Caribbean islands are a third major soil region,
subject to maritime climatic conditions. In most of
them the area of mountainous land dwarfs the extent
of land of gentle relief. The majority are encircled
by coral reefs. Some of the smaller islands are
little more than slightly uplifted coral reef rock; even
Cuba, the largest, is formed from a former chain of
high islands that became linked by the uplifting of
a common coral platform, similar to the coral plat-
form of the Yucatán peninsula.

The regions and subregions shown in Figure 6 are
described briefly below.

A. Highlands

Al. DESERTIC NORTHERN HIGHLANDS

This region represents the driest part of Middle
America and is in effect a continuation of the system
of desert ranges and basins of the North American
continent. It is convenient to subdivide the Mexican
desertic region into three subregions.
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Ala. Basins and ranges of north central Mexico

This is an area of desert waste-filled basins at ele-
vations between 1 200 and 1 700 m, separated or
partially enclosed by abrupt rocky ranges rising 200
to 600 m above the basin floors.

The soils are Yermosols in the driest points of
the desertic region and Xerosols in the slightly moist-
er areas. with Kastanozems around the semiarid
periphery. Almost all the soils are lithic in phase,
and Lithosols dominate in the rocky ranges. Solon-
chaks and Solonetz occur in the lowest parts of some
of the basins, and many of the basin Yermosols and
Xerosols have strong petrocalcic horizons at shallol,
depth, especially around the margin of the basins.
Deflated areas commonly show a " desert pavement
of polished gravel, or sheets of petrocalcic con-
glomerate may be exposed. Areas where windblown
materials accumulate are characterized by Regosols.

Alb. Buried ranges and desert plains of the northern
Sierra Madre Occidental and the Sonora desertic
lowlands

An enormous mantle of desert waste moving west-
ward from the desertic highlands toward the Gulf
of California has partly buried the northern ranges
of the Sierra Madre Occidental so that only the
peaks of many of the ranges can now be seen. As
the waste mantle converges on the lowlands it forms
a vast sloping plain. Flash floods occur from time
to time, and the soil is constantly disturbed by wind,
so that the permanent plant cover is discontinuous
--- often restricted to patches of cactus, short tufty
grass, creosote bush, and other small shrubs.

The dominant soils in this subregion are Yermo-
sols and Regosols, with lithic Yermosols, lithic Xero-
sols, lithic Kastanozems and Lithosols on the buried
ranges.

Ale. Baja California peninsula

This tilted fault block has a.n elevation of some
3 500 m in the north and descends consistently to
about 600 m in the south. Granitic rocks occur
in the north, but volcanic lavas and elastic rocks
are more common in the centre and south. The
environment is desertic. In many localities the
plant cover is very sparse indeed.

The soils are mainly Yermosols and Regosols,
with Lithosols, lithic Xerosols and lithic Kastano-
zems on the higher parts of the central ranges. At
the southern tip of the peninsula, where rainfall is
slightly higher, Kastanozems and lithic Chromic
Luvisols may be found at lower elevations.
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Map
symbol

Associated
soils

Inclu -
sions Phase

Exten-
son

(1 000
ha)

Occurrence
Map

symbol
Associated

soils
Inclu-
sions Phase

Exten-
sion

(1 000
ha)

Occurrence

I

Af19-la Ag Ap Qa 191 British Honduras Bd8-3bc Be I Nd Je Lithic 167 Haiti
Af20-2ab Ag Lc 218 Mexico Bd9-2b Ao I 31 Panama
Af21-2a Ag Lo Lf Gd 86 Guatemala Bd19-3bc Bh I Th PI Lithic 126 Guatemala
Al21-2a Ag Lo Lf Gd 10 British Honduras 8d19-3bc Bh I Th PI Lithic 53 Mexico
Af22-2a Fp Lf 18 Panama Bd21-3bc Bh Lithic 79 Panama
Ag5-3ab Ah Gh Fo Jd 342 Panama Bd21-3bc Bh Lithic 86 Costa Rica
Ah5-2ab Ao Lo Ap I 781 Panama Bd25-3c Ao I Nd Je Lg Lithic 1 033 Mexico
Ah5-2ab Ao Lo Ap I 394 Costa Rica Bd26-2bc Be 1 Ao Re Lithic 876 Nicaragua
Ah5-2ab A_o Lo Ap I 373 Honduras Bd26-2bc Be I Ao Re Lithic 2 001 Honduras
Ah5-2b Ao Lo Ap I 541 Honduras Bd26-2bc Be I Ao Re Lithic i 357 El Salvador
Ah6-3ab Ap Wd Gh 348 Nicaragua Bd26-2bc Be I Ao Re Lithic 190 Guatemala
Ah7-3c Ao Fo Nd I Jcl Lithic 409 Panama Bd27-3bc Be I Lo E Lithic 325 Guatemala
Ah7-3c Ao Fo Nd I Jd Lithic 362 Costa Rica Bd28-2bc I PI Th Lithic 655 Mexico
Ah8-2ab Ap Bh PI I 20 British Honduras Be24 -3a b Lc E 1 13 Tobago
Ah9-2bc Af Bd Nd I Je 1 345 Panama Be24-3ab Lc E I 902 Cuba
Ah9-2bc Af Bd Nd I Je 150 Costa Rica Be29-2/3c I Re By Vp Ne Lith./stonY 425 Nicaragua
Ah9-2bc Af Bd Nd I Je 2 870 Nicaragua Be29-2/3c 1 Re tv Vp Ne Lith.Istony 248 Honduras
Ah10-3bc Be E I 12 Panama Be31-2a Lc Bd Ne 147 Costa Rica
Ah10-3bc Be E I 43 Costa Rica Be32-3b E I Lo Je Lithic 516 Guatemala
Ah10-3bc Be E I 121 Honduras Be32-3bc E I Lo Je Lithic 171 Honduras
Ao7-3b Fo 237 Trinidad Be32-3c È I Lo le Lithic 289 Guatemala
Ao13-3c I 114 Trinidad Be32-3c E 1 Lo Je Lithic 34 British Honduras
Ao22-3a FP 77 Trinidad Be33-3b I Le Vp 6 Barbados
Ao44-2bc Be Lf t E Lithic 442 Guatemala Be33-3b I Le Vp

i
3 Windward islands

Ao44-2bc Be Lf I E Lithic 879 Mexico Be34-3bc I Le Ne Bd Bc Lithic 639 Cuba
Ao47-3bc I Nd Th Lithic 732 Mexico 13e35-2bc Le Vp I Re 428 Mexico
Ao50-3ab Bd AP 345 Costa Rica Be36-3bc E KI Le 131 Cuba
Ao51-2bc I3d Nd E I Jd Lithic 194 British Honduras Be36-3bc E K1 Le 1 319 Mexico
Ao52-2ab Le Lf 797 Mexico Be37-3bc E I Ne Bd Je Lithic 5 Antigua
Ao52-2b Le Lf 1 337 Mexico Be37-3bc E I Ne 13d Je Lithic 420 Dominican Republic
Ao52-2bc Le Lf 1 486 Honduras Be38-3bc Ao Bd I Je Vp 325 Puerto Rico
Ao52-2bc Le Lf 138 Guatemala Be38-3bc Ao Bd I Je Vp 578 Mexico
Ao52-3bc Le Lf 63 Costa Rica Be39-2ab By Je Vp 882 Mexico
Ao53-3bc Af I Bd Jd Nd Lithic 124 Costa Rica Se40-3b By E I 65 Dominican Republic
Ao53-3bc Af I Bd Jd Nd Lithic 740 Nicaragua Be40-3b BY E I 531 Cuba
Ao53-3bc Af I Bd Jd Nd Lithic 522 Honduras Be40-3b By E I 13 Haiti
Ao54-2ab Ap Gd I Wd 151 Cuba Be40-3b By E I 688 Mexico
Ao55-2bc Le Lo Nd Bd I Lf 800 Cuba Be41-3c I3c E I Je Vp 11 Antigua
Ao56-2bc Bd I Gh Je 120 Puerto Rico Be46-2a Ge J 92 Mexico
Ao56-2bc Bd I Gh Je 6 Jamaica Bh9-2bc Ah PI I Lithic 24 British Honduras
Ao56-2bc )3d I Gh Je 116 Dominican Republic Bk5-2a E I K VP 342 Mexico
Ao57-2ab Lo Lti Gh Jd 378 Guatemala Bk7-2bc E Hl I Vp Lithic 1 180 Mexico
Ao57-2ab Lo Lp Gh Jd 162 Mexico B1c8-2bc E I Le Vp Lithic 46 Cuba
Ao58-2ab Ap Qc Gd Wd 977 Cuba Bk8-2bc E I Le VP Lithic 2 809 Mexico
Ap5-2a Wd Gd 1 031 Nicaragua Bk9-3b By I Le Vp Vc 28 Honduras
Ap5-2a Wd Gd 205 Honduras Bk9-3b By I Le Vp Ve 218 Guatemala

By9-3ab Lv Vp Je 493 Mexico
Bc4-3bc E 1 Be Je Vp Lithic 178 Jamaica By10-3a Lv Vp E Je 71 Nicaragua
Bc4-3bc E I Be Je Vp Lithic 282 Guatemala By10-3ab Lv Vp E Je 238 British Honduras
Bc4-3bc E I Be Je Vp Lithic 741 Mexico By10-3ab Lv Vp E Je 8 MartiniqueBc4-3bc E I Be Je Vp Lithic 242 British Honduras Bv10-3ab Lv Vp E Je 92 Cuba
Bc5-3bc
Bc5-3bc

E I Ne
E I Ne

Je
Je

Lithic
Lithic

969
1 338

Dominican Republic
Haití

13v10-3ab
Bv11-2a

Lv Vp
Vp

E Je
Ne

104
I 277

Windward islands
Nicaragua

Bc10-3a
Bc10-3a

E Le
E Le

I

I Lith./stony
51

3 665
Guadeloupe
Mexico

By11-2a VP Ne 53 El Salvador

Bc10-3a E Le I Lith./stony 75 British Honduras E2-36 Bk I Vp Le 215 Guatemala
I3c12-2c Be I Re Stony 109 Honduras E2-3b Bk I Vp Le 629 Mexico
Bc12-2c Be I Re Stony 234 El Salvador E2-3b Bk I Vp Le Lithic 2 399 Mexico
BcI3-3a G Le We 276 Costa Rica E3-3bc Hl I Le Re Lithic 1 056 Mexico
6d8-3bc Be I Nd Je Lithic 807 Dominican Republic E4-2a VD By Ge Gm 228 British Honduras-----
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(1000
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E5-3bc Be 1 Lc Vc Vp Lithic 673 Mexico I-Ne-c 100 Jamaica
E6-3bc Bc By I Vc Vp Lithic 132 Puerto Rico I-Re-Ne-bc 174 Mexico
E6-3bc Bc By 1 Vc Vp Lithic 279 British Honduras 1-X-c 2 133 Mexico
E6-3bc Bc By I Vc Vp Lithic 1 148 Guatemala I-Xk-E-c 4 045 Mexico
E6-3bc Bc By 1 Vc Vp Lithic 12 Jamaica I-Y-c 3 497 Mexico
E6-3bc Bc By I Vc Vp Lithic 180 Mexico 3c3-2a Z Saline 354 Mexico
E7-3a By I Le Gm Vp Lithic 17 Guadeloupe Jd4-2a Gd Wd Gh Od 172 Costa Rica
E7-3a By 1 Lc Gm Vp Lithic 6 Antigua Jd4-2a Gd Wd Gh Od 519 Honduras
E7-3a By I Le Gm Vp Lithic 718 Cuba J el -3a Jc 74 Trinidad
E7-3a BY I Le Gm Vp Lith./stony 1 278 Mexico Je40-2a Gh Gm Lf Oe 177 Mexico
E8-3ab By I Vp Ge Lithic 676 Mexico Je41-2a Gh Re Lf Oe 392 Mexico
E9-3ab Ge Vp 1 Se 31 Barbados Je42-2a Gh Jd Re Af Oe 9 Panama
E9-3ab Ge Vri I Sg 34 Guatemala Je42-2a Gh Jd Re Af Oe 181 Guatemala
E9-3ab Ge Vp I Sg 2 449 Mexico Je42-2a Gh Jd Re Af Oe 348 Nicaragua
E10-3bc Be I Je Lithic 134 Nicaragua Je43-2a Gh Lv Vp Tv Vc 100 Dominican Republic
E10-3bc Be 1 Je Lithic 1 256 Honduras Je43-2a Gh Lv Vp Tv Vc 114 Puerto Rico

Fa3-2ab Af Fr Nd 436 Cuba Je43-2a Oh Lv Vp Tv Vc 3 Windward islands

Fa5-2b Fr 18 Puerto Rico Je44-2a Gh Je Vp It We 3 Martinique

Fa7-2b Bd Fr Nd Ne 45 Dominican Republic Je44-2a Gh Je Vp Jt We 11 Antigua

Fo27-3a Ao Gd 152 Panama Je44-2a
Je44-2a

Gh Je Vp
Gh Je Vp

It We
Jt We

14

21

Guadeloupe
Puerto Rico

Gc3-3a Gm Je Zg 0 Sg 339 Mexico Je44-2a Gh Je Vp Jt We 178 Dominican Republic

0d22-2a Ag Ap 330 British Honduras Je44-2a Gh Je Vp Jt We 219 Jamaica

Ge18-2a Be Lg Lp Je Oe 977 Mexico Je44-2a Gh Je Vp Jt We 248 Haiti

Ge19-2a Gm Vp We 47 Mexico Kh18-2a KI Le 502 Mexico
Ge19-2a Gm Vp We 68 British Honduras Kh21-2ab Y1 92 Mexico
Gel 9-2a Gm Vp We 286 Guatemala Kh21-2b Y1 3 172 Mexico
Ge20-2a Re Vp Tv 59 El Salvador Kh22-2b E Kk X1 S Vp Lithic 593 Mexico
Ge20-2a Re Vp Tv 89 Guatemala Kh22-2bc E Kk X1 S Vp Lithic 4 270 Mexico
Ge20-2a Re Vp Tv 322 Mexico Kh23-2bc 1 KI XI Lc Lithic 3 446 Mexico
Ge21-2a Gm Je Oe 94 Bahamas Kk3-2b Kh I XI Petrocalcic 4 810 Mexico
Ge24-2a Vp 77 Nicaragua Kk5-3a V Lithic 115 Mexico
Gml 0-2a Je Lf Oe 522 Mexico Kk 6-2ab I XI Lithic 395 Mexico
Gml 1-2a Re Vp Oe 392 Cuba KI7-2ab 1 Lithic 2 074 Mexico
Gml 1 -2a Re Vp Oe 19 Dominican Republic K17-2bc I Lithic 6 276 Mexico
Gml 1-2a Re Vp Oe 142 Mexico KI15-2ab Kk Re E Lithic 823 Mexico
Gm11-3a Re Vp Oe 3 British Honduras K130-2bc I Kb Vp E Lithic 7 194 Mexico
Gm12-2a Gp Lf Ge Oe 218 Mexico KI32-2bc Ly Re Vp Be E Lithic/ 428 Mexico
Gm12-3a Gp Lf Ge Oe 92 Cuba Petrocalcic

Gm13-3a Oe Rd Od Je 348 Panama K133-2bc 1 Tv Vp Re Lithic 699 Mexico

Gm13-3a Oe Rd Od Je 253 Costa Rica K134-2ab Le XI 1 Re 980 Mexico

Gm13-3a Oe Rd Od Je 546 Nicaragua KI34-2ab Le XI I Re Saline 136 Mexico

Gm13-3a Oe Rd Od Je 317 Honduras Lc3-2a Duripan 496 Mexico
Gp2-3a Gh Rd Wd Od 115 Costa Rica Lc11-3ab E Ne Vp By Lithistony 1 440 Mexico
Gp2-3a Gh Rd Wd Od 692 Nicaragua Lc25-3b K1 I 3 264 Mexico

Lc26-3ab Be I 564 Mexico
Hh10-2abc Be Re 1 Je 626 Mexico

Lc27-3bc Be E Lo Ne 44 Jamaica
H131-3ab E 1 Vp 460 Mexico

Lc27-3bc Be E Lo Ne 98 Cuba

1-ab 54 Curaçao Lc28-3bc Be 13k Vc Vp 744 Mexico

I-Bd-c 44 British Honduras Lc29-3bc Be I E 274 Mexico

1-Be 22 Jamaica Lc29-3bc Be I E 49 Guatemala

I-Be-E-c 1 357 Mexico Lc30-3a By E Vp Lithic 83 Puerto Rico

1-E 1 089 Mexico Lc30-3a By E Vp 3 Tobago

1-E-c 154 Cuba Lc30-3a By E Vp Lithic 681 Dominican Republic

1-E-13c-a 481 Mexico Lc30-3a By E Vp Lithic 180 Haiti

I-K-c 7 569 Mexico Lc30-3ab By E Vp 52 Dominican Republic

I-K-E-c 3 712 Mexico Lc30-3ab By E Vp Lithic 72 Jamaica

1-Ne-c 1 216 Dominican Republic Lc30-3ab By E Vp Lithic 194 Cuba

I-Ne-c 13 Windward islands Lc31-3ab LY Tv Vp Gm 31 Guatemala
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1

Occurrence

Lc32-3a Be Vp Je Vc 104 Panama Nd33-3c Bd I iLithic 258 Dominican Republic

Lc32-3bc Be Vp Je Vc 106 Costa Rica Nd33-3c Bd I ILithic 103 Haiti

Lc34-2b Ne Tv 2 305 Mexico Nd35-2ab Ao I Jd I
91 Panama

Lc36-2ab I Be Vc 274 Panama Nd35-2ab Ao I Jd 14 British Honduras

Lc36-2ab I Be Vc 138 Costa Rica Nd36-3bc Bc Le Vp 77 Haiti

Lc36-3bc I Be Vc 241 Costa Rica Nd36-3bc Bc Le Vp 443 Jamaica

Lc46-2b Bc . /stonyI 290 Costa Rica Ne8-36 Le Lf Tv 1 301 Mexico

Lf19-2a Le Re G 460 Mexico Ne9-3ab By Le 1Lithic 23 Haiti

Lf56-2a Af Lp Gh 726 Mexico Ne9-3ab BY Le ILithic 36 Dominican Republic

Lf57-2a Ao Be I E 286 Mexico Ne9-3ab BY Le Lithic 11 Antigua

Lf57-2bc Ao Be 1 E 956 Mexico Ne9-3ab BY Le Lithic 6 Barbados

Lf58-2bc Bd Th Je Lithic 445 Nicaragua Ne9-3ab By Le ILithic i 738 Cuba

Lf58-2bc Bd Th Je Lithic 40 Honduras Ne2I-2b Be I 72 Costa Rica
Lf58-2bc Bd Th Je 1Lithic 427 Guatemala Ne21-3abc Be I 9 Guatemala

Lg29-3a Gm Je 94 Mexico Ne21-3abc Be 1 566 Mexico

Lg30-2a Ge Vp We Gm 313 Guatemala Ne21-3bc Be I 38 El Salvador
Lg30-2a Ge Vp We Gm 363 Mexico Ne21-3bc Be I 375 Guatemala
Lg31 -2a Gm E 338 Guatemala Ne22-2ab BY 1 Re 325 El Salvador
Lg31-2a Gm E 333 Mexico Ne22-2ab By 1 Re 126 Guatemala
Lo6-2/3ab Le Lf By E 78 British Honduras Ne22-2abc BY 1 Re 384 El Salvador
Lo7-2ab Be I Ne Ill Guatemala Ne22-3ab By 1 Re 309 Nicaragua
Lo7-2ab Be I Ne 183 Mexico Ne23-3ab Th BY

I

129 Costa Rica
Lo15-3ab Ao 9 Guatemala Ne24-2bc Le Tv 1 ILithic 64 El Salvador
Lo15-3ab Ao 78 British Honduras Ne24-3bc Le Tv 1ILithic

[

62 Windward islands
Lo26-2bc I KI Le La Po I 4 565 Mexico Ne24-3bc Le Tv I [Lithic 170 Haiti
Lo27-2bc I Lg Nd 540 Mexico Ne25-3bc Tm Tv 414 Guatemala
Lo28-2bc I KI Le ILithic I 183 Mexico Ne32-2ab Tv 23 Costa Rica
Lo29-3b Bc Lf Ge 64 Guatemala
Lo30-3bc Ao I Lg 13d Lithic 127 Honduras Od7-2a Gh Jt Rd S 9 El Salvador
Lo30-3bc Ao I Lg Bd 1Lithic 755 Guatemala 0d7-2a Gh Jt Rd S 143 Honduras
Lo31-3bc Bd Lg Lf Lithic 2 446 Mexico Od7-2a Gh Jt Rd S 101 Panama
Lo31-3bc Bd Lg Lf Lithic 351 Cuba 0d7-3a Gh Jt Rd S 767 Cuba
Lo32-3ab Bd Nd Lithic 212 Mexico 0d7-3a Gh Jt Rd S 686 Panama
Lo33-3b Be Bk Le E 110 Dominican Republic 0d7-3a Gh Jt Rd S 37 Costa Rica
Lo33-3b Be Bk Le E 109 Haiti 0d7-3a Gh Jt Rd S 371 Nicaragua
Lo36-3bc Bd By 212 Guatemala Od7-3a Gh Jt Rd S 310 Honduras
Lo37-2bc Ao Tv 13 Tobago 0d7-3a Gh Jt Rd S 68 British Honduras
Lo37-2bc Ao Tv 59 Nicaragua
Lo37-2bc Ao Tv 995 Honduras Rc5-2c Le ;Lithic 891 Mexico

Lo37-2bc Ao Tv 249 Guatemala Rc7-2c 1 Yh iILthic
[

1 741 1v1exico

Lo37-3bc Ao Tv 733 Honduras Rc8-2ab 1 Yh YI ILithic 65 Mexico

Ly3-3ab
Lv4-3a

By Tv Vp
By Vp

236
339

Mexico
Mexico

Rcl 6-2a
Rd10-1 a

I

Gd Od
, 1 046

'Gh Jt S I 224
Bahamas
Honduras

Rd10-la Gd Od Gh Ji S 9 Guatemala
4d5-2b
gd5-3a
N.c15-3bc

Ao I
Ao 1
Ao I

1

I

I

372

152
267

Panama
Panama
Haiti

Rd1I-2a
Rd11-2a
Rd11-2a

Gd Jt Wd
Gd Jt Wd
Gd JI Vild

Od S 144

Od S 64
Od S 104

Costa Rica
Panama
Nicaragua

:4d5-3bc Ao I 59 Cuba Re12-la 1 X Y S 747 Mexico
Vd26-3bc Bd I Lo ¿Lithic 106 Costa Rica Re12-lbc I X Y S ILithic I 691 Mexico
id26-3c Bd I Lo Lithic 304 Mexico Re12-1c I X Y S 1 676 Mexico
\4129-3bc Ah Ao I 86 Guadeloupe Re13-2a X 1 398 Mexico
N1d29-3bc Ah Ao I 47 Martinique Re20-2c 1 K ,Tv I 1 104 Mexico
N'd29-3bc Ah Ao I 58 Costa Rica Re22-lab Kk XI Ve 156 Mexico
Vd29-3bc Ah Ao 1 I 223 Panama Re25-2a Tv Vc Je S Z 280 Mexico
sId29-3bc Ah Ao 1 [ 802 Nicaragua Re27- I a Rc YI 850 Mexico
4c130-3b Ah Bd I 77 Haiti Re28 - 1 a Tv E I 413 Mexico
Id30-3bc Ah Bd I 479 Panama Re29-1c Tv 1 38 Mexico
Vd31-3ab Ag Vc Wd Gh 271 Panama Re30-1 b 1 Tv 180 Mexico
'M32-3e Ao 1 Ah ILIthic 296 Panama Re42-1c I Th 20 Costa Rica
1d33 3b Bd I ILithic 25 Puerto Rico Re44-le I Ne Tv Le 31 Honduras



TABLE 3. SOIL ASSOCIATIONS AND RELATED INFORMATION
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Map
symbol

Associated
soils

Inclu-
sions Phase

Exten-
son

(1 000
ha)

Occurrence
Map

symbol
Associated

soils
Inclu-
sions Phase

Eaten-
sion

(1 000
ha)

Occurrence

1

Re44-Ic I Ne Tv Lc 132 El Salvador Vc22-2a Vp 'Ge Tv 58 Guatemala
Re54-la Tv Vc Ge 12 El Salvador Vol 8-2a By Ne 29 Costa Rica
Re54-I a Tv Vc Ge 316 Guatemala Vp18-2a By Ne 33 Nicaragua
Re55-la Gc Gm Sg 552 Mexico V21-3a Yh Vc 1 564 Mexico
Re56-1 a G Je Oe S 29 Costa Rica \'p27-3a Be E Gc Gm 1 2 175 Mexico
Re56-1 a G Je Oe S 9 El Salvador Vp28-3ab Be E I Ge Hl Je 1 328 Mexico
Re56-1 a G Je Oe S 37 Guatemala Vp29-3b E KI Ge Je I 340 Mexico
Re56-la G Je Oe S 124 Mexico Vp30-3a Le Re Tv Je S Z 325 Mexico
Re57-la Ge Gm Jt Od S 61 British Honduras Vp31-3a Le Re Oe 567 Mexico
Re57-1 a Ge Gm Jt Od S 425 Mexico Vp32-3a Lv Re Je Lf 439 Dominican Republic
Re58-2a Gh Od 10e Saline 416 Cuba Vp32-3a Lv Re Je Lf 52 Puerto Rico
Re58-2a Gh Od Oe Saline 569 Mexico Vp32-3a Lv Re Je Lf 3 Haiti

V32-3ab Lv Re Je Lf 888 Mexico
Th1-2b L Tv I 747 Mexico Vp33-3a Bk Re Je 189 Mexico
Th6-2bc I Tv L 61 Guatemala Vp34-3a E Gm I S 483 Guatemala
Th6-2c I Tv L 34 Guatemala Vp34-3a E Gm II S 14 British Honduras
Th6-2c I Tv L 68 Mexico Vp34-3a E Gm II S 968 Mexico
Th9-1c I Tv L Ne 146 Panama Vp34-3a E Gm II S 1 767 Cuba
Th9-2bc 1 Tv L Ne 10 Guadeloupe Vp35-3a Ge We E 224 Guatemala

Th9-2be 1 Tv L Ne 16 Martinique Vp36-2a
Vp36-2a

G Tv Le Lv
G Tv Lc Lv

7

61

Windward islands
GuatemalaTh9-2bc I Tv L Ne 13 Windward islands Vp36-2a G Tv Le Lv 29 El Salvador

Th9-2c I Tv L Ne 3 Guatemala Vp36-2a G Tv Le Lv 86 Nicaragua
Th9-2c I Tv L Ne 3 Mexico Vp36-2a G Tv Le Lv 12 Martinique
Th11-2c Ao Tv I Vp 310 Guatemala Vp36-2a G Tv Le Lv 186 Mexico
1hI2-2c Le Tv Tm G Vp 213 Costa Rica Vp37-2ab Le Ne Tv Lv Vc 2 712 Mexico
Tm5-2b Tv Vp 52 Guatemala Vp38-3a HI Re I K1 723 Mexico

Tm5-2b Tv Vp 168 Mexico Vp41 -2a Ge Je Oe 49 Guatemala

Tm6-2bc Le Tv Nd 116 Nicaragua
Tm6-2bc Le Tv Nd 442 Guatemala Wd3-3a G Le LP 152 Panama

Tm6-2bc Le Tv Nd 68 Mexico Wd3-3a
Wd3-3a

G Le Lp
G Le LP

181
13

Costa Rica
Guatemala

1m6-2c Le Tv Nd 106 El Salvador Wd3-3a G Le Lp 3 British Honduras
Trn6-2c Le Tv Nd 55 Guatemala Wel 5-2a Ge Lf LP Gm 91 Dominican Repub1ic
Tm7-2b I Ne Tv Le 53 Nicaragua Wel 5-3a Ge Lf Lp Gm 271 Dominican Republic
Tm7-2bc I Ne Tv Le 143 Nicaragua We17-3a G Le LP 266 Mexico
To2-2bc Bc I Tv 575 Mexico Wh2-2a G Lg 218 Costa Rica
To4-2bc Ao Bd Tv I 279 Honduras Ws 7-1 a J Ve Re 330 Mexico

To5-2bc Tv I Bd Le 3 Honduras
1o5-2bc Tv I Bd Le 41 El Salvador Xh10-2bc K Y I Lithic 708 Mexico

Tv13-la Re E I 443 Mexico Xh36-2a Hh 42 Curaçao
Xk6-2ab E Yk II

Lithic/ 5 828 MexicoTv14-2b Re Ne 1 304 Mexico Petrocalcic
1y15-1bc KI Le I Ne 5 733 Mexico Xk7-2a Re 1E I Lithic/ 1 012 Mexico
1y15-2b K1 Le I Ne 245 Mexico

I petrocalcic

1y16-2bc Le H Vp 1 593 Mexico X110-2ab I Y Lithic 2 254 Mexico

Tv17-2ab Le Vp Je 558 Mexico XI11-2abe
X112-2ab

I K Y S
I K Le G H

1130
3 809

Mexico
Mexico

1v20-1 bc I Ne Le Th Vp 24 Martinique X112-2ab I K Le G H Saline 192 Mexico
Tv20-lbc I Ne Le Th Vp 86 Mexico
Tv20-2bc I Ne Le Th Vp 1 003 Mexico Y9-1 /2b I Lithic 5 146 Mexico
Tv21-2a Gm Oe 342 Mexico Y10-2ab Re J I Lithic 5 536 Mexico
1v22-2be Re Th I I 930 Mexico Yh9-2ab I Re Yk Je 32 Mexico
1v23-2ab Le Re Vo 14 Costa Rica Yh12-2ab I Re E S Lithic 2 375 Mexico
Ty23-2ab Lc Re Vp 55 Panama Yk9-2ab E I Re Yh YI Lithic 1 885 Mexico
Tv23-2bc Le Re Vp 287 El Salvador Y15-1/2abc Yk Re 3 281 Mexico

Tv24-2bc I Ne
1

73 Panama YI5-1/2abc Yk Re Saline 156 Mexico

Tv24-2bc I Ne 20 Costa Rica Y18-2abc
Y19-2abc

Je Yk
Re Yk

9
274

Mexico
Mexico

Tv25-2bc Nc Th I 466 Costa Rica Y112-2a KI Rc Kk 637 Mexico
1v26-21ic I Lo Th PI 876 Mexico Y114-2ab Rc 4 458 Mexico
Tv27-2b Ne Tm Vp I i 6 Costa Rica Y114-2ab Re Satine 198 Mexico
Tv27-2b Ne Tm Vp I 1

I

496 Nicaragua Y117-2a XI I Lithic 649 Mexico
1v28-2ab Lo Th Vp 75 Honduras
1v29-2ab Le Tm Lv 178 Guatemala Zo2-3a Saline 242 Mexico
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RHYOLITIC LAVA PLATEAU OF THE SIERRA MADRE

OCCIDENTAL

This region consists of a dissected high plateau
contiguous with the western limits of region Ala.
It also includes the adjacent coastal ranges and
lowlands. The thick sheet of rhyolitic lava forming
these dissected uplands extends southward for some
480 km, at an elevation ranging from 2 000-3 500 m.

Paleozoic and sedimentary rocks are exposed in
the gorges and steep valley sides, and some basic
andesitic lavas are exposed on the spurs of the range.
There are indications of an ancient mantle of vol-
canic ash beneath the rhyolitic lavas, and in places
these ash beds are exposed.

The eastern part of the rhyolitic plateau lies in
very dry temperate and subtropical climates, and
the common soils are Lithos°Is and lithic Kastano-
zems, with an open pine-oak-grassland vegetation.
Descending westward toward warmer and moister
climates near the Pacific Ocean, the soil assemblage
becomes dominated first by lithic Orthic Luvisols,
then by a complex pattern of lithic Dystric Nitosols
(from basic volcanic rock), lithic Orthic Acrisols
(from acidic volcanic rock and Paleozoic rock),
occasional patches of Humic Andosols (from ancient
volcanic ash), perhaps some Leptic or Orthic Pod-
zols (from rare outcrops of siliceous sedimentary
rock), and a large number of Lithos°ls.

Subdesertic semitropical climates in the north grade
into very dry tropical climates in the south. Season-
ally deciduous trees become more common in the
forest, and lithic Chromic Luvisols are dominant.
On the coastal foothills and plains Chromic Luvi-
sols, Fluvisols, Regosols and Gleysols are present,
with some Ferric Luvisols developed mainly on the
wide interfluves of low coastal terraces.

SIERRA MADRE ORIENTAL

This mountain range forms the eastern boundary
to subregion Ala and extends like a highly dissected
mountain wall between the upland plateau of Central
Mexico and the Gulf of Mexico lowlands. The
dominant rocks are highly folded and faulted lime-
stones, lutites, and related calcareous rocks of mainly
Jurassic and Cretaceous age. They are strongly
dissected by rivers flowing from the central plateau
to the Gulf. The region is noted for spectacular
landscapes.

In the western sector the soils include Kastanozems,
Orthic Luvisols, and possibly some Luvic Phaeozems,
all more or less lithic in phase, and Lithosols. At
the northern end of the Sierra, where conditions are
cooler and drier, only lithic Luvic Kastanozems and
Lithos°ls have been reported.
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From the west of the Sierra down to the Gulf
lowlands the soil association is dominated by Litho-
sols, but includes Rendzinas, lithic Orthic Luvisols,
lithic Eutric Cambisols, and some lithic Eutric Nito-
sols. A few isolated high plateaus along the crest of
the range show occasional soils with profiles resem-
bling Gleyic Luvisols and Leptic or Orthic Podzols,
developed under pine woodland, from fine materials
which may contain some loess from former moun-
tain glaciers and ice fields.

In the central sector of the Sierra Madre Oriental
all the slopes are steep and Lithos°Is, with associat-
ed Rendzinas and lithic Eutric Cambisols, are the
main soils.

In the southern sector there has been sporadic
accumulation of volcanic ash blown either from the
neovolcanic plateau to the south or possibly from
the isolated Tuxtla volcanic centre to the southwest.
There are Humic and Ochric Andosols in addition
to Lithosols. In a few places volcanic mudflows
have spilled volcanic conglomerates through the
mountain valleys to cover the inland sector of the
Gulf lowlands. These conglomerates are normally
cemented, and the soils consist mainly of shallow
dark montmorillonitic clays, approximating to lithic
Chromic Vertisols and lithic Vertic Cambisols.

Some of the most important soils of the region
are the Eutric Fluvisols and Eutric Cambisols of the
alluvial and colluvial deposits in the numerous nar-
row valleys. They are relatively insignificant in area,
but their agricultural importance is very great.

CENTRAL MEXICAN UPLAND BASIN

This region, the heart of highland Mexico, consists
of one large upland basin-plain, ringed around by
higher peaks, and several interconnecting smaller
basin-plains. This is the southern extension of the
desertic basin system described under region Ala.
The original vegetation, which has long disappear-
ed, was probably pine-oak woodland and upland
grassland. The mean elevation of the plain is about
850 m, and the surrounding peaks rise to between
4 500 and 5 750 m.

The soils of this region include Pellic Vertisols,
Regosols, Vitric Andosols and Chromic Luvisols in
the part of the basin bordering the neovolcanic up-
lands, with Kastanozems, Regosols and probably
some Phaeozems becoming more common in the
northern part of the plain. In the west, in a local
" rainshadow " area of diminished rainfall, some
lithic and petrocalcic Xerosols occur with Regosols.
The old lake sediments in the centre of the plain
principally give rise to Pellic Vertisols, while Eutric
Fluvisols are common around the periphery.



OAXACA UPLANDS, SIERRA MADRE DEL SUR,
AND ADJACENT PACIFIC COASTAL LOWLANDS

This region comprises a complex series of dissected
uplands and basins, with rivers flowing both north
to the Gulf of Mexico and south or west to the Pacific
Ocean. The rivers flowing south cut their way
through a complex pattern of sedimentary rocks,
including Paleozoic metasediments, while those flow-
ing north dissect a series of Cretaceous limestone
ranges and younger calcareous sedimentary rocks.
The Oaxaca basin-plain represents one of the less
dissected parts of the uplands, and is floored by Sub-
recent and Recent alluvial and colluvial material from
the surrounding ranges. Several small areas of an-
cient volcanic activity occur in the region, but lavas
and elastic rocks tend to be local. No extensive
areas of volcanic ash are reported. Along the Pacific
coast there is a narrow strip of foothills and lowlands
with a very dry tropical climate which is included
within the region. The Gulf of Mexico lowlands,
much wider than the Pacific lowlands, are shown
as a separate region, B 1.

The soils of the central uplands and basins include
Pellic Vertisols, Eutric Gleysols, Eutric Fluvisols and
Regosols in the basins proper; and lithic Calcic
Cambisols and Chromic Luvisols (Ethic and in part
petrocalcic) on the hilly land and mountain slopes.
Toward the Pacific coast lithic Eutric Cambisols,
lithic Dystric Cambisols. lithic Dystric Nitosols and
Lithosols have been reported from the coastal ranges
under pine-oak forest at higher elevations and under
semievergreen forest at lower elevations. Some areas
of granitic rocks in the coastal ranges give rise to
Ethic Ferric Acrisols. The coastal plain has Verti-
sols, Gleyic and Chromic Luvisols, Gleysols, Fluvi-
sols and Regosols, with lithic Haplic Phaeozems
reported from the southwest coastal foothills near
Tehuantepec.

FOLDED LIMESTONE RANCIES AND ADJACENT PETÉN

LOWLANDS

Hard, white, crystalline limestones of Cretaceous
age form a wide arc of folded parallel ranges in this
region. They swing eastward away from the main
northwest-southeast trend of the older sedin-,cntary
rocks and finally curve northeast to pat tially envelop
the isolated mass of the Maya mountain granites
and Jurassic quartzite and shales in British Hondu-
ras. The hidiest elevations (over 1 500 m) occur
near the start and finish of this limestone arc; in the
centre the ranges become lower and more subdued
as they pass through the Petén department of Gua-
temala.
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The soils have yet to be studied thoroughly, but
in the Mexican and Guatemalan sectors the domi-
nant soils have been described as lithic Eutric Cam-
bisols, lithic Chromic Cambisols, Rendzinas, and
Lithosols. In British Honduras, lithic Chromic Cam-
bisols occur, associated with hard pinkish limestones
and dolomitic limestone. The Peter' lowlands have
Pellic and Chromic Vertisols, Eutric and Humic
Gleysols, Orthic and Gleyic Luvisols, and some
Planosols.

This region adjoins the Central American non vol-
canic highland in the south, along an indeterminate
zone where the crystalline limestones are infolded
with schists, sandstones and shales, and some Paleo-
zoic granitic rocks. Along this marginal zone the
soils are reported to be lithic Dystric Cambisols,
lithic Orthic Luvisols and Lithosols, with Gleyic
Luvisols and Leptic or Orthic Podzols appearing in
sorne of the small upland plateaus of the granitic
landscapes. Humic Acrisols have been reported on
the outwash materials from this sector, at the head
of the Usumacinta river. Rainfall is between 3 500
and 4 000 mm, and the forests are pine-cypress
associations at higher elevations and mainly ever-
green montane forests in the valleys. In the extreme
southeastern corner serpentinized ultrabasic rocks
occur mixed with limestone. Here the soil assem-
blage includes lithic Dystric Cambisols and Orthic
Luvisols.

The eastern half of the Chiapas uplands has been
included in this region because it is formed mainly
from calcareous sedimentary rocks. It is an area
of lower rainfall (900-1 500 mm) than the rest of
the region. The soils include Chromic Luvisols,
Vertisols, Calcic and Eutric Cambisols, and Rend-
zinas.

MAYA NtOUNTAINS

This region is relatively small in area but is distinct
geologically. It consists of a mass of Jurassic quartz-
ites, phyllitic shales, and sandstones, with a granit-
ic batholithic core, block-faulted, uplifted some
1 000 m and tilted so that it presents very steep
slopes to the east and south. The northern end
forms a distinct upland plateau, underlain mainly
by granitic rocks, which carries pine-oak forests and
upland savanna. It appears to be an old erosion
surface that has been above sea level for a very
long time. The lower lying, down-tilted western and
southern sectors of the horst are partially overlap-
ped by the Cretaceous limestones of region A6.

The soils of the older land surfaces in the northeast
corner include some which resemble Humic Acrisols,
and others which are not unlike the Humic Cambi-
sols of some of the old land surfaces of Seao Paulo,



Brazil. With these soils there are also Plinthic and
Gleyic Luvisols. The steep slopes of the eastern
part of the Maya mountains have lithic Dystric Cam-
bisols, some lithic Humic Cambisols, lithic Orthic
Acrisols (from sandstones and quartzites), and Litho-
sols. In the south and west the soils are mainly
Rendzinas, lithic Eutric Cambisols, Chromic and
Dystric Cambisols, and Lithosols.

CENTRAL AMERICAN NONVOLCAN1C UPLANDS

This region is a highly dissected upland plateau,
with a maximum elevation of 1 500 m in the north-
west, sloping down gradually toward the east and
southeast. It commences in Guatemala, broadens to
a maximum width of over 1 000 km in Honduras
and loses its identity at an altitude of about 700 m
in Nicaragua. The commonest rocks are Tertiary
ignimbrites and rhyolitic tuffs (with some older gran-
ites, schists, shales and limestones in the north-
west), and Tertiary andesitic tuffs and lavas in the
south and east. Quaternary volcanic rocks are vir-
tually absent. This upland region has been deeply
carved by a complex network of streams and rivers
emptying into the Caribbean, and few remnants of
the original plateau remain.

The commonest soils of the mountainous land-
scapes are dark grey clay loams between 15 and
40 cm deep, grading into pale grey weathering ignim-
brites and rhyolitic tuff. These have been frequently
classified as Lithosols or Regosols, but since they
have a clear cambie B horizon and are acid and of
low nutrient status, they should be regarded rather
as Dystric Cambisols. Lithic Eutric Cambisols and
some Calcic Cambisols occur in the lower slopes
of the drier intermontane valleys. To the south, in
Nicaragua, the Tertiary tuffs in some areas contain
a sufficiently high proportion of ferromagnesian min-
erals to permit the development of Dystric Nito-
sols, along with lithic Orthic Luvisols, lithic Dystric
Cambisols, and some lithic Orthic Acrisols. Fluvisols,
Planosols and Gleysols in the narrow valley floors
throughout the region contribute to its agricultural
production.

No related lowland coastal areas are included with
this highland region.

ISTHMIAN HIGHLANDS AND ADJACENT LOWLANDS

Almost the whole of Panama belongs to this region,
which extends northward from the Colombian border
across the Caribbean lowlands of Costa Rica to pass
toward the Pacific along the trough occupied by
Lake Nicaragua, and meets the southern end of the
Central American volcanic highlands in Costa Rica.
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A small area of the isthmian highlands consisting of
Quaternary volcanic rocks belongs with the neigh-
bouring region (A10b) to the north.

The commonest rocks are volcanic tuffs of Ter-
tiary age. In general, they are more basic in nature
than comparable rocks of region A8. The region
consists essentially of a relatively narrow central
mountain chain, with few inland plains and coastal
lowlands restricted mainly to the embayed parts of
the coastline. The narrowest part of the isthmus,
where the Panama Canal crosses, is mainly rolling
in relief, but the mountains begin again to the west
and north of the canal and continue as a double
chain to join the South American Andean foothills.

The Darien region of Panama has some interior
valleys of considerable size, with Gleysols, Fluvisols
and Gleyic Acrisols. Elsewhere the mountainous
landscapes show lithic Orthic and lithic Humic
Acrisols, and Dystric Nitosols. Orthic Acrisols, Ferric
Acrisols and Dystric Nitosols are present on the lower
lying hills of the Canal Zone. The soils of the
related Pacific coastal lowlands include Planosols,
Vertisols, Gleysols and Regosols. On the eastern
sector of the Pacific lowlands, Chromic Luvisols
are expected to be present.

VOLCANIC HIGHLANDS

Under this heading are included the transverse
volcanic highlands of Mexico (neovolcanic uplands)
and the longitudinal belt of volcanic highlands flanking
the Pacific Ocean from Guatemala to Costa Rica
and reappearing again in western Panama.

Al0a. Neovolcanic uplands

This subregion extends from Lake Chapala and
the Tepic coast in the west, across the waist of Mexico
to Jalapa and Orizaba in the east, and should also
include the small isolated volcanic centre of Tuxtla
on the shore of the Gulf of Mexico.

Essentially the region is a high plateau, with an
average elevation of 2 800 m, but there are several
large volcanoes rising more than 2 500 m above
their plateau base. Some of these are intermittently
active; in addition there are a large number of par-
tially eroded, extinct volcanoes throughout the neo-
volcanic uplands.

The common rocks are Quaternary (or yo-anger)
lavas, tuffs, scorias and breccias. Varying amounts
of fine volcanic ash of various mineral composition
completely cover the hard rock in many localities.
Buried soils are common.

The dominant soils are Andosols. Humic Ando-
sols occur on older and more weathered volcanic ash
beds in areas of higher rainfall, and there are smaller
areas of Ochric Andosols where the rainfall is less



abundant. Insufficient chemical data are available
to determine whether Mollie Andosols are widespread
on the old weathered ash beds of the humid to dry
areas.

Most widespread of all are the Vitric Andosols,
occurring where the ash beds are younger or less
weathered. These are silty loam soils of great agri-
cultural value, formerly referred to as Mexican Cher-
nozems. In the drier areas they occur mixed with
reddish clays that show the profile morphology of
Chromic Luvisols. Such Chromic Luvisols are com-
monly formed from older, more weathered and con-
solidated volcanic ash in which most of the amor-
phous colloid formed during the initial weathering
has been converted to halloysite. Many of these soils
may still show a small proportion of amorphous
colloid in addition to the predominant halloysite.
This may account for the higher cation exchange
capacity and higher alumina content compared with
the more orthodox Chromic Luvisols of nonvolcanic
landscapes. The topsoils also tend to be deeper and
richer in organic carbon than typical Chromic Luvi-
sols.

When volcanic glass weathers in an environment
where calcium and magnesium are not continually
removed by leaching, montmorillonitic clays are form-
ed, and the soils are Pellic or Chromic Vertisols.
Vertisols are fairly common in low positions on the
neovolcanic plateau, and are frequent on the narrow
strip of Pacific coastal lowlands.

Al0b. Central American volcanic highlands

This subregion occurs as a relatively narrow longi-
tudinal belt forming a Pacific mountain range ex-
tending southeast from near the southern limit
of Mexico, through Guatemala and El Salvador to
Nicaragua, thence to the central highlands of Costa
Rica, to reappear as an isolated portion of the isth-
mian central ranges in Panama.

Within the Central American volcanic highlands
the highest volcanoes are in the northwest; those
to the southeast are lower. Almost all the rocks in
this subregion are of Quaternary age or younger.
There are over 66 distinct centres of volcanic activity
in the subregion, 15 of them in active eruption since
the turn of the century.

In Guatemala and El Salvador the volcanic high-
lands merge smoothly into region A8, but in Nica-
ragua they are separated by the low trough occupied
by Lakes Nicaragua and Managua. In Costa Rica
they form an interior range with drainage to both
the Pacific and the Caribbean. Here and in Panama
the volcanic highlands are surrounded by basic and
acidic tuffs of the Tertiary rather than the Quater-
nary volcanism that is characteristic of this region.
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There are frequently wide variations in the miner-
alogical composition of the different layers within the
ash beds, and also differences in the age and stage
of weathering of the ash, which make detailed soil
maps complex.

Lithosols are not widespread in the Pacific coastal
ranges despite the prevalence of steep slopes, because
a thick mantle of volcanic ash can become stable
on forested slopes and remain in place as long at
the forest is undisturbed. Normal erosion by streams
cutting their way headward may subsequently expose
the underlying rock, but apart from this activity
local occurrence of Lithos°Is is usually the result of
rapid erosion following deforestation for agriculture.

The main soils in the subregion are similar to
those of the neovolcanic plateau of Mexico, excopt
that Humic Andosols are relatively more abundant,
and Mollie Andosols become more common in the
drier climatic regions. Vitric Andosols are more
frequent on the coastal lowlands than on the uplands
in most sectors. As in subregion AIOa, the older
and more weathered ash beds give rise to reddish
(halloysitic) Chromic Luvisols, accompanied by Verti-
sols. Volcanic mudflow conglomerates give rise to
Vertic Cambisols and Vertic Luvisols. Regosols are
present in the highlands, mainly where the ejecta are
very coarse pumice, cinders or scoria. Lithic Eutric
Cambisols, lithic Orthic Luvisols and Lithos°ls occur
on the Pacific slopes, particularly where there has
been active stream down-cutting in the valleys.

In addition to Vertisols and Luvisols there are
small but important areas of Fluvisols, Gleysols and
Regosols in the Pacific coastal lowlands.

B. Lowlands

Important lowland areas occur in only three parts
of Central America : bordering the Gulf of Mexico,
the promontory of the Yucatán peninsula, and border-
ing the Caribbean coast from southern British Hon-
duras to Panama.

B l. GULF OF MEXICO LOWLANDS

This region extends from the United States border
at the mouth of the Rio Grande in a wide arc around
the Gulf of Mexico, almost to the city of Campeche
at the base of the Yucatán peninsula.

In the north there is a wide zone of foothills,
ranging in height from 200 to 600 rn, formed of
limestone, lutite, and other calcareous rocks. The
adjoining lowland is formed principally from calcar-
eous alluvium and colluviuin and dune sands. To-
ward the centre of the region the coastal lowlands are
narrower, and volcanic materials from the highlands



have covered much of the original alluvial landscape.
Near the coast volcanic ash and local mudflow ma-
terials from the Tuxtla volcanic centres contribute
to the formation of the lowland.

The soils of the Gulf of Mexico lowlands include
Luvic and Calcic Kastanozems in the north, follow-
ed by Rendzinas, Luvic Phaeozems, Pellic Vertisols,
Eutric Cambisols, Eutric Fluvisols, Eutric Gleysols
and Regosols in central southern Tamaulipas. These
continue southward and eastward until mudflow ma-
terials with lithic Vertic Cambisols and Vertic Luvi-
sols dominate the lowland landscape. Vertisols, Gley-
sols and Regosols continue in the lowest position
of the plain south of the city of Vera Cruz, but in
the vicinity of the Tuxtla volcanoes, Vitric Andosols
(in part lithic and duric), Eutric Fluvisols and Eutric
Gleysols gradually dominate the lowlands. Beyond
Coatzalcoalcos, a high sand dune barrier with Eutric
Regosols marks the shoreline. Behind this barrier.
Eutric and Burnie Gleysols, Eutric Fluvisols and
Histosols form a wide swampy lowland. The neigh-
bouring foothills are carved in relatively soft Miocene
sediments. On the ridges Ferric Luvisols are pres-
ent with other soils that have the morphology of
Acrisols but are perhaps too basic to fall in this
category. In several localities the content of ferru-
ginous minerals in the Miocene tuffs bz:comes high
enough to give rise to Eutric and Dystric Nitosols.
On the ancient Usurnacinta flood plain sediments,
under a cover of lowland savanna grasses, Planosols
anci Gleyic Luvisols are developed.

B2. YUCATÁN PENINSULA

As a geographic unit, the Yucatán peninsula has
its roots deep in the Petén district of Guatemala and
in the northern lowlands of British Honduras. The
Mexican sector consists of the provinces of Campeche
and Yucatán and the Territory of Quintana Roo.

The peninsula is a part of the Middle American
coastline which shows evidence of cumulative emer-
ayence above the sea from late Cretaceous time ¡an-
ward. The earlier uplifting of the Maya mountains
horst set the stage for a geomorphological process
which thrust a finger of land into the sea and created
a system of opposing currents between those of the
Yucatán sea and those of the Gulf of Mexico. In
the area of slack water between the two current sys-
tems, a shoal of coral fragments began to accumu-
late. Uplift in late Cretaceous time brought part
of this shoal above sea level, and the uplift was repeat-
ed in the late Eocene and after.

An important feature of the geological process
was the formation of a hard indurated crust in the
shoal materials prior to the uplift. This carapace
is resistant to weathering, and thus the successive
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emergent landscapes of the peninsula have retained
their original inshore microtopography over a long
period. On the part of the peninsula that emerged
first, the hard carapace has become almost entirely
shattered by the slow penetration of roots, allowing
round karstic erosion processes to dissect the surface
and permit a new cycle of soil formation. The
principal soils are Rendzinas, Pellic Vertisols and
Lithosols.

The part of the peninsula that emerged later in
late Miocene time -- still has much of its protective
carapace intact and is only weakly disrupted by tree
roots. Here the soils are formed mainly from a
thin layer of inshore coastal drift deposits that were
in position on the carapace when the land was
raised. At the time of uplift the sea was heavily in-
fused with fine volcanic ash, and these ferruginous
coastal sediments have given rise to conspicuous
red soils. Their classification is not yet certain, but
they fit best with Eutric Nitosols except for their
very high calcium content.

ShalloN,ver red soils, sharing the landscape with
the Nitosols, arc regarded as lithic Chromic Luvi-
sols. The shoal materials which emerged in Quater-
nary to Recent geologic periods still show very
strong carapace formation, and the soils over the
carapace are progressively less red and shallower.
They are provisionally regarded as lithic Chromic
Cambisols. The most recently emergent part of the
peninsula has virtually no soil covering, but around
the coast there are some coral sand dunes with Eutric
and Calcaric Regosols, backed by a narrow zone
of swampy land with Eutric Gleysols and some shal-
low Miocene Histosols.

Since all parts of the peninsula have a well-defined
dry season there are no surface streams and no
permanent surface water, except in some shallow
depressions with cemented floors or floors that have
become sealed with accumulations of fine clay. In
these depressions there are small lagoons surround-
ed by Vertisols and Gleysols. Also present are
Humic, Calcaric and Eutric Gleysols and Gleyic
Solonetz. In the red soil zone there are Gleyic
Luvisols as well.

B3. CARIBBEAN LOWLANDS

From the southern corner of British Honduras a
narrow coastal iowland extends along the Guate-
malan Caribbean coast and the north coast of Hon-
duras, widening considerably along the east coast
of Honduras, Nicaragua and Costa Rica, and narrow-
ing again along the coast of Panama. It comprises
a shoreline with shallow coastal water, very few
natural deep-water harbours, an intermittent strip



of coastal mangrove forest, lagoons and sandbars,
areas of coastal swamp running inland, low coastal
terraces, and a foothill zone of Tertiary rhyolitic
and basic volcanic tuff or sandstones and shales
easing gradually into the Central American upland
region (A8).

The soils include Ferric Acrisols and Ferric and
Orthic Luvisols in the north, and Orthic, Ferric and
Plinthic Acrisols in the south, with Dystric Plano-
sols, Thionic Fluvisols, and probably areas of Gleyic
Solo netz.

C. Caribbean islands

All these islands are considered as a single major
soil region, although even the smallest islands, where
most of the rainfall is orographic, have areas of high-
land soils quite distinct from lowland soils; more-
over the soils of the drier windward coasts are distinct
from those of the moister leeward coasts.

Cuba, the largest of the Caribbean islands, is really
a chain of small mountainous islands linked by a
coral platform that was uplifted above the sea in
Miocene time. The soils of this coral platform show
considerable correlation with those of the Yucatán
reef platform of equivalent age. Similar uplifted
coral reef soils occur in Hispaniola, Puerto Rico
and Jamaica. They are provisionally grouped with
the Chromic Luvisols, Eutric Nitosols, Rendzinas and
Lithosols.

In Cuba there are also extensive areas of Orthic
Acrisols developed from schistose sedimentary rocks,
Vertisols from alluvium, and Eutric and Dystric
Cambisols, partly lithic in phase, on the sedimentary
rocks of the Sierra Maestra in Oriente province.
Nitosols formed on intrusive basic rocks and Acri-
sols on intrusive acid rocks, mainly in Oriente prov-
ince, and there is a small area of Ferric and Gleyic
Luvisols on some of the small upland plateaus of the
Sierra Maestra. Deeply weathered reddish-purple
soils from serpentine and related serpentinized ultra-
basic rocks occur rather widely in Cuba. They
appear again in the Dominican Republic, and in
Puerto Rico where they were first described (Nipe
clay). These are probably the only true Ferralsols
appearing on the Soil Map of Mexico and Central
America. They have been grouped provisionally
with the Acre Ferralsols.

Hispaniola is mountainous, and the main soils
are lithic Eutric and Chromic Cambisols, Rendzinas
and Lithosols from the calcareous sediments and
limestones, and lithic Dystric Cambisols and Litho-
sols where the mountains are formed from acid vol-
canic tuffs and quartz diorites. Areas of more basic
tuffs give rise to Nitosols. Some parts of this island
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have a dry climate with xerophytic thorny wood-
land, and in these areas lithic Calcic Cambisols have
been described.

Jamaica has considerable areas of Chromic Luvi-
sols, Rendzinas and Nitosols associated with lime-
stone landscapes, in addition to lithic Eutric Cambi-
sols, Lithos°Is and Luvisols from other sedimentary
rocks. The smaller islands of the Antilles are usually
either uplifted coral reef or the tops of volcanoes
rising out of the sea. Among the volcanic islands,
Dominica, Martinique and St. Vincent have areas
of young soils from volcanic ash (Vitric Andosols)
and soils from older ash beds (Humic and Mollie
Andosols), as well as Vertisols and Vertic Luvisols
at lower elevations. Grenada has considerable areas
of red soils derived from weathered basic volcanic
ash which are considered to be Dystric and Eutric
Nitosols.

The islands of Antigua, Tobago and Barbados
have no significant areas of volcanic rock. Eutric
Cambisols, Luvisols, Rendzinas and Lithosols occur
in Antigua; Tobago has Eutric Cambisols and Orthic
Luvisols, with small areas of Dystric Cambisols de-
rived from serpentine. Barbados is an emergent
mountain top with concentric rings of coral limestone
on which Rendzinas and Vertisols are developed. The
highest (first emerged) of these platforms has Chromic
Luvisols (mainly lithic phase) similar to those of
Yucatán. The encircling reef rock is breached in
the steeply sloping northeast sector of Barbados,
and here Eutric Cambisols, Orthic Luvisols and
Lithosols are formed from the exposed sedimen-
tary rocks. Grand Cayman Island, Marie Galante
and Barbuda are examples of low islands formed
from uplifted coral. Much of the area consists of
Lithosols and shallow Rendzinas, with pockets of
somewhat deeper lithic Chromic Cambisols or lithic
Chromic Luvisols.
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6. LAND USE AND SOIL SUITABILITY

The land masses of Mexico, Central America and the
Caribbean islands resemble nothing so much as a
cornucopia, the broad end of the horn tipping slight-
ly to the west so that the peninsula of Baja Cali-
fornia spills over from the tilted rim, and the narrow
end somewhat irregular in shape but with conve-
nient indentations for finger grips curving avvay
to the south and east.

The image of a horn of plenty could be misleading,
although it fits the impressions of the earliest Euro-
pean navigators and the comments of the explorers,
missionaries and geographers who followed them.
To all these visitors the region was a populous one,
a land that provided sustenance for settled peoples,
in contrast with vast areas in North and South Amer-
ica that had only thin sprinklings of indigenous
peoples of mainly nomadic habit.

If the earliest arrivals in the western hemisphere
came by way of a land bridge from Asia, they must
have found in the narrowing isthmus leading to
South America many features tempting them to
become permanent residents of the highland plains
and valleys. For others who may have come from
Africa, moving northward along the Caribbean coast-
al waters, the islands and the Central American
eastern shores also presented many favourable fea-
tures lacking along the coastline of northern South
America. Probably the only land regarded as unat-
tractive for settlement was the narrow strip of low-
land between the coast and the interior foothills a
place of dense forests, rivers liable to sudden flood-
ing, reptiles, insects and insect-borne diseases. This
strip, moreover, presented a landscape where the
majority of the soils were unsuited for the growing
of traditional food crops. Indeed, what once may
have existed as a no-man's land, separating the
scattered Afro-Indian lowland coastal settlements from
the populous Amerindian highland territories, for
centuries continued to be largely unsettled until
quite recent times. Only in the past few decades
has modern agricultural technology been pitted against
the somewhat inferior soils, adverse climatic factors,
and the exuberant natural plant cover of this area.
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Settlement in the eastern Lawlands in pre-Colum-
bian times was limited to the upper arc of the Gulf
of Mexico, where volcanic soils extend from the
high/ands down to the eastern lowlands of the con-
tinent, and even here there are parts where agricul-
ture is still in the pioneer stage. The Pacific low-
lands, especially those adjacent to the volcanic high-
lands, became controlle,d by city states that were
usually offshoots of earlier highland settlements, and
were well established in pre-Columbian times. To
this generalized picture of the land-use pattern one
must add the scattered population of the desertic
north and northwest. This was determined as in
all desert areas by the reliability of water supplies.
Archeological evidence suggests that quite large local
populations developed in some favoured areas, devis-
ing techniques for exploiting subsurface waters, often
of considerable natural salt content, in their efforts
to survive. However, most of these desert dwellers
had disappeared long before the Spanish Conquest.

The main areas of ancient Amerindian settlements
were the warm temperate highlands and the sub-
tropical high valleys, places where the soils were
derived from volcanic ash or calcareous rocks, with
either adequate rainfall or with permanent water
from rivers, crater lakes or upland basin lakes.
Little is known about the original food crops.
The iinmigrants from the north must have reached
the fertile warm temperate highlands of Mexico with
only limited subsistence crops at their disposal,
mostly squashes, beans, and small grains. The sub-
sequent evolution of maize to the point where it
became the staple food crop of the whole highland
region was perhaps an inevitable development. On
the other hand, the coastal Afro-Indian migrants
from the south ahnost certainly depended on root
crops such as cassava. Even when maize became
generally available throughout the region it could
not take the place of cassava as a dependable food
crop for the lowlands because of the limited extent
of suitable soils and the high rainfall and humidity.
Even today, Amerindians in the Caribbean lowlands
of British Honduras and Guatemala do not depend



solely on maize, and plant considerable areas of
cassava.

The general pattern of agriculture in pre-Colum-
bian times displays a certain logic. For all peoples,
highland and lowland alike, food crops had to be
produced without hard-metal tools, and transported
without draught animals or the wheel. Fire was
the main agent for removal of the natural vegeta-
tion, and in areas not dry enough to support fire the
trees, vines and shrubs had to be bruised and broken
in advance so that they would dry out sufficiently
when the rainy season passed. In other words, soils
for planting had to be selected with an eye to the
suitability of the plant cover for burning. Where
possible, an Amerindian selects lithic soil phases on
steep slopes for three logical reasons: the forest on
a steep slope is usually composed of smaller trees
which are easier to prepare for burning; the fire
then ignites more readily and spreads more evenly;
and, lastly, the soils are certain of adequate surface
drainage during the rainy growing seasons.

Since the area cleared is sown not only with maize
but with a whole range of other food crops (including
bananas, plantains, pineapples, pepper, culinary herbs,
climbing bu.ns, and even some permanent trees
such as coffee, citrus and cocoa), the ground is well
covered in the rainy season and soil erosion is not
as serious as usually claimed. Slight acceleration of
natural erosion is inevitable with this type of farming,
but helps to ensure that the soils never lack an ad-
mixture of fresh rock particles which release plant
nutrients on weathering. Thus, fertility is regenerat-
ed when the land is cleared after three to six years'
res t.

As long as there is an adequate area of land
at his disposal, the Amerindian farmer remains
skilled in the use of lithosolic soils. When rising
population restricted to a limited land area forces
the Amerindian to recultivate his lithosolic terrain
at shorter and shorter intervals the traditional system
of farming begins to break down and the soils become
permanently damaged. Even when the population
pressure becomes severe, however, the traditional
system continues to be workable for a long time
wherever soils are derived from limestones or volcan-
ic ash.

Much has been written about the disastrous effects
of this kind of farming on the erosion of landscapes,
but there is no certain evidence in Central American
volcanic ash or limestone soils that traditional Amer-
indian farming ever significantly altered the normal
rate of erosion, even after the Spanish preempted
many of the upland basins and plateaus for their
own estates. Accelerated erosion caused by tradi-
tional Amerindian farming is a comparatively recent
phenomenon, and reflects the need to settle within
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reach of schools and markets, plus the markedly
increased population growth following improved med-
ical services and rural hygiene. Old habits die
hard, and today there is still quite a large semino-
madic population of Maya and Kekchi Indians
exploring the uninhabited limestone ranges of the
foothills of Guatemala and British Honduras, seek-
ing new areas of lithosolic soils where they might
settle for a generation or so.

The arrival of the Spanish conquerors-:_did far more
than drive the highland plateau farmers into the
ranges and valleys. The introduction of draught
animals and wheeled transport meant that crops
would move more easily and extended the farmers'
operations. Crops more tolerant of frost (such as
potatoes and wheat) raised the range of agriculture
beyond the 2 800 m altitude limit which was in force
when maize was the only important food crop. The
still later advent of upland rice is currently promot-
ing a movement of Amerindian farmers down to
lower altitudes, where rice and maize production
are combined.

Agriculture in the Caribbean lowlands has always
lagged behind that in the west. On the Pacific coast,
lowland soils were in use for subsistence crops in
pre-Columbian times, and later for estate agriculture
and livestock farming. Little farming of any kind
was attempted on the eastern lowlands until com-
paratively recently. The Pacific lowlands are much
drier and have more fertile soils, enriched by the
periodic deposition of fine volcanic ash. The cost
and effort of clearing the xerophytic woodland and
open deciduous forest on the west coast were far
lighter than they were for the dense rainforest of the
eastern lowlands. In addition, the farmer of the
east coast normally has to face high installation and
maintenance costs for drainage (and also needs occa-
sional irrigation during the one or two months when
rainfall is unreliable), and construction and upkeep
of access roads are more costly. Over the last cen-
tury the Caribbean lowlands have seen much agricul-
tural effort, but they remain the only large area of
undeveloped soils in the Central America, Mexico
and Caribbean islands region.

For easy reference, the discussion of land use and
suitability of the dominant soils is given here in
alphabetical order of symbols.

A. Acrisols

Af. FERRIC ACRISOLS

Use. These soils appear on the map in a few
localities along both the Pacific and Caribbean coasts,
mainly in areas where there are low coastal terraces
formed from Pleistocene alluvium. The soils are



formed under tropical lowland forest and high rain-
fall, in areas remote from accumulation of volcan-
ic ash. They are strongly acid, low to very low
in plant nutrients, and are used as rough grazing land
or for limited production of subsistence crops such
as cassava, or for pineapple, cashew and rice.

Suitability. Under traditional methods of farming
these soils cannot repay the farmer for the expense
of liming, fertilizing, and draining. Without improve-
ment, however, they barely yield adequate crops
of rice, cassava, and pineapple to maintain the
family.

Under improved farming systems, the initial cost
of bringing these soils to the point where they can
be made to yield pasture for beef cattle and adequate
crops vvill be high. Pineapple is the cheapest crop
to establish and maintain, but the total area of these
soils in any one locality would be barely sufficient
to support an economic local canning industry.

Ah. Humic ACRISOLS

Use. These soils are not widely used at present,
except where they occur as the lithic phase (mainly
on the mountain slopes of Costa Rica, Panama
and Nicaragua) where they can produce subsistence
crops in traditional systems of shifting cultivation.

Suitability. Under traditional systems the lithic
phase of these soils are farmed in conjunction with
adjacent alluvial and colluvial soils in valleys. Yields
frorn maize are very low; from cassava, fair to low;
upland rice, fair; beans and most other seasonal crops,
low to very low. Abandoned cropping areas take
a long time to regain fertility (10 to 15 years) and
many areas are never used again. Symptoms of
nitrogen, phosphate and potash deficiency are com-
mon. Nonlithic Humic Acrisols are not used
by traditional farmers except as rough grazing
land.

Under improved farming systems these soils pre-
sent several problems: they require liming and they
contain colloids which restrict the availability of
phosphate and necessitate phosphatic fertilizers. Their
natural supply of soil nitrogen is rapidly depleted,
but nitrogen added as fertilizer is readily leached
out by the high rainfall of the environment. Drain-
age is essential on landscapes of gentle relief, but
erosion of drainage channels becomes excessive on
slopes of five degrees and over. The soils are best
developed under permanent pasture, directly after
the forest cover is removed, with heavy dressings
of lime and fertilizer to create conditions where
legumes (such as kudzu and centrosema) can begin
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to raise the nitrogen levels in the soil. Applications
of granulated triple phosphate are needed two or
three times a year.

Ao. ORTHIC ACRISOLS

Use. The Orthic Acrisols present fertility, drain-
age and erosion problems similar to those of the
Humic Acrisols but in a lesser degree, and they
are in more general use. They occur widely in

southern Mexico, British Honduras, Guatemala, Hon-
duras, and parts of Nicaragua and many of the
Caribbean islands. Their present land-use pattern
includes pasture, sugarcane, tobacco, pineapple, ca-
shew, citrus, and subsistence crops, but in many
areas the crops look poor and give low yields.

Suitability. Under traditional management, exten-
sive cattle grazing is the only economic use on land-
scapes of gentle relief, but on the lithic phases of the
mountainsides, moderate to poor yields of maize
can be obtained with a 12-15 year recuperative cycle.
Upland rice raised by traditional methods as a cash
crop is growing in popularity in some areas.

Under improved management systems, the lithic
phases are of little agricultural value, but on more
gentle relief citrus, coffee and pineapple can be grown
if erosion and drainage can be controlled by con-
tour planting along the slopes. With adequate fertil-
izers and careful management, good dairy pastures
are being developed on these soils in Cuba and else-
where.

Ap. PLINTHIC ACRISOLS

Use. Restricted to relatively small areas of the
Caribbean coastal lowlands from British Honduras
southward, these soils are not yet in general agricul-
tural use apart from extensive grazing on the natural
savanna grasses.

Suitability. Under traditional systems these soils
are unmanageable, apart from seasonal firing of the
natural grassland to promote fresh grass growth for
livestock.

Under improved management systems something
could probably be done with these soils to make
them suitable for rice production under irrigation.
They are level to undulating and easy to clear of
their natural vegetation (grass with scattered pines).
They have a notably impervious subsoil and thus
conserve irrigation water, and they occur in situa-
tions where water supplies are no problem. They
are very acid and very low in plant nutrients, but
physical conditions are not adverse for rice growing.
Jute is grown on these soils in South America.



B. Cambisols

Bc. CHROMIC CAMBISOLS

Use. These soils occur mainly in southern Mexico,
northern Guatemala, British Honduras and central
Honduras, and in some of the Caribbean islands
(for example, Hispaniola), in areas where the parent
rocks are calcareous and contain volcanic minerals
in the form of tuff. They are commonly found in
the lithic phase and are widely used for subsistence
crops grown by traditional systems.

Suitability. Under traditional systems they give
moderate crops of maize and beans, fair yields of
bananas, plantains and root crops. These tradi-
tional systems can be maintained with a resting period
of five to eight years between crops on the lithic
phases of these soils.

Under improved farm management systems the
lithic phases can be profitably used for such tree
crops as nutmeg, avocado, and to a lesser extent
citrus, coffee and cocoa, in areas where labour is
plentiful and inexpensive. Regular applications of
phosphate are essential to maintain production be-
cause the soils contain enough ferrous iron and
aluminium compounds to restrict the availability of
soil phosphates. Nonclimbing leguminous cover crops
should be grown beneath the trees.

Bd. DYSTRIC CAMBISOLS

Use. Found mainly in areas of siliceous rocks
(such as granites, quartz diorites, quartz sandstones)
in mountainous regions with a high to very high
seasonal rainfall (3 500-5 000 mm), these soils occur
chiefly in the Ethic phase on the steep mountain
slopes. They occur in southern Mexico, northern
Guatemala, British Honduras, the Dominican Re-
public, Costa Rica and Panama, but are not inten-
sively farmed.

Suitability. Under traditional systems these soils
yield such poor crops that farmers seldom return
for a second planting of maize. Some of the deeper
colluvial soils found along the slope foot provide
quite good crops of cassava and plantains.

Under improved systems, the steepness and rugged-
ness of the terrain and the prevailing shallowness of
the soil, together with the low natural fertility, all
combine to make these soils of little value. Of the
commonly associated soils, usually Orthic Acrisols
and Dystric Nitosols, only the latter are sometimes
used for coffee and citrus orchards.
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Be. EUTRIC CAMBISOLS

Use. Developed under subhumid and humid envi-
ronmental conditions from mainly calcareous sedi-
mentary rocks on hilly and steep land, the Eutric
Cambisols of the region are used principally for
tree crops such as cocoa, pastures and subsistence
crops (maize and beans). They occur, mainly as
lithic phases, in Mexico, Cuba, the Dominican Re-
public, Antigua, Barbados, Tobago, British Hon-
duras, Guatemala and Honduras.

Suitability. Under traditional management Eutric
Cambisols are among the most popular soils for
maize, yielding adequate crops from the same area
at intervals of only three to five years in most coun-
tries.

Under improved management they are usually
suitable for tree crops and pastures. In the more
humid localities they are often used successfully for
cocoa and coffee, without recourse to fertilizers.

Bh. Humic CAMBISOLS

Use. These soils are scarcely represented in Cen-
tral America and are not mapped in Mexico or the
Caribbean islands. They appear only at higher ele-
vations in British Honduras and near the Costa Rica-
Panama border where the parent materials are gran-
ites and quartzites. They are very acid soils, usually
containing high levels of free aluminium, and are
not used for agriculture.

Bk. CALCIC CAMBISOLS

Use. These are chiefly known as extensive graz-
ing soils in the subhumid mountainous areas formed
from limestones, lutites and related calcareous rocks
in central Mexico. Smaller areas of similar soils
occur in Guatemala, Honduras, Cuba and the Domin-
ican Republic, but in all localities lithic soil phases
are dominant.

Suitability. Owing to marked seasonal dryness, tra-
ditional farmers can do little with these soils apart
from grazing the natural grassland that comes when
the xerophytic woodland has been destroyed. Im-
proved farming methods are limited by lack of water
for irrigation and the problems of distributing water
over strongly rolling and hilly landscapes. The soils
are generally rather shallow, even on the easier relief,
and are highly erodable. They are, however, quite
fertile; where seasonal rainfall is adequate and slopes
permit, regular crops of maize can be grown by
mechanized farming. Erosion control measures are
essential for sustained yields.



By. VERTIC CAMBISOLS

Use. Vertic Cambisols occur mainly on the flanks
of the volcanic highlands of Mexico and El Salva-
dor where basic volcanic conglomerates (formed by
lahars and mudflows) are giving rise to soils under
mainly subhumid tropical conditions. They are fer-
tile soils used for a wide variety of crops during the
rainy season but tend to become rather dry and
fissured in the subsoil during the dry months. Coffee
is sometimes grown on the deeper soils, but lithic and
duripan phases are generally left for pasture.

Suitability. Traditional farmers find little diffi-

culty in growing subsistence crops on these soils.
Improved farming methods have been successfully

applied to the growing of cotton and sugarcane, in
addition to maize, sorghum, beans and rice.

E. Rendzinas

Use. Rendzinas derived from hard white crystal-
line limestones or from lutites and related calcareous
rocks are common along the eastern flank of the
Mexican highlands, continuing through the Petén
sector of Guatemala into British Honduras and Hon-
duras. Rendzinas from chalky marls and coral lime-
stone are widespread in the YucatSn peninsula and
also occur in Cuba, Haiti, the Dominican Republic,
Puerto Rico, Jamaica, and many of the smaller
Caribbean islands. They occur over a wide climatic
range, from temperate to tropical and from semiarid
to humid; consequently their land-use characteristics
are varied. Rendzinas commonly occur in complex
association with Lithosols and bare rock outcrops,
and frequently occupy small pockets of shallow soil.
In areas of adequate seasonal rainfall and tempera-
tures Rendzinas were the preferred soils of the an-
cient Maya farmers for growing maize; today they
are still highly prized for this purpose by Amerin-
dian farmers.

Suitability. For traditional farmers these are highly
satisfactory soils because they are fertile and well
drained, can be used on a fairly quick rotation (three
to five years), and their second-growth vegetation
is easy to dispose of when the time comes for clear-
ing the land again. Provided the rains start on
time and rainfall is adequate during the growing
season, yields that satisfy the traditional farmer are
assured.

For farmers using improved techniques the Rendzi-
nas are much less rewarding. The rocky and patchy
nature of the soil either defeats mechanization or
makes maintenance of equipment a costly item. Crop-
ripening tends to be uneven, reflecting the patchiness
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of the soils. Most modern farmers on Rendzinas
sooner or later abandon arable farming in favour
of permanent grassland. In mountainous areas,
where lithic Rendzinas and Lithosols predominate,
modern methods find no application. The tree crop
best suited to these soils in some districts appears
to be the avocado. Sugarcane is grown as a plan-
tation crop on Rendzinas formed from chalky lime-
stones in northern British Honduras, and here a need
for regular application of potash fertilizers is ap-
parent.

Ferralsols

Fa. ACRIC FERRALSOLS

Use. Ferralsols as a group are uncommon through-
out Central America, Mexico and the Caribbean
islands. Significant areas occur only in Cuba, the
Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico. Small areas
occur as associate soils in Panama and perhaps Nica-
ragua. The Ferralsols of the islands are mainly
derived from serpentinized ultrabasic rocks. They

are deeply weathered soils, with a low calcium/
magnesium ratio and very low availability of phos-
phate. Certain trace elements are often present in
toxic amounts (nickel, chromium), while others are
deficient. They are exceedingly infertile and are not
in general use for agriculture.

Suitability. Acric Ferralsols are unsuited for farm-
ing by traditional methods, and so far have proved
largely unsuited to farming by improved methods.
Experiments in Cuba suggest that the modern farm-
er must virtually build up a new soil on the sur-
face of the original one. This means very shallow
working of the uppermost soil layers, heavy dress-
ings of organic manures, and heavy liming and
phosphate topdressing to establish shallow-rooting
grasses. Reforestation with pines is a/so proving a
slow and difficult process on Acric Ferralsols in Cuba.

Gleysols

Gleysols of varying kinds occur throughout the
map region. Although they vary widely in chemical
and physical properties, they all share one property
that strongly influences their land use potential: poor
drainage and excess of water in the subsoil during
the greater part of the year.

Use. The commonest land uses are grazing and
raising crops that can tolerate periods of excess
water, such as rice. Where there are nearby urban
markets, dairying is also common, and where the



markets are strong enough to justify the expense of
drainage improvements, vegetable and horticultural
crops may be grown.

Suitability. Traditional farmers are able to uti-
lize Gleysols of high and moderate fertility by dig-
ging a simple drainage system to lower the water
table sufficiently so that crops such as rice, jute,
sugarcane, bananas, Liberian coffee, and others adapt-
ed to seasonal wetness of the soil, can thrive. The
trouble with traditional farming on these soils is
often the failure to realize that drainage improve-
ment of a small area is seldom effective if the sur-
rounding farmers are not doing likewise and working
to a master drainage plan. It is not the depth of a
farmer's local drainage system that matters so much
as the length of the outle,t drain for the whole area.
Comprehensive and efficient drainage systems are
difficult to achieve under traditional management.
Pastoral farming is common.

Improved management, on the other hand, can do
a great deal with Gleysols to make them productive
for a wide range of crops. Once the water table is
brought under control, Eutric and Calcaric Gley-
sols seldom need more than occasional fertilizing,
although Dystric and Humic Gleysols normally re-
quire regular amounts of nitrogenous, phosphatic
and potassic fertilizers to maintain high yields. Humic
Gleysols, occurring as associate soils in areas near
the coast and usually dominated by Regosols or
other kinds of Gleysols, are more difficult to farm.
Problems of consolidation, shrinking, compaction
and excess sodium salts frequently develop in these
soils after a few years of farming. They are best
used for extensive grazing until they have settled
down under their new moisture regime. Subsequent-
ly they can be ploughed and used for sugarcane or
vegetable crops.

Phaeozems

No extensive areas of Phaeozems have been report-
ed in this map region. In Mexico, one small
area of Luvic Phacozems has been mapped in Ta-
maulipas state, and Haplic Phaeozems, mainly lithic
in phase, are reported from the southwest coast of
Oaxaca state. They are used mainly for rough graz-
ing by traditional farmers.

Lithos°Is

Use. Lithosols are common throughout Central
America and Mexico but usually occur as an asso-
ciate of lithic phases of other soils. Map units domi-
nated by Lithosols are found chiefly in Mexico in
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desert zones and along the flank of the Sierra Madre
Oriental. In the desert areas the Lithosols are not
used except for extensive grazing after rain. Else-
where they are used where the rocks are fissured
and can be readily penetrated by tree roots. In
some places tree crops like citrus and coffee are grown
on steep slopes of shattered rock with only the thin-
nest veneer of soil. Lithosols occur on flattish and
undulating landscapes in Yucatán: here they consist
of a coral limestone pavement with an indurated
crust. The overlying soils are usually thin and
stony.

Suitability. Traditional farmers use Lithosols with
lithic phases of other soils for shifting cultivation,
but even under humid tropical conditions the yields
of maize are noticeably lower on the Lithosols than
on the lithic phases of the dominant soils. Areas
where Lithos°ls predominate are usually avoided by
traditional farmers.

Improved management systems leave Lithosols
severely alone, and in some enlightened cases affor-
estation or preservation of the existing natural plant
cover is attempted.

Fluvisols

Use. Fluvisols appear on the map as the domi-
nant soils of some of the larger river valleys of Mexico,
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Costa Rica.
In these valleys Fluvisols are generally associated
with Gleysols; they are often farmed together and
the land-use pattern on the two soils may be similar.
Not shown on the soil map are the many small areas
of Fluvisols in the narrow valleys of Central Amer-
ica. Their total area is not large but they are of
great importance to the farmers in the mountainous
landscapes. In some countries the volume of pro-
duction from these mountain valley Fluvisols repre-
sents a considerable proportion of the total subsis-
tence crops available to the people.

The precise land-use pattern depends as much on
local market requirements as on regional climatic
factors; Fluvisols permit a wide range of utilization.
For many crops Eutric Fluvisols are little modified
by fertilizer applications; Dystric Fluvisols, on the
other hand, respond to regular dressings of nitrogen
and phosphate, and crops also benefit from added
potash.

Suitability. Under either traditional or improved
systems of management Flu\ isols produce well.
There is some danger to crops from sudden flood-
ing in the smaller valleys, and occasionally crops
suffer from more prolonged flooding in the larger
valleys.



Kastanozems

Use. Kastanozems occur only in Mexico, around
the periphery of the more desertic Xerosols and
Yermosols. A large proportion of these soils occur
on steep mountain slopes as lithic phases, and their
main agricultural value is for extensive grazing. The
deeper Kastanozems on less accentuated landscapes
are used for grain crops, potatoes, agave, beans,
cotton, and for pasturage. Tomatoes, peppers,
onions, melons, and many other vegetables that
appear in abundance in Mexico City markets, are
produced chiefly on Kastanozems, as well as many
fruit crops.

Suitability. At elevations below about 2 600 ni
traditional farmers grow maize and small fruits; at
higher elevations they grow small plots of wheat and
potatoes. Yields vary widely from year to year
depending on the intensity and distribution of sea-
sonal rainfall.

Under improved management systems (often with
irrigation), the Kastanozems are very productive
because they have a high natural fertility and moder-
ately high organic matter content. Crop yields are
improved by use of fertilizers, but the amounts re-
quired are usually not large. Under irrigation some
care is needed to ensure that Kastanozems with an
argillic B horizon (Luvic Kastanozems) or with a cem-
ented subsoil horizon (duripan or petrocalcic phases)
do not suffer from excess watering, leading to in-
creased salt content on drying out. Lithic phases
of these soils occurring on landscapes of gentle relief
can be irrigated and used for improved pastures or
fodder crops, but lithic phases on hilly or mountainous
landscapes are usually left for seasonal grazing.

Luvisols

Le. CHROMIC LUVISOLS

Use. These soils occur in many parts of Mexico
and Central America and in some of the larger
Caribbean islands, being most common in regions
with a subhumid climate with a well-marked dry
season. They occur over a wide range of altitude
(from near sea level to over 2 000 in) and appear
to be derived from a vast assortment of parent mate-
rials, ranging from limestones and other calcareous
sedimentary rocks to strongly weathered volcanic
tuffs and volcanic ash. A broad range of crops
can be grown on these soils: in the cooler Mexican
upland regions potatoes, wheat and other small
grains, apricots and peaches, fibre and oil crops, and
pasture; at the other end of the climatic range on the
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tropical Pacific foothills and lowlands of El Salva-
dor, Nicaragua and Panama the main crops are
sugarcane, coffee and rice, and pasture.

Suitability. Undcr traditional management, Chro-
mic Luvisols are moderately good farming soils.
Yields are seldom high, but they are fairly consistent
year after year on the same area. Traditional farm-
ers who have learnt the advantage of applying
phosphate fertilizers to their small plots have been
satisfied by the increased yields obtained, particularly
with Chromic Luvisols derived from volcanic ash
parent materials.

Under improved management systems both phos-
phate and nitrogen are essential for good yields of
almost all crops, but fertilizing takes second place
to irrigation, which is the most important step to
satisfactory economic levels of production from these
soils. In some areas lithic and petrocalcic phases
are widespread, and in others the surface may be
stony or bouldered. Any of these factors may limit
the application of modern technology, restricting
usage to pasturage, or necessitating an expensive
programme of stone removal or contouring and
terracing. On Chromic Luvisols generally, which
arc seldom fiat, great care is needed to ensure that
application of irrigation water does not result in

serious erosion.

Lf. FERRIC LUVISOLS

Use. In Mexico these soils occur occasionally
on the coastal lowlands, but they becorne more wide-
spread in the interior ranges of Guatemala, Honduras
and Nicaragua, usually as associate soils with Dystric
Cambisols or with Acrisols. They are formed mainly
from siliceous parent materials, under tropical humid
environmental conditions. In the mountain ranges
lithic phases are common. Cassava, maize, coffee
and cocoa are grown on a family subsistence scale
on these soils, which are also used for rough pastur-
age.

Suitability. For traditional farmers the natural
fertility of Ferric Luvisols is just enough to permit
fair yields of maize on land used at six- to ten-year
intervals. Phosphate and nitrogen deficiency symp-
toms are evident in maize plants grown under this
system.

Under improved farming systems crop yields are
uneconomic except with regular fertilizer programmes.
Nitrogen and phosphate are needed for all crops and
for pasture; potash is required as well in banana
and plantain plantations. Drainage problems occur
during the rainy season.



Lg. GLEYIC LUVISOLS

Use. Gleyic Luvisols occur on flattish to ndulat-
ing landscapes on the coastal lowlands of Mexico
(Tabasco, Oaxaca) and British Honduras, and on
some upland plateaus in British Honduras, Guate-
mala and Mexico as associate soils with Orthic Luvi-
sols and Acrisols. They are used mainly for grow-
ing rice or rough pasturage.

Suitability. These soils combine low natural fertil-
ity with slow internal drainage and arc difficult lo
handle with traditional methods. Small farmers on
these soils chiefly depend for a living on rather poor
crops of sugarcane and nonirrigated rice, root crops
and a few cattle.

Improved technology can greatly better these soils,
but the cost may be high because both the internal
and external movement of water must be improved.
Internal drainage conditions are so poor that any
prolonged period of rain causes flooding. Since lat-
eral movement of water in the soil is slow, open
drains do little to ameliorate this condition, and
trials with mole draining have not been uniformly
successful. Reshaping the soil surface into long
ridges and swales to speed up surface run-off greatly
diminishes the risk of surface flooding but the broad
drainage ways must remain permanently under pas-
ture (or natural regrowth vegetation) to control ero-
sion. Mechanized rice-growing is possible on these
improved soils, but compaction resulting from the
use of heavy harvesting machinery when the soils
are wet may cause further deterioration of internal
drainage. Long rotation between grass and rice
crops seems to be the most logical answer.

Lp. PLINTHIC LUVISOLS

Use. Plinthic Luvisols occur mainly as associate
soils with Ferric and Gleyic Luvisols and Plinthic
Acrisols, on low Pleistocene terrace systems of the
eastern coastal lowlands of Mexico (Tabasco), British
Honduras, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua. In
British Honduras they occur in association with
Plinthic Gleysols and Planosols. They are used
chiefly for extensive grazing. Rice-growing experi-
ments are in progress.

Suitability. Plinthic Luvisols have seriously impal-
ed internal drainage and low natural fertility. Tra-
ditional farmers use them for natural pasturage only,
and until recently had not applied improved tech-
nology on these soils. Trials with rice cultivation
have shown that the drainage problems are similar
to those on Gleyic Luvisols but rather more diffi-

cult to overcome. If rain should fall during harvest-
ing operations, either the crop has to be abandon-
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ed or serious damage of the prepared soil surface
must be accepted.

Lv. VERTIC LUVISOLS

Use. Vertic Luvisols are derived principally from
volcanic nuidflow conglomerates and tuffs, under
subhumid and humid tropical conditions. They occur
mainly in Mexico, at the inner margin of the coastal
lowlands, and in Guatemala, El Salvador and Nica-
ragua at various elevations. They are used for sugar-
cane, cotton, rice, coffee, citrus, and pasture. Lo-
cally they occur as lithic and dure phases.

Suitability. For traditional farmers the moderate-
ly high natural fertility of these soils makes them
attractive for growing food crops during the rainy
months. During the dry months they are usually left
fallow and used for pasturage.

Under improved management, irrigation is neces-
sary for economic yields of sugarcane and cotton.
Most crops respond to additions of phosphate and
nitrogen.

N. Nitosels

Nd. DYSTRIC NrrosoLs

Use. Dystric Nitosols occur in Mexico, British
Honduras, Honduras, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa
Rica, El Salvador, Panama, Cuba, Haiti, the Domin-
ican Republic and rnany of the smaller Caribbean
islands. In some eroded arcas they are repre-
sented by Ethic phases. They are usually derived
from basic intrusive rocks, basic lavas or basic
volcanic tuffs, under humid and sublunnid, tropical
and subtropical climates. They are widely used for
coffee, cocoa and citrus, and for pasture and subsis-
tence crops (ma.inly maize and beans). On the humid
tropical lowlands they are used for bananas, sugar-
cane and rice.

Suitability. For traditional farmers these Nito-
so/s are valuable because they are usually fairly deep
and well drained, and of just adequate fertility to
yield crops that satisfy the needs of the small farmer.
In the few localities where farmers have become
accustomed to using phosphates as a regular part
of their farming operations, much better yields can
be obtained.

Under improved management, regular use of phos-
phatic fertilizer and normal precautions against ero-
sion are the important factors. In some areas the
lithic phases of these soils are being successfully
managed under coffee plantations, or under pasture
for beef cattle, but great care in management is need-
ed to guard against accelerated erosion.



Ne. EUTRIC NITOSOLS

Use. Eutric Nitosols are of more limited distri-
bution than Dystric Nitosols in Central America.

They occur scarcely at all in British Honduras,
Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua, and they are
rare in the larger Caribbean islands, although some
of the smaller islands, such as Grenada, are well

endowed. They are generally deep soils with good
drainage and high natural fertility, derived from basic
parent materials (usually of volcanic origin) under
subhumid, tropical and subtropical environments.
They are used for maize, sugarcane, nutmeg, coffee,

cocoa, beans, rice and pasture. Closely related soils
derived from marine volcanic sediments and coral
limestone occur in the Yucatán peninsula of Mexico,
in Jamaica, Cuba, Haiti, the Dominican Republic,
and several of the smaller Caribbean islands. This
latter group of Eutric Nitosols is studded with out-
crops of coral rock and normally has a high level of
exchangeable calcium and a pH near neutral in the
topsoil. Lithic phases are common, and the soils in
general are rather excessively well drained. They
are used in Yucatán for citrus, oilseed crops (sun-
flower, sesame), fibre crops (henequen), and for
pasture.

Suitability. Under traditional management most
small farmers achieve an adequate annual return
from these soils, and if crop yields decline it is usually
due to increasing erosion of topsoil material.

Erosion is also the main problem for farmers ap-
plying improved systems of management. On slopes
steeper than 12 percent contour cultivation should
be mandatory, and indeed is advisable on slopes
as gentle as 5 percent. Phosphatic fertilizers should
be used from time to time to sustain production.

O. Histosols

Use. Histosols have a very limited distribution
in this map region: they occur in small areas as
associates of Andosols on the higher elevations of
the volcanic mountains, and as a narrow strip along
the eastern coastline from British Honduras south-
ward in association with Regosols and Gleysols.
Along the coast they are mainly Dystric Histosols
and are derived from the organic residues of man-
grove forests mixed with coastal alluvium. Histo-
sols also occur in Cuba. They are not widely used
for agriculture.

Suitability. Histosols are of no interest to tradi-
tional farmers owing to their high and usually saline
water table. Improved technology could be applied
to these soils but in most situations is likely to be
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unrewarding because of the high costs of dike con-
struction, draining, and maintaining pumping stations.
Other techniques involve leaching out soluble salts

and consolidating and balancing the plant nutrients

with a carefully planned fertilizer programme.
These operations must be carried out before the

soils can be brought into permanent production.

Podzols

These have not been mapped as dominant soils

and are not shown on the map. They are exception-

al in the region and occur generally as Leptic
Podzols in very few soil associations, usually in
a steep topography, together with Lithosols on acid
rocks. Their total extension in the region is very
limited. These soils are usually shallow, stony or
steep and are unsuitable for agriculture; they are
better used under forest.

Arenosols

These do not occur as dominant soils and are
not shown on the map. They are present in only
two associations, one in Cuba and one in British
Honduras. They have a very coarse texture, a low
organic matter content, are extremely poor in nu-
trients and excessively drained. They have a very
low fertility and are generally not suitable for agri-
culture.

Regosols

The Regosols of the map region occur in four
distinct situations: around the Caribbean shores,
where wind and tide desposit plentiful supplies of
coral sand (Eutric Regosols) or quartz sand (Dystric
Regosols); around the Pacific shores where similar
aeolian and tidal deposits are generally rich in vol-
canic sand and pumice (Eutric Regosols); in the vol-
canic highlands near active vents, where freshly depos-
ited cinders, scoria and coarse volcanic sand have
not yet had time to enter on more than the initial
stages of soil weathering; in desertic areas where
aeolian sands and silts (often slightly salty) are inter-
mittently accumulating.

Use. Coastal Regosols, both Eutric and Dystric,
are commonly used for coconut plantations and, in
areas in the humid tropics close to urban markets,
for vegetables, espccially melon. The volcanic high-
land Regosols are not used for agriculture except for
rough pasturage and some coffee planting at their
lower margins. The desert Regosols are used under



rrigation in some local ties to produce small grains,
tomatoes, potatoes and oilseeds.

Suitability. Coastal farmers using traditional meth-
ods usually prefer Regosols because they are al-
most the only soils in the area that have no drainage
problems. The farmers subsist on root crops (such
as cassava) and coconuts, and market their melons,
groundnuts and tomatoes. They employ seasonal
mulch to conserve soil moisture and prolong the
cropping period into the dry season for a few weeks.

Improved management with irrigation and the use
of appropriate fertilizers can bring these soils into
full production. Maintaining full production, how-
ever, requires frequent checking to ensure that sol-
uble salts are not building up in the rooting zone
and that wind erosion is not causing excessive loss
of surface soil.

Solonetz

Use. These have not been mapped as dominant
soils and are not shown on the soil map. They
occur as inclusions in a number of soil associations.
They are generally located in depressed and poorly
drained areas where they are in association with
Gleysols and Histosols. Gleyic Solonetz are the
most frequent type of Solonetz in the region. These
soils are imperfectly or poorly drained and land
use appears to be closely related to drainage condi-
tions as well as to the intensity of alkalinity, and
is generally restricted to range or natural pasture,
the carrying capacity of which is low.

Suitability. Under traditional agricultural systems
these soils are rather unsuitable for the cultivation
of crops. The impermeability of the subsurface hori-
zons impe.des root development and causes an un-
favourable soil moisture regime. These soils may
support grassland of fair quality but are difficult to
use for nonirrigated crops.

Improved agriculture on Solonetz depends essen-
tially on the possibility of replacing sodium by cal-
cium in the exchange complex. The improvement
of Solonetz has been extensively dealt with in the
literature.

Andosols

Andosols are a soil group of major significance
in this map region, not so much because of their
geographic extent (which is less than that of many
other groups) but by virtue of their considerable
reserves of soil fertility which have supported large
numbers of traditional farmers for many centuries.
The majority of these soils are free draining, easy
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to work at all moisture conditions, and have suffi-
cient natural fertility for moderate yields of maize
and other traditional subsistence crops. Their main
limitations are erodability and deficiency of phosphate
in forms available to growing plants.

Th. HUMIC ANDOSOLS

Use. Burnie Andosols occur in the more humid
areas of the neovolcanic plateau of Mexico and in
Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Costa Rica and
Panama, and also in Martinique and several of the
other Caribbean islands. They are used mainly for
coffee, citrus, bananas, plantains and pasture, and
various subsistence crops including beans and maize.

Suitability. The clay fraction of these soils has a
high proportion of amorphous colloidal material
which sharply reduces availability of soil phosphate.
Traditional farmers seldom get reasonable yields of
maize from these soils owing to this serious deficiency
of phosphate. It can be reduced by heavy applica-
tions of lime and superphosphate, but few tradi-
tional farmers on these soils can afford to use fertil-
izer regularly. Under traditional management, after
centuries of cropping, these soils frequently end up
as rough pasturage.

Improved methods can do a lot, but initial devel-
opment costs are often high. Under natural condi-
tions these soils seldom dry; if they do they become
dangerously erodable. For this reason the first stages
of development should be toward establishing per-
manent grassland with heavy liming and dressings
of superphosphate. This has to be maintained for
a number of years until both the soil pH and available
phosphate content reach a satisfactory level. From
this stage onward arable-pasture rotation can be
carried out, or permanent orchards can be established.

Tm. MOLLIC ANDOSOLS

Use. Mollie Andosols occur in the Tuxtla area
of the Gulf of Mexico, in Guatemala, El Salvador,
Honduras, Nicaragua and several of the smaller
Caribbean islands. They are moderately productive
but potentially erodable less acid and of higher
base and available phosphate status than the Humic
Andosols. They are used for subsistence crops, tree
crops (mainly coffee) and pasture. In the island of
St. Vincent they are the main source of the region-
al arrowroot crop.

Suitability. Traditional farming on these soils is
most successful where the farmers understand the
need to use phosphatic fertilizers. Also, nitrogen
with some potash is beneficial for many crops such as
bananas and plantains.



Under improved farm management the Mollie
Andosols are less expensive and far easier to handle
than the Humic Andosols. Liming is rarely need-
ed, but heavy dressings of phosphatic fertilizer are
essential. Nitrogen is required for most crops and
potash for a few. Erosion control measures are of
vital importance.

To. OCHRIC ANDOSOLS

Ochric Andosols are probably more widespread than
shown on the map, but their total area is still relatively
insignificant. Their land use and farming suitabil-
ity fall somewhere between the Humic and Mollie
Andosols. They are reported from Mexico and
Guatemala and one or two of the snrialler Caribbean
islands.

Tv. VITRIC ANDOSOLS

Use. Vitric Andosols cover a large area of the
neovolcanic uplands of Mexico and are well represent-
ed in El Salvador and Nicaragua. Less extensive
areas occur in Guatemala, Costa Rica and Panama.
They are also present in Martinique, Dominica, St.
Vincent and other Caribbean islands. Their climatic
range is wide, from subhumid warm temperate to
humid tropical. Many kinds of crops can be grown
on them, including wheat, tobacco, bananas, coffee
and maize.

Suitability. Traditional farmers are on the whole
quite satisfied with these soils, and those who have
become accustomed to applying phosphates to their
crops can usually make a good living from their
farms. Deterioration of farmland is nearly always
due to erosion which may be far from obvious in the
early stages.

Improved management also tends to neglect the
significance and danger of soil erosion, but if early
measures are taken to minimize this and small but
regular dressings of phosphate and nitrogen are
applied, satisfactory yields of most crops can be
assured. Irrigation is another modern technique
that can be used to advantage with these soils where
the dry season is prolonged, but in view of their
high erodability sprinkler systems are far more satis-
factory. Properly fertilized and watered, Vitric Ando-
sols are among the best banana-growing soils in the
Caribbean area.

V. Vertisols

Vertisols are widely scattered throughout the map
region over a range of environments, from semiarid
to humid and from temperate to tropical. They are
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formed mainly from calcareous and volcaaic rocks
and detived alluvial and colluvial materials.

Vp. PELLIC VERTISOLS

Use. Depending partly on climatic factors, land
use on Pellic Vertisols varies from small grains, peas,
beans, and vegetables generally to sunflower and other
oilseeds, to cotton, sugarcane, maize, and rice, to
permanent beef and dairy pastures.

Suitability. The predominant clay in these soils
is montmorillonite, which swells strongly in the rainy
season so that the soils are tight and sticky but shrinks
and becomes very hard and fissured in the dry season.
For arable farming it is essential to carry out culti-
vation during the relatively brief period when the
moisture conditions in the soil are neither too wet
nor too dry. The large cracks that develop in these
soils during thc dry season can be detrimental to tree
roots; the low porosity of the subsoil during the
wet season further discourages tree root develop-
ment. In short, although they are soils of high
fertility and seldom respond to fertilizers, their phys-
ical problems are such that rice and livestock pro-
duction are emerging as the more popular forms of
land use.

Under traditional management some of the physi-
cal disadvantages of the soil are less restrictive. The
Amerindian with his planting stick can plant at will,
while the man with the tractor can only wait for
the surface soil to dry. Traditional harvesting can
also proceed almost independently of soil moisture
conditions. On a small farm, trees can be heavily
mulched to reduce water loss and cracking during
the dry months, and there is no expense for fertil-
izers. A small farmer with primitive equipment can
make a good living on Pellic Vertisols, especially if
he grows some rice and maintains a few head of
cattle on natura/ pasture.

The farmer using improved methods, with a large
area of Pellic Vertisols under cultivation, needs a
lot of machinery to take advantage of the relatively
short interval when the soils are in the right stage
of moisture for working. The problem is worse
with annual crops such as cotton, and only a little
better with crops of longer duration such as sugar-
cane. Irrigation can overcome the drying and shrink-
ing of the clay, but because of the slow infiltration
rate of the moist soil carefully controlled sprinkler
systems are preferable. Where rainfall is intense dur-
ing the rainy season, some effort must be made to
improve the slow natural drainage of these soils.
Open drains are not often very effective, and mole
drains through the subsoil tend to have a short life.
Landscape moulding into long wide ridges separat-



ed by shallow swales, permanently grassed and drain-
ing toward a main collector drain, is proving one of
the best techniques for disposing of surplus rainwater.

Most crops require little or no fertilizers. Potash
has been used to advantage on sugarcane on PeIlic
Vertisols in British Honduras, and phosphatic fertil-
izers are reported to increase yields on Pellie Verti-
sols originating from volcanic materials in Nicaragua.
Supplements of sulfur, iron, molybdenum and zinc
appear to be needed for some crops on these soils.
Pellic Vertisols are also highly susceptible to erosion,
and strip cropping (with grass) is advisable on slopes
above 5 percent.

VC. CHROMIC VERTISOLS

Use. Similar to Pe.11ic Vertisols.

Suitability. In many respects these soils resemble
the PeMc Vcrtisols although they are less well known,
being of much more limited extent in the map region.
They occur over small areas in Mexico, Guatemala
and El Salvador. Phosphate is said to be important
for optimum yields.

W. Planosols

Planosols occur to a minor extent, mainly in
Mexico in the state of Tabasco, in the Peten sector
of Guatemala, on the Caribbean lowlands of British
Honduras, on the Pacific lowlands of Honduras and
El Salvador, and in Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama,
the Dominican Republic and Cuba. They are chiefly
developed on low terraces of the coastal lowland
plains, generally derived from Pleistocene sediments,
and formed under moisture regimes ranging from
subhumid to humid and under tropical temperatures.
Eutric, Dystric and Hurnic Planosols have been
recognized.

Use. Many of the Planosols are used only for
rough pasturage; a few have been tried for sugar-
cane and other crops but with little success. They
are being used for rice-growing in several areas with
much better results.

Suitability. The chief characteristic of these soils
is a tight and ahnost impervious clay horizon in the
upper part of the subsoil. Since the soils are devel-
oped on flat or flattish topography, they become
flooded during heavy rain and remain partially flood-
ed for a considerable time. When no rain falls
they dry out down to (and including) the upper part
of the clay pan. Most Planosols have the additional
disacivantage of low to very low soil fertility. Few
plants have roots that can penetrate the subsoi/ pan,
and even in nature the ranga of plants that can with-
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stand the seasonal moisture extremes that are inevi-
table in these soils appears to be quite restricted.
Rice seems to be one of the fel,v crops that can, with
the aid of fertilizers, produce reasonable yields.

On flattish and gently sloping land, a ring drain
to stop extra surface water moving into the croppina
area is sometimes advisable. If excess surface rain-
water can be stored nearby to provide water for irri-
gation in the dry season, more than one rice crop
can be grown in a year, but in most countries such
refinements are still in the experimental stage.

Under improved management the farmer on these
soils thus has a number of problems to cope with. The
farmer using traditional and simple water control
systems often gets only a small return for his efforts,
barely sufficient to pay for his outlay on seed and
fertilizer, and after a few attempts the land is usually
allowed to revert to rough pasturage.

X. Xerosols

Xerosols occur only in desert areas of Mexico,
forming a belt between the Yermosols of the driest
parts of the region and the peripheral zone of Kasta-
nozems. Haplic, Calcic and Luvic Xerosols have
been mapped. Lithic and petrocaleic phascs are
very common.

Use. Most areas of Xerosols are used for exten-
sive grazing only, but in some places water has been
made available for irrigation and small grains, vege-
tables and potatoes are grown.

Suitability. Xcrosols are well supplied with plant
nutrients but these are seldom available to plants
until water is supplied. Irrigation has to be applied
to Xerosols with considerable care because of the
occasional presence of drainage-impeding layers in
the subsoil: an argillic layer in the case of Luvic
Xerosols, and lime-cemented layers in the petrocalcic
phases. Vv-here these occur at shallow depth parts
of the area irrigated can flood easily, and if the soils
are subsequently allowed to dry out soluble salts
will tend to accumuiate at the soil surface. If the
supply of irrigation water is correctly regulated the
fertility inherent in the Xerosols will begin to show
in rising crop yields, but the addition of nitrogenous
fertilizer and sometimes iron and zinc may be rcquir-
ed for optimum yields. The skilful application of
improved technology can thus make the Xerosols
truly fertile.

Traditional methods of farming on these soils are
restricted to grazing the sparse natural vegetation.
Pre-Columbian settlements in the area concentrated
their agricultural efforts on the associated Fluvisols
and Regosols of the main river valleys.



Yermosols

Yermosols occur only in Mexico, in the driest
parts of the north and northwest, and are contiguous
with much larger extensions of similar soils in North
America.

Use. The primitive agriculturists in this area
made some use of alluvial soils along the river valleys
and colluvial fan soils in the vicinity of emergent
spring water, but the main expanse of desert had
no agricultural value for them apart from sparse
grazing when ephemeral plants appeared after rain.
With the advent of modern technology, irrigation
began to make agriculture feasible on Yermosols
although most schemes are directed more at the
alluvial and colluvial soils, and Regosols associated
with the older, true desert soils. Garden crops,
cereals, fodder, oilseed and fibre crops and some fruits
are grown on the irrigated soils.

Suitability. In places where irrigation has been ex-
tended on the older and more stable areas of the
desert surface, the application of irrigation water
requires considerable skill because of clay or cement-
ed gravel horizons, often at no great depth beneath
the surface. Cementation is partly due to salts that
can dissolve in the irrigation water. With sufficient
water these can be leached down to lower levels
where they will interfere less with growing plants,
otherwise the salts may move upward and interfere
with fertilizers by making the rooting zone too saline
or alkaline.

Vegetable legumes and leguminous fodder crops
need phosphate as well as nitrogen. In addition to
the soluble salts originally in the soil and those that
are added in fertilizers, there is often a continual
drift of fine salt crystals blown by the wind from the
almost bare desert surrounding the irrigated area.
The water used in irrigation also contains soluble
salts. The improved technology required for farm-
ing Yermosols is quite sophisticated. The traditional
farmer uses these soils only for extensive grazing
after rain.

Solonchaks

Solonchaks occur principally in Mexico in asso-
ciation with Yermosols. They are usually found
near the lowest point in the desertic upland basins,
sometimes developed in ancient lacustrine sediments.
Small areas of Solonchaks occur within many exist-
ing irrigation projects and usually show up as trouble
spots that should really be given special drainage-
irrigation treatment to ensure that the soluble salts
are kept to a minimum.
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Conclusions

Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean is/ands
together form a region in which soils of fair to
good natural fertility easily outnumber soils of low
natural fertility. Cambisols, Luvisols and Andosols
are common. Most of the soils of lower fertility
can be brought to a satisfactory level of production
with relatively simple modern agricultural tech-
niques. Areas of soils with deficiency of water (chiefly
Yermosols, Xerosols, arid-zone Lithosols and Rego-
sols), and soils with salinity problems (Solonchaks
and Solonetz) are restricted mainly to the Mexican
sector. Soils with drainage problems (some Gley-
sols, Fluvisols, Planosols and Vertisols) are of rela-
tively minor extent in the region and their limitations
are usually local. There are few areas of soils pre-
senting problems for which special solutions need
to be found.

Throughout the region the main technical limita-
tions to improved farming systems stem from the
steep nature of much of the landscape: Lithosols
are quite common and many soils are present only in
their lithic phase. On such soils modern techniques
can have only limited application, and the chief
source of agricultural production will continue to be
the traditional family unit. Greater effort is needed
to make the planting of permanent tree crops for
specific soils and climatic conditions a profitable
source of farm income, so that the area used for
subsistence crops can be reduced.

The region's natural pattern of soil resources is
thus suited to high and sustained agricultural pro-
duction. The fact that it is not among the more
prosperous farming areas of the world may be ex-
plained by comparing the pattern of land use, past
and present, with the soil pattern. First, the pres-
ent pattern of land use is basically the same as it
was7over a century ago. Traditional farming is

entrenched; the main difference is that it is now
much more intensified. Second, the steady rise in
population has put excessive pressure on most of
the better soils, to the point where maintaining local
food production, even at subsistence level, leaves
little to contribute to national urban requirements
or to overseas markets. This is especially true of
the highland soils (Andosols, Dystric and Eutric
Cambisols, and Lithosols).

Within the region there are considerable areas of
soils that are scarcely used or used to only a fraction
of their true capacity. These are chiefly in the low-
lands. With relatively minor adjustments in tradi-
tional methods these soils can become quite produc-
tive.





Appendix

MORPHOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF IVIEXICAN

AND CENTRAL AMERICAN SOILS: DATA FROM SELECTED PROF1LES

In this appendix data are presented on typical pro-
mes representing several of the major soil units that
occur as dominant or associated soils on the Soil
Map of Mexico and Central America.

The profiles were selected from published and
unpublished material available to the project. When-
ever possible acknowledgement is made to the
sources of the data that have been used.

The purpose of including these descriptions and
tables is to help define more clearly the nature of
the soil units used in the map. Naturally, the descrip-
tion and analyses of one or two profiles will not show
the range of characteristics within such broad units,
but combined with the definitions in Volume I and
with the descriptions and analyses in the other vol-
times they should at least help to establish the con-
cepts on which the legend is based.

For most of the soil units only one profile is describ-
ed, but for some or the more extensive units two
profiles are presented to give some impression of
the range that can be expected.

The data have been set out systematically to in-
elude most of the items generally available in survey
reports. With such a variety of sources (data from
five countries) there is considerable diversity in the
information supplied. However, an attempt has breen
made to present it as uniformly as possible so that
valid comparisons can be made. Where cstablished
standards such as the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture Soil survey manual (1951) have been used,
there is no difficulty. In other places there may be
some uncertainty in the definition of terms and care
in interpretation is needed.

Analytical data were available for a few profiles
only, located in Costa Rica and Mexico. The de-
scriptions, analytical data and methods of the profiles
in Costa Rica were taken from theses by M. Macias
and C. Luzuriaga.1

Luzuriaga T., C. Propiedades Morfológicas, Físicas y Qui-
micas y Clasificación de Seis Andosoles de Costa Rica. Tur-
rialba, Costa Rica, Instituto Interamericano de Ciencias Agrí-
colas de la Organización de los Estados Americanos. (Thesis)
Macías V., M. Propiedades Marfoldgicas, Físicas, Químicas
y Clasificación de Ocho Latosoles de Costa Rica. Turrialba,
Costa Rica, Instituto Interamericano de Ciencias Agrícolas de
la Organización de los Estados Americanos. (Thesis)
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Five descriptions and analytical data of profiles
in Mexico werc taken from the gin& to the field
tour of the Latin American Seminar on the System-
atic Evaluation of Land and Water Resources, held
in Mexico in November 1971.

Presentation of data

Whenever possible the data have been taken from
the original documents without alteration. How-
ever, some changes have b2c.s.n made for the sake of
brevity or uniformity of presentation.

SITE DESCRIPTION

TIve information used to describe the site is as

follows:

Location: An attempt was made to locate the site
of each profile by the distance and direction
from a main town and by latitude and longi-
tude. In many reports the information given
was insufficient to determine siting accurately.

Altitude: The altitude is given in metres above mean
sea level.

Physiography: Where possible, the nature of the
landscape as well as the slope at the profile site
are given.

Parent material: Sometimes parent rock is given
under this heading.

Vegetation: Normally both information and space
are insufficient to allow a description of the
site veaetation, so only general terms are given
(for example, grassland, deciduous forest).

Climate: Average annual rainfall and temperature
are given when available.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

The profile descriptions have been written in the
pattern outlined in FAO, Guidelines for soil profile
description. The information is given in the order:
colour, mottling, texture, structure, consistency, other



items. Horizon designations have been altered to
conform with the definitions given in Volume I.
Where they were not included in the original descrip-
tion, they have been added on the basis of the de-
scriptive and analytical information available.

ANALYSES

pH is usually measured at a 1 : I soil/water ratio;
a 1 : 2 ratio is used in Mexico.

Measurements in IN KC1 and 0.01N CaCI, were
also made.

Cation exchange: ammonium acetate method at pH 7.

Organic matter: Walkley-Black method for C and
Kjeldahl method for N.

Particle size analysis: A modified hydrometer method
is used in Costa Rica.
Both the hydrometer and pipette methods were

used in Mexico. The following particle size
ranges are separated:

Textures are found by use of the triangular texture
diagram in the U.S. Soil survey manual.

Other analyses are explained in the tables where
necessary.

LIST OF SOIL PROFILES

Symbol and unit Country Page

Ah ACRISOL Burnie Costa Rica 66
Ah Humic Costa Rica 68

Be CAMBI SOL Chromic Mexico 72

13v Vertic Mexico 70

E RENDZI NA Mexico 73

Fp FERRALSOL Plinthic Honduras 73

1-1h PHAEOZEM Haplic Mexico 74

Je FLuvism. Eutric Mexico 76

Kk KASTANOZEM Ca 1CiC Mexico 78

Kk Calcic Mexico 80

Lc LuvisoL Chromic Mexico 81

Le Chromic El Salvador 82

Lg Gleyic Mexico 83

Nd NITOSOL Dystric Nicaragua 84

Ne Eutric Mexico 85

Sg SOLONETZ Gleyic Mexico 86

Tm ANDOSOL Mollic El Salvador 92

Tv Vitric Costa Rica 88

Tv Vitric Costa Rica 90

Vp VERTI SOL Pellic Mexico 93

We PLANOSOL Eutric Honduras 94

XI XEROSOL Luvic Mexico 95

Y1 YERMOSOL Luvic Mexico 96

coarse sand 2 000 500 p.

fine sand 500 50 p.

silt 50 2 11
clay below 2 p.



HUMIC ACRISOL Ab

Unnamed soil Costa Rica

Macias, 1969 Profile CR55

Location San Jorge de /Venal, 34 km NE of Quesada in Alajuela province, 10034'N,
84°17'W

Altitude 300 m

Physiography Undulating terraces of large river valley

Parent material Floods and mudfiows of Pleistocene age

Vegetation Natural pasture following tropical rainforest

Climate Humid tropical, MAR 3 400 mm, MAT 26°C

Profile description'

Ah 0-15 cm Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2 moist) or dark reddish grey (5YR 4/2 dry) clay; strong
fine subangular blocicy; sticky, plastic, friable; hard; no clayskins; abundant
fine roots; boundary clear, smooth.

AB 15-35 cm Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4 moist) or reddish brown (5YR 4/4 dry) clay;
moderate medium subangular blocky; sticky, plastic, friable; hard; no clayskins;
many fine roots; boundary clear, smooth.

BA 35-60 cm Yellowish red (5YR 4/6 moist or 5YR 5/6 dry) clay; moderate coarse subangular
blocicy; sticky, plastic, friable; hard; continuous coarse clayskins; common
very fine roots; boundary gradual, smooth.

Bt1 60-90 cm Yellowish red (5YR 5/6 moist) or reddish brown (5YR 5/4 dry) clay; moderate
coarse subangular blocky; sticky, plastic, friable; hard; continuous coarse clay-
skins; few very fine roots; boundary gradual, smooth.

Bt2 90-140 cm Reddish brown (5YR 4/4 moist or 5YR 5/4 dry) clay; few distinct clear medium
mottles; moderate coarse subangular blocky; sticky, plastic, friable; hard;
continuous coarse c/ayskins; very few fine roots; boundary gradual, smooth.

BC 140-190 cm Reddish brown (5YR 4/6 moist and 5YR 5/4 dry) clay; few distinct clear me-
dium mottles; moderate coarse subangular blocky; sticky, plastic, friable; hard;
moderate continuous coarse clayskins; very few fine roots.

I See Volume I for definition of horizons.
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HUMIC ACRISOL

Costa Rica

Horizon Depth
cm

pH Cation exchange me %
CaCo,

%ILO CaCL ClIC TEB % BS Ca Mg I: Na Al H

Ah 0-15 5.3 4.8 25.4 21 3.9 1.3 0.12 3.2
AB --35 5.6 4.9 24.2 16 2.8 0.9 0.06 2.2
BA --60 5.7 5.0 28.3 13 2.6 1.1 0.05 1.8
13t1 --90 5.5 4.5 28.4 9 1.8 0.8 0.03 2.8
142 --140 5.6 4.6 27.0 5 0.8 0.6 0.03 4.1
BC -190 5.1 4.4 26.7 4 0.7 0.4 0.03 6.0

Soluble sahs Organic mauer
I

Particle size analysis %
Flocc.
index

tiodzon
1 % C % N C/N % 0M Stones %de arel Silt Clay Texture

Ah 5.5 0.50 11 9.4 1.0 12 10 77 clay

AB 1.9 0.18 11 3.4 0.2 3 14 84 clay

BA 1.5 0.14 10 2.5 0.2 3 5 92 clay

Btl 1.0 0.10 10 1.6 1.0 2 6 92 clay

B12 0.8 0.08 10 1.3 0.6 4 4 92 clay

BC 0.5 0.07 7 0.8 1.2 5 2 91 clay

Horizon SiO, A1.0, Fe,O, TiO, MnO P,O, SiO, SiO, ALO,
AI,0, R,O, Fes0,

Ah 40.0 21.2 13.5

AB 39.2 23.4 14.0

BA 38.6 21.2 13.3

Bt1 37.7 29.3 13.0

Bt2 37.7 26.2 13.3

BC 37.3 20.4 13.3



HUIV1IC ACRISOL

Unnamed soil

Macias, 1969

Location

Altitude

Physiography

Parent material

Vegetation

Climate

Ah

Costa Rica

Profile CR46

15 km S of town of Buenos Aires (Valley San Isidro del General) toward
Panama, near Pan-American Highway, in province of Puntarenas, approxi-
mately 9003'N, 83017'W

400 m

Old Pleistocene terraces, with undulating surfaces

Pleistocene alluvium and sedimentary rocks

Natural pasture following semideciduous forest

Moist subhumid, tropical, 4-5 months dry season, MAR 2 700 mm, MAT 24.2°C

Dark brown (10YR 3/3 moist, 10YR 4/3 dry) clay; moderate fine subangular
blocky; slightly sticky, slightly plastic, friable; hard; no clayskins; frequent
fine roots; slightly stony, 15 percent stones on surface; boundary clear, smooth.

Dark brown (7.5yR 4/4 moist) or brown (7.5yR 5/4 dry) clay; moderate medium
subangular blocky; slightly sticky, slightly plastic; arm; hard; patchy thin clay-
skins; common fine roots; boundary clear, smooth.
Reddish brown (5YR 4/4 moist) or yellowish red (5YR 5/6 dry) clay; moderate
medium subangular blocky; sticicy, plastic; firm; hard; continuous thin clay-
skins; few fine roots; boundary clear, wavy.

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6 moist) or reddish yellow (5YR 6/6 dry) clay; mottled
yellow-brown (10yR 5/6 moist); mottles common, fine, distinct; moderate me-
dium subangular blocky; sticky, plastic; firm; hard; continuous thin clay-
skins; very few very fine roots; very fine subangular b/ocicy microstructure;
boundary gradual.

Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4 moist) or reddish yellow (5yR 7/6 dry) clay; mottled
yellowish red (5YR 4/6 moist); mottles abundant, medium, distinct; moderate
medium subangular blocicy; sticky, plastic; firm; hard; thin discontinuous
clayskins; no roots; red and yellow iron concretions; boundary diffuse, wavy.

Yellow brown (10YR 5/6 moist) or reddish yellow (7.5yR 7/6 dry) clay; mottled
pale grey (10YR 6/4 moist); mottles common, coarse, distinct; moderate me-
dium subangular blocky; sticky, piastic; firm; hard; very thin continuous day-
skins; no roots.
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Proffie description

Ah 0-10 cm

AB 10-28 cm

BA 28-50 cm

Btl 50-75 cm

Bt2 75-100 cm

BC 100-150 cm
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HUIVHC ACRISOL

Costa Rica

DepthHorizon
cm

pH Cation exchange me %
CaCO,

1

H,0 CaCI, CEC TEB % BS Ca Mg
1

Na Al

Ah 0--10 ' 4.9 4.2 24.0 4 0.5 0.1 0.2 16.5
AB --28 5.2 4.3 19.8 2 0.2 0.02 0.1 16.0
BA --50 5.5 4.3 21.1 1 0.1 0.04 0.1 13.1
Fit 1 --75 5.6 4.4 21.4 1 0.1 0.04 0.1 13.0
Bt2 --100 5.7 4.4 22.6 1 0.1 0.04 0.04 13.6
BC --150 5.8 . 4.4 23.8 1 0.1 0.04 0.03 12.9

Soluble salts Organic matter Particle size analysis %
Horizon Flocc.

C/N % OM Stones Coarse
sand

Fine
sand Silt Clay Texture

index

Ah 5.3 0.30 18 9 6 15 9 70 day
AB 2.5 0.15 17 4 1 7 11 81 clay

I3A 1.2 0.08 15 2 3 5 14 78 clay

0.8 0.06 14 1 2 6 19 73 clay

Bt2 0.8 0.05 17 1 3 7 21 69 clay

BC 0.3 0.04 7 0.6 21 68 clay

Horizon SiO, A1,0, Fe,O, TiO, MnO P,O, SiO, SiO,
R,O,

AI,0,
AI,0, Feist),

Ah 35.9 27.1 11.8 2.3 1.8 3.6
AB 37.4 28.5 12.1 2.2 1.8 3.7

BA 37.4 28.0 12.1 2.3 1.8 3.6

Btl 37.4 28.1 12.2 2.3 1.8 3.6

Bt2 39.1 27.6 12.1 2.4 1.9 3.6

BC 36.2 27.7 12.1 2.2 1.7 3.6



VERTIC CAMBLSOL By

Unnamed soil Mexico

Garza and Camacho, 1971

Location 23 km from Atotonilco el Alto on highway to Guadalajara, 20032'N,
102°43'W

Altitude About 1 500 m

Physiography Floodplain

Parent material Fine textured alluvium from basalts

Vegetation Cultivated, chickpea and wheat

Climate Dry winter, MAR 820 mm; average maximum temperature 310C, minimum 6.5°C

Profile description

Ap 0-25 cm Reddish brown (5YR 4/4 dry), dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/3 moist) clay with
black mottling; extremely hard dry, friable moist; slightly plastic and slightly
sticky wet; frequent fine tubular pores; very few fine roots; clear boundary.

Bw 25-60 cm Reddish brown (5YR 4/4 dry) and dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3 moist) clay;
fine weak subangular blocicy; few black mottles; hard dry, friable moist; plastic
and slightly sticky wet; many very fine tubular pores; few very fine roots;
clear boundary.

Cl 60-94 cm Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3 moist) clay; fine weak angular blocky; few black
mottles; hard dry, friable moist; slightly plastic and sticky wet; many very fine
pores; very few fine roots; clear boundary.

C2 94-130 cm Dark reddish brown (5YR 2/3 moist) clay; fine weak subangular blocicy; fre-
quent black mottles; very hard dry, friable moist; slightly plastic and sticky
wet; many fine tubular pores, very few fine roots.
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VERTIC CAMBISOL

Mexico

71

Horizon Depth
cm

pH Cation exchange me %
CaCO.

140 KC1 CEC TEB % BS Ca Mg K Na Al

Ap 0-25 6.2 22.20 45 1.38

Bw -60 5.8 21.70 42 0.10

Cl -94 5.7 28.10 35 0.15

C2 -130 6.3 21.10 57 0.24

Soluble salts Organic matter Particle size analysis %
Horizon

Flocc.
index

% C % N C/N % OM Stones Coarse
sand

Fine
sand Silt Clay Texture

Ap 1.43 0.012 11.9 2.48 26.86 26 47.14 clay

Bw 1.19 0.23 5.17 2.06 22.86 24 53.14 clay

Cl 0.70 0.09 7.78 1.22 22.86 34 43.14 clay

C2 0.79 0.09 8.75 1.36 26.86 28 45.14 clay



Umin day

Wright, 1967

Location

Altitude

Physiography

Parent material

Vegetation

Climate

Mexico

3 km S of town of Umán on road to Uxmal, roadside borrow pit
About 45 m

Flattish and gently rolling uplifted coral reef; numerous limestone outcrops
and soils mainly in shallow pockets in the old reef surface

Probably mainly marine coastal mud, etc., with some volcanic ash drifted on to
reef and uplifted in situ
Low deciduous forest, mainly leguminous species

Dry subhumid, tropical, MAR about 800 mm, MAT about 25°C

Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4 dry, 7.5YR 2/4 moist) clay; friable when moist,
loose when dry; moderately sticky and very strongly plastic when wet; very
strong (cast) granular structure, breaking to very fine granules and crumbs;
no clayskins; many roots; boundary indistinct.

Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/6 dry, 2.5YR 3/4 moist) clay; almost massive
structure in place and very porous, breaking easily in hand to moderately devel-
oped coarse subangular blocky structure, and breaking further to weakly devel-
oped fine and very fine angular blocks, coarse and fine granules and crumbs;
no clayskins; consistency slightly firm when moist, slightly hard when dry;
slightly sticky and very strongly plastic when wet; slightly compact and fairly
hard to dig at all moisture contents; roots common; boundary abrupt; very
hard white limestone with a " washed " surface.

(No analyses available)

Nort : Profile described is slightly deeper than average since it is located near a slight
depression in the landscape and there is a /arge fissure in the underlying limestone
at 1-2 metres from the site described; the fissure is filled with only lightly compacted
clay and_serves as a channel for drainage of the depression.
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CHROIVIIC CAMBISOL Bc

Profile description

Ah 0-15 cm

Bw 15-27 cm



RENDZINA

Polyuc series

Wright, 1967

Location

Altitude

Physiography

Parent material

Vegetation

Climate

Profile description

A 0-18 cm

PLINTHIC FERRALSOL

Silmacia series

Simmons, 1968

Location

Altitude

Physiography

Parent material

Vegetation

Ah

AB

Bs

BC

Profile description

0-10 cm Brown to dark brown (7.5YR 4/4 moist) silt loam to silty clay loam; very fine
weak granular structure; friable, slightly sticky and plastic; pH 5.5.

Strong brown (7.5YR. 5/6 moist) silt loam to silty clay loam; fine weak granular
structure; friable, slightly sticky and plastic; pH 5.0.

Red (2.5YR 5/8 moist) clay; fine weak subangular blocky structure; friable,
slightly sticky and plastic; common sesquioxide concretions, especially in lower
part; pH 5.0.

60+ Reddish yellow (5YR 6/8 moist) clay with yellowish red (5YR 4/8) reticular
mottling and few sesquioxide concretions in upper part; pH 4.5.

(No analyses available)

Brownish black gravelly (7.5YR 3/1 dry, 7.5YR 3/1 moist) clay; friable moist,
rather soft dry but with slightly hardened peds; slightly sticky and very plastic
wet; strongly developed fine angular blocky structure with some coarse gran-
ules; roots abundant; boundary highly irregular but quite sharp.

18+ Strongly fragmented limestone and limestone gravel, with stained surface (dull
orange to orange 5YR 6/4-6/6); some limestone fragments show pinkish colour
when broken; soil continues on down fissures in limestone and has more brown-
lish colour than topsoil.

(No analyses available)

E

Mexico

Chunhuhub irrigation settlement area, Yucatán
About 1 m

Summit of low rolling ridge in generally rolling and undulating coral limestone
plain

Mainly coral limestone

Under cultivation, after semideciduous forest

Dry to moist subhumid, tropical, strong dry season of 3-5 months, MAR about
1 200 mm, MAT about 25°C

Fp

Honduras

Mosquitia region, along Ras-Ras Leimus road, 4 km E of junction with road
to Suji

Lower than 150 m

Gently undulating, almost flat marine terrace

Clayey alluvial deposit

Clear pine forest with dense grass cover
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HAPLIC PHAEOZEM

Tepatepec series

Rodríguez and Jiménez, 1971

Location

Altitude

Physiography

Parent material

Vegetation

Climate

Proffie description

Ap

AB 25-35 cm

Bwl 35-55 cm

Bw2 55-85 cm

0-25 cm

Hh

Mexico

Near town of Tepatepec, Hidalgo state, 20016'N, 99012'W

2 020 m

Valley, bottomland, very gentle slope

Weathering material from rhyolitic tuffs

Cultivated, wheat

Mild semiarid with dry not well-defined winter

Dark yellowish brown (2.5y 4/1 dry), very dark brown (7.5YR 2/2 moist) clay;
coarse subangular blocky; very hard dry, friable moist; plastic and sticky wet;
no HC1 reaction; common fine and very fine roots; clear boundary.

Dark yellowish brown (2.5Y 4/1 dry), dark brown (7.5YR 3/2 moist) clay loam
to clay; coarse subangular blocky; slightly hard dry, friable moist; plastic and
sticky wet; no HC1 reaction; few fine and very fine roots; gradual boundary.

Very dark brown (7.5YR 4/1 dry) and (7.5YR 2/2 moist) clay; medium angular
blocky; friable moist; plastic and sticky wet; slight HC1 reaction; few fine and
coarse roots; clear boundary.

Dark brown (7.5yR 3/2 dry) and very dark brown (7.5YR 2/1 moist) clay loam
or clay; medium angular blocky; hard dry, friable moist; plastic and sticky
wet; no HC1 reaction; very few roots; abrupt boundary.

85+ Pink (7.5YR 7/4 dry) and dark brown (7.5'R 3/4 moist); no HC1 reaction.
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Horizon !!!

Soluble salts Organic matter Particle size analysis %

Coarse Fine Clay! NC! XN C/N % OM Stones sand 1 sand
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HAPLIC PHAEOZEM

Mexico

Flom
index

Texture

Horizon Depth
cm

pH Cation exchange me %
! CaCO

H20 KC1 CEC TEB % BS Ca Mg K Na Al H
,

i

Ap 0-25 8.3 7.0 46.87
1 3.82

AB --35 8.4 7.0 38.75 4.51
1310 --55 8.3 7.0 36.62 4.92
Bw2 --85 8.3 6.3 36.24

C --854-
'

.

Ap 1.40 0.15 24.86 26.64 48.50 day

AB 1.20 0.09 27.86 29.64 42.50 day

Bwl 1.08 ! 0.07 27.86 26.64 45.50 clay

Bw2 0.94 0.05 28.86 28.64 42.50 clay



EUTRIC FLUVISOL Je

Unnamed soil Mexico

Rodriguez and Jiménez, 1971

Location SW of Salado river at Tlahuelilpa de Ocampo, Hidalgo state, 20008'N,
99015'W

Altitude 2 020 m

Physiography Valley

Parent material Recent alluvium from rhyolitic tuff, andesite and basalt

Vegetation Cultivated, alfalfa

Climate Temperate semidry with dry not well-defined winter

Profile description

Ap 0-25 cm Dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2 dry), very dark brown (10YR 2/2 moist) clay
or silty clay loam; coarse subangular blocky; very hard dry, friable moist; very
plastic and sticky wet; slight HCI reaction; frequent fine roots; clear boundary.

Cl 25-50 cm Greyish brown (10YR 5/2 dry), very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2 moist) clay
or silty clay loam; coarse and medium subangular blocky; hard dry, friable
moist; very plastic and sticky wet; slight HC1 reaction; few fine to very fine
roots; clear boundary.

C2 50-70 cm Greyish brown (10YR 5/2 dry), very dark brown (7.5YR 2/3 moist) silty clay
loam or silty clay; coarse subangular blocky; very friable moist; plastic and sticky
wet; slight HC1 reaction; very few fine roots; abrupt boundary.

C3 70-90 cm Very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2 moist) silty clay loam or silty clay; structure-
less; friable moist; plastic and very sticky wet; slight HC1 reaction; very few
fine roots; abrupt boundary.

C4 90-110 cm Dark brown (10YR 3/3 moist) silt loam; structureless; very friable moist; plas-
tic and sticky wet; slight HC1 reaction; few very fine roots; abrupt boundary.

C5 110-160 cm Very dark grey to dark brown (7.5YR 3/1 moist) clay loam; structureless;
friable moist; plastic and slightly sticky wet; very slight HC1 reaction; few
very fine roots; clear boundary.

C6 160-200 cm Black to very dark brown (7.5YR 2/1 moist) clay loam to clay; structureless;
friable moist; plastic and sticky wet; very slight HC1 reaction; no roots.
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EUTRIC FLUVLSOL

Mexico

41111111211111011..

Ap 1.3 0.16 34.86 26.64 38.50 clay loam

Cl 0.20 0.05 33.86 30.64 35.50 cla.y loam

C2 0.26 0.04 32.86 34.64 32.50 clay loam

C3 0.06 0.03 30.86 36.64 32.50 clay loam

C4 0.07 0.03 42.86 32.64 24.50 loam

C5 0.46 ' 0.05 24.86 41.64 33.50 clay loam

C6 1.04 ! 0.05 36.86 23.64 39.50 'clay loam

Horizon Depth
cm

nH Cation exchange me %
CaCO.

HO KCI CEC F TEB % BS Ca 11 Mg Na Al

Ap 0-25 8.0 7.0 36.25 4.15

Cl -50 8.3 7.0 33.75 4.09

C2 -70 8.2 7.0 31.87 4.34

C3 -90 8.3 7.0 33.75 3.94

C4 -110 8.3 7.0 30.92 3.82

C5 -160 8.3 6.9 45.92 3.21

C6 -200 8.2 6.9 48.12 3.05

Horizon
Soluble salts Organic matter Particle size analysis %

Flocc.
index

% C % N ' CiN % OM I Stones Coarse Fine Silt Clay
, sand ! sand Texture



CALCIC KASTANOZEM

Progreso series

Rodríguez and Jiménez, 1971

Location

Altitude

Physiography

Parent material

Vegetation

Climate

Apl

Ap2

AB

Ckinl

Ckm2

Profile description

0-20 cm

20-40 cm

40-55 cm

55-105 cm

105+

Kk

Mexico

Meteorological station, Progreso, Hidalgo state

About 2 000 m

Valley, very gentle slope

Rhyolitic tuff

Cultivated (recent deep ploughing)

Mild semiarid with dry not very defined winter

Very dark grey (10yR 3/1 dry), very dark brown (10YR 2/2 moist) clay loam to
loam; medium and coarse subangular blocky; slightly hard dry, friable moist;
p/astic and slightly sticky wet; slight HC1 reaction; common fine to medium
roots; clear boundary.

Very dark grey (10YR 3/1 dry), very dark brown (10YR 2/2 moist) clay loam;
coarse angular blocky; very firm dry, firm moist; plastic and sticky wet; slight
HC1 reaction; common medium-sized roots; abrupt boundary.

Very dark bi-own (7.5yR 2/1 dry), black (7.5YR 1.7/1 moist) silt loam; medium
subangular blocky; slightly hard dry, very friable moist; plastic and sticky
wet; strong HC1 reaction; few fine roots; abrupt boundary.

Rhyolitic tuff cemented with calcium carbonate and in process of weathering.

Rhyolitic tuff cemented with calcium carbonate.
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CALCIC KASTANOZEM

Mexico

79

Horizon Depth
cm

PH Cation exchange me % 1

1

' CaCO,
%

1

iH,0 KC1 CEC TEB % 13S Ca Mg K Na I

I

Al H

Apl 0-20 7.7 7.0 35.62 1.97

Ap2 40 7.8 7.1 34.82 1 3.95

AB 55 8.0 7.0 46.87 ,

' 2.05

Soluble salts Organic matter Particle size analysis %
I Flocc.

Horizon

1

% C % N C/N % OM Stones
1

; Coarse
sand

Fine
sand

I

Silt ,

1

.

'

Clay I Texture 1

I

I

in x
' de

I

Apl 1.80 0.16 ' 27.50 43.64 28.86 , clay loam I
1

I

Ap2 1.68 0.05 47.86 24.64 I 27.50 ¡clay loam

AB 1.30 0.10 l 50.50 22.64 26.86 silt loam j

1



Unnamed soil

Gile and Hawley, 1968

Location

Altitude

Physiography

Parent material

Vegetation

Climate

Mexico

SE edge of San Isidro village, near Sacramento, Chihuahua state, about 35 km
NW of Victoria hotel, Chihuahua city, and 400 m SE of Highway 45

About 1 750 m

High level fan or terrace surface between two major channels of the Arroyo
Sacramento system

Mainly rhyolitic, very gravelly sediments

Perennial grasses and scattered mesquite

MAR about 350 mm

Dark reddish grey (5yR 4/2 dry) or dark reddish brown (5va 3/2 moist) very
gravelly heavy sandy loam; very friable; fine roots common; noncalcareous;
clear smooth boundary.

Reddish brown (5vR 5/4 dry, 5vR. 4/4 moist) very gravelly sandy clay loam;
firm; few roots; sand grains and pebbles are clay-coated; some parts have six
chroma and slightly redder; noncalcareous; abrupt wavy boundary.
White (7.5vR 9/2 dry) or pink (7.5vit 7/4 moist) carbonate-impregnated mate-
rial discontinuously cemented; massive; slightly hard to very hard; no roots;
few volumes of darker and redder Bt-like material; pebbles separated by car-
bonate; effervesces strongly; clear wavy boundary.

Dominantly pink (7.5vR 9/4-8/4 dry) and pink and light brown (7.5vR 7/4-
6/4 moist) carbonate-impregnated material with common zones of Bt-like mate-
rial (5v.R-7.5vR 5/4 dry, 5vR-7.5va 4/4 moist); massive; friable to very firm
with some parts strongly cemented; no roots; effervesces strongly.

(No analyses available)
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CALC1C KASTANOZEM Kk

Profile description

Ah 0-15 cm

Bt 43-86 cm

Ck1 86-132 cm

Ck2 132-234 cm



CHROMIC LUVISOL Le

Chichén day Mexico

Wright and Taylor, 1967

Location Chichén Itzá, Yucatán

Altitude About 70 m
Physiography Small flat depression in rolling and broken limestone plain

Parent material Probably volcanic tuff impurities in limestone and volcanic marine mud in place
on coral when platform uplifted

Vegetation Pasture after deciduous low forest

Climate Dry to moist subhumid tropical, MAR about 800-1 000 mm, MAT 250C

Profile description

0-8 cm Dark brown (10YR 3/2-7.5YR 3/2 dry), reddish brown (5YR 4/4 crushed dry)
clay; firm moist, slightly hard dry; slightly sticky and very plastic wet; moder-
ately developed medium and coarse subangular blocky structure, breaking to
very fine subangular and angular blocks and coarse (cast) granules; abundant
roots; boundary gradual.

8-18 cm Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4 dry and dry crushed) clay; firm moist, slightly
hard dry; slightly to moderately sticicy and moderately to strongly plastic wet;
almost massive s-tructure in place, breaking abruptly under pressure to weakly
developed composite structure of very fine (cast) granules and fine to very fine
subangular blocks; roots common; boundary indistinct.

18-60 cm Reddish brown and red (5YR 3/4 and 2.5YR 3/4 dry, 2.5YR 3/6 rubbed dry,
5yR 3/4 moist) clay; patches firm and firm to friable moist, very slightly hard
dry; slightly sticky and moderately to strongly plastic wet; more or less massive
in place but shows very weakly developed coarse angular and subangular blocky
structure on drying out, and these blocks break suddenly under light pressure
to very fine rounded granules and powder; few roots; boundary irregular but
abrupt.

60+ Very hard crystalline limestone of pinkish white colour; some large blocks,
some smaller fragments, soil continuing down the fissures.

(No analyses available)
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CHROMIC LUVISOL Lc

Ozatlan series El Salvador

Bourne, 1963

Location 4 km E of Puente de Oro on littoral road, Usulután
Altitude 45 m

Parent material Old volcanic ash

Ahl

Profile description

0-18 Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2 dry) and very dark brown (7.5YR 2/2 moist) day
loam; moderate fine crurnb; no clayskins; friable, slightly sticky, slightly plastic.

Ah2 18-35 CM Brown (7.5YR 4/2 dry) and dark reddish brown (5YR 2/2 moist) clay loam;
moderate fine crumb; no clayskins; friable, slightly sticky, slightly plastic.

Btl 35-70 cm Light reddish brown (5YR 6/3 dry) and dark reddish brown (5YR 3/2 moist)
clay; primary structure, strong coarse angular blocky; secondary structure,
moderate mcdium angular blocicy; continuous faint clayskins on aggregates
and in pores; firm; sticky and plastic; blocks have few black mottles on their
surfaces.

Bt2 70-95 CM Brown (7.5YR 4/3 dry) and dark brown (7.5YR 3)3 moist) silty clay; structure
as above; clayskins and consistence as above.

BC1 95-145 CM Dark greyish brown (10YR 4/3 dry) and dark brown (7.5YR 3/2 moist) clay
loam; primary structure, moderate coarse angular blocicy; secondary structure,
moderate medium angular blocky; a few faint clayskins on aggregates and in
pores; firm; sticky and plastic.
Light grey (10YR 7/2 dry) and pale brownish grey (10YR 6/2 moist) with many
medium prominent brown mottles (7.5YR 4/4) clay loam; moderate medium
angular blocky; faint clayskins on peds, aggregates and in pores; firm; sticky
and plastic.

Cl 165-200 CM Light grey (10Y 7/2 dry) and pale brown (10YR 6/3 moist) silt loam; weak
medium angular blocicy; no clayskins; firm; sticky and plastic.

C2 200-250 CM Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4 dry) and dark brown to brown (7.5YR 4/3 moist)
sandy clay loam; massive without clayskins; extremely firm.

(No analyses available)

CM

BC2 145-165 cm
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GLEYIC LUVISOL Lg

Chunhuhab clay Mexico

Wright and Ruben Lopez, 1968

Location Tampak irrigation development scheme, Quintana Roo Territory

Physiography Flattish clay-filled depression in an undulating landscape of coral limestone

Parent material Probably mainly colluvial material washed from surrounding slopes

Vegetation Semideciduous forest with many swamp species

Climate Moist subhumid, tropical with strong dry season of 5-6 months, MAR about
1 200 mm, MAT about 25°C

Profile description

0-10 cm Brownish black (10YR 2/2 moist) clay, firm moist, hard dry; very strongly
sticky and plastic wet; moderately developed coarse and medium angular blocky
structure, breaking to finer angular blocks and coarse granules; finely fissured
when dry; no reaction to HC1; roots common; boundary distinct to sharp.

AB 10-20 cm Greyish yellow-brown (10YR 4/2 moist) clay with faint orange mottling and a
fcw fine hard rounded manganese/iron nodules; very firm moist, very hard dry;
very strongly sticky and plastic wet; strongly developed coarse to medium an-
gular blocky structure, breaking to finer angular blocks; very few weak pressure
faces, but soil cracks on drying out; no reaction to h1C1; boundary distinct.

Btg1. 20-30 cm Dull yellowish orange (10YR 613 moist) coarsely and rather indistinctly mottled
yellowish brown (10YR 5/3 moist) clay, with numerous, slightly hard, rounded
or irregular manganese nodules; firm moist, hard dry; very strongly sticky and
plastic wet; structure as for last horizon; very few and weak clayskins and pres-
sure faces but shows cracks on drying out; no reaction to HC1; occasional to
few roots; boundary gradual.

Bug2 30-75 cm Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4 moist) clay with clear medium and large blotches
of yellower colour (10YR 5/6 moist) and with numerous medium and fine, hard
rounded, often shiny, iron/manganese nodules; very firm moist, very hard dry;
very strongly sticky and plastic wet; very coarse angular (almost prismatic)
blocky structure, breaks to finer blocks; clayskins abundant, and some pressure
faces present, but no slickensides; no reaction to HC1; few roots; boundary
merging.

Cg 75-145 cm Strong yellow brown (10YR 6/6 moist) clay, without mottles or blotches, and
with only soft brown streaks of manganese accumulation; firm moist, very
hard dry; very strongly sticicy and plastic wet, irregular very coarse blocks break-
ing from an almost massive condition in place; numerous fragments of lime-
stone present and some general reaction to HO; very few roots; boundary
abrupt.

145+ Very hard white limestone with a smooth " washed " upper surface.

(No analyses available)

Ah
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DYSTRIC NITOSOL

Unnamed soil

Smyth, 1963

Location

Altitude

Physiography

Parent material

Vegetation

Nd

Nicaragua

Road cut near Muhan river, at Muhan village, 210 km E of Managua

About 500 m

Crest of hill in rolling topography

Basic volcanic tuff or basalt

Rough pasture after semideciduous forest

Reddish brown (5YR 4/3 dry) and dark reddish brown (5vR 3/3 moist) clay
loam; fine angular blocky; friable, slightly plastic, slightly sticky; gradual;
pH 5.7.
Dark reddish brown (5vR 3/3 dry and moist) clay; strong coarse angular blocicy
breaking easily to medium and fine angular blocky; plastic, slightly sticky;
pH 4.8.
Distinctly mottled dark red (2.5vR 3/6 dry) and reddish brown (5vR 4/3 moist)
clay; strong coarse angular blocky breaking easily to medium angular blocicy;
plastic, slightly sticicy; strong clayskins on ped faces.

Prominently mottled (reticulate) dark red (2.5vR 3/6 dry) and reddish grey
(5vR 5/2 moist) clay; strong clayskins on coarse angular blocky structure;
pH 4.2.

(No analyses available)
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Profile description

Ah 0-15 cm

Btl 15-60 cm

Bt2 60-120 cm

BC 120-200 cm



EUTRIC NITOSOL

Uxmal clay

Wright and McCracken, 1968

Location

Altitude

Physiography

Parent material

Vegetation

Climate

Profile description 1

Ah 0-8 cm

105-140 cm

140+

Ne

Mexico

1 km SE of Uxmal hotel, in borrow pit used by cement industry, in Mérida,
Yucatán

About 80 m

Broad shallow basin of Eocene coral limestone surface; no limestone outcrop-
ping through the soil mantle within 300 m of profile described

Probably marine volcanic mud deposited on coral platform before uplift

Semideciduous (10-15 m) forest with abundant leguminous species

Subhumid tropical, MAR about 1 200 mm, MAT 25°C

Very dark reddish brown (10R 2/2 wet, 2.5yR 3/3 wet crushed) clay; friable to
firm moist, slightly hard dry; moderately sticicy and moderately plastic wet;
very strongly developed very fine angular and subangular blocicy structure,
breaking to granules; considerable insect aggregations; porous in the mass but
peds have only very fine pores; very abundant roots; boundary distinct.

Very dark to dark reddish brown (10R 2/2-3/2 wet, lOR 3/3 wet crushed) clay;
slightly more firm than last horizon; rather hard dry; moderately sticky and
very strongly plastic wet; weakly developed coarse subangular blocky struc-
ture breaking to fine and very fine angular blocks, and coarse granules; po-
rous in the mass but individual peds with only very fine pores; faint indications
of clayskins; many roots; boundary merging.

Dark red (10R 3/4 slightly moist, 2.5vR 3/6 slightly moist and crushed) clay;
firm moist, hard dry; moderately sticky and very strongly plastic wet; very
hard to dig at all moisture conditions, compact; strongly developed very coarse
angular blocky structure (almost prismatic), breaking to weakly developed me-
dium, fine and very fine angular blocks and coarse granules; moderate to strong
development of clayskins on all peds and in root channels; some pressure faces
under the lens; few fine roots but large roots common in structural fissures;
boundary merging.

Red (10R 4/8 dry, IOR 3/6 wet, 2.5vit 4/8 dry crushed) clay; very firm moist,
very hard dry; moderately to strongly sticky and very strongly plastic wet;
compact and very hard to dig at all moisture conditions; very strongly develop-
ed very coarse prismo-blocky structure, breaking to weakly developed fine and
very fine angular blocks and coarse granules; very strong development of clayskins
and some pressure faces; few very fine pores in peds; occasional (very large)
roots; boundary merging.

Dark red (10R 3/6 to 7.5R 3/4 moist) clay; firm to friable moist, slightly hard
dry; moderately sticky and moderately compact, easier to dig than last horizon
(almost loose at contact with underlying limestone); moderately developed
medium, fine and very fine angular blocky structure breaking to coarse gran-
ules; slightly porous in the mass; very few roots; no recognizable clayskins or
pressure faces; boundary sharp.

Very hard white limestone with " washed " surface.

(No analyses available)

1 Recorded after heavy rain.
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AB 8-25 cm

Btl 25-78 cm

Bt2 78-105 cm



GLEYIC SOLONETZ Sg

Unnamed soil Mexico

Jiménez and Rodríguez, 1971

Location Texcoco-El Pefion road (km 10), 100 m N of road, 19030'N, 98057'W

Altitude 2 242 m

Physiography Lacustrine plain

Parent material Alluvial deposits from igneous rocks and volcanic ashes

Vegetation Bare soil with small areas of Suaeda nigra

Climate Semiarid, mild

Profile description

A 0-20 cm Very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2 moist) clay; coarse columnar structure;
hard moist; plastic and sticky wet; no HC1 reaction; cracks filled with sandy
material; no roots; abrupt boundary.

E 29-39 cm Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2 moist) silt loam; massive; loose moist; nonplastic. non-
sticky wet; slight HC1 reaction; no roots; clear boundary.

Btn 30-50 cm Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/3 dry) and very dusky red (2.5YR 2/2 moist)
loam; coarse prismatic structure; slightly plastic and sticky wet; slight HC1
reaction; no roots; abrupt boundary; cracks up to 1 cm wide in lower part.

Crl 50-75 cm Pale yellow (2.5y 7/3 moist) silt loam; structureless; slightly plastic and sticky
wet; very slight HC1 reaction; no roots; diffuse boundary; watertable at 70 cm;
many cracks filled with surface material.

Cr2 75-110 cm Bluish dark grey (10G 3/1 moist) clay; structureless; slightly sticky and slightly
plastic wet; slight HC1 reaction; no roots; clear boundary; cracks filled with
cemented sandy material.

Cr3 110+ Dark olive grey (2.5GY 3/1 moist) clay loam; structureless; slightly plastic.
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GLEYIC SOLONETZ

Mexico
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Horizon Depth
cm

pH Cation exchange me %
CaCO ,

H,0 KC1 CEC TEB % BS Ca Mg K Na Al H

A 0-20 9.95 9.4 26.24 89.9
E -30 10.0 9.1 9.63 90.9
Btn -50 9.5 9.4 14.97 94.2
Crl -75 9.4 9.3

Cr2 -110 8.8 9.3 31.33 95.9

Cr3 -110 9.6 9.25-

Horizon
Soluble salts Organic matter Particle size analysis /,

Flocc.

% C % N C/N % OM Stones Coarse
sand

Fine
sand Silt Clay Texture

index

A 1.46 0.17 25.58 23.34 52.08 clay

E 2.54 0.05 67.72 13.30 18.78 silt loam

Btn 1.99 0.04 29.92 43.30 26.78 loam

Crl 0.80 0.04

Cr2 1.27 0.06 28.82 15.64 55.54 clay

Cr3 2.43 0.14



VTTRIC ANDOSOL Tv

Unnamed soil Costa Rica

Knox and Maldonado, 1969

Location Near top of Volcán Irani, 2.3 km S of middle crater

Altitude 2 900 m

Physiography Nearly level area (2 percent slope) on narrow ridge between deep narrow val-
leys near summit of volcano

Parent material Volcanic ash, layered shower horizons

Vegetation Pasture, with oaks and other trees

Climate MAR about 2 000 mm, MAT 9°C

Profile description'

C 0-13 cm Black (10vit 2/1), dark grey (10vit 4/1 dry) (mixture of colours of individual
grains) fine sand; structureless; soft, very friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; many
roots in upper part; with thin (1-2 cm) layers of medium sand; lower boundary
abrupt and wavy.

2Ah 13-22 cm Very dark brown (10vit 2/2) loam; weak very fine subangular blocky structure;
friable; slightly sticicy, slightly p/astic; few very fine tubular pores; many clean
sand grains; common roots; many dead roots in upper part; lower boundary
clear and smooth.

213w 22-38 cm Very dark brown fine sandy loam; structureless; friable; slightly sticky, slightly
plastic; few fine tubular pores; most sand grains clean; many roots; lower boun-
dary gradual.

38w 38-58 cm Very dark brown (10vR 2/3) sandy loam (more clay than horizon above);
weak very fine subangular blocky structure; friable; slightly sticky, slightly
plastic; brittle; many very fine and few fine tubular pores; common clean sand
grains; few roots; lower boundary gradual.

4BC 58-75 cm Very dark brown (10vR 2/3) sandy loam; common flecks of yellowish brown
along old root channels; weak very fine subangular blocky structure; friable;
slightly sticky, slightly plastic; brittle; common very fine tubular pores; com-
mon clean sand grains; few roots; lower boundary clear and wavy.

5C1 75-105 cm Very dark brown (10vR 2/2) sandy loam, common flecks of yellowish brown
along old root channels; structureless; friable; slightly sticky, slightly plastic;
brittle; very few fine tubular pores; common clean sand grains; very few roots;
intermittent layer of black sand at lower boundary with few pieces of charcoal
and chunks of reddish (burned) soil; lower boundary clear and irregular.

6Bw 105-120 cm Very dark greyish brown (10vit 3/2) fine sandy loam, few flecks of yellowish
brown along old root channels; weak, very fine subangular blocky structure;
friable; slightly sticky, slightly plastic; few very fine tubular pores; very few
roots.

1 Moist soil.
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Costa Rica
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Horizo Depth
cm

pH Cation exchange me %
CaCO,

H20 CaCI, CEC TEB % BS Ca Mg K Na Al H

C 0--13 5.5 5.0 0.8 50 0.1 0.1 0.2
2Ah -22 4.5 4.3 13.0 14 0.6 0.7 0.5
2Bw -38 5.1 4.7 11.5 7 0.4 0.3 0.1

3Bw --58 5.5 5.1 12.0 9 0.6 0.3 0.2
4BC --75 5.5 5.1 10.1 7 0.4 0.2 0.1

5C1 --105 5.6 5.3 3.8 8 0.1 0.1 0.1

613w -120 5.8 5.5 5.7 7 0.1 0.1 0.2

Soluble salts Organic matter Particle size analysis %
Horizon Flocc.

index
% C % N C/N % OM Stones CsrnrSe rainncei Silt Clay Texture (field)

C 1.2 75 21 4 fine sand

2Ah 17.3 69 29 2 loarn

2Bw 8.4 67 25 8 fine sandy kxun

313w 6.5 62 28 10 sandy loarn

4BC 6.2 62 29 9 sandy loam

5C1 3.9 75 20 5 sandy loam

613w 3.5 65 26 9 fine sandy loam



VTTRIC ANDOSOL Tv

Unnamed soil Costa Rica

Luzuriaga, 1969 Profile CR67

Location 2 km from Tapesco toward Laguna, approximately 10013'N, 84024'W

Altitude 1 600 ni

Physiography Convex slope (10 percent) in mountainous landscape

Parent material Layered volcanic ash (pumiceous)

Vegetation Grassland, following forest

Climate Lower montane, MAR 3 500 mm, MAT 17.5°C

Profile description

Ahl 0-22 cm Very dark brown (10YR 2/2 moist) or dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2 dry) sandy
loam; strong fine granular; slightly sticky, slightly plastic; friable; slightly
hard; many fine roots; boundary clear, smooth.

Ah2 22-45 cm Very dark brown (10YR 2/2 moist) or dark brown (I0YR 4/3 dry) sandy loam;
strong fine granular; slightly plastic, slightly sticky; very friable; slightly hard;
many fine roots; boundary abrupt, wavy.

Bw 45-90 cm Dark brown to dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/3-4/4 moist) or yellow brown
(10YR 5/3 dry) sandy loam; weak medium subangular blocky; slightly plastic,
slightly sticky; friable; slightly hard; becomes yellower when rubbed in hands;
frequent fine roots; boundary clear and wavy.

2Ah 90-145 cm Dark brown (10YR 3/3 moist) or brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3 dry) sandy
loam; weak medium subangular blocky; slightly sticky, slightly plastic; friable;
hard; becomes yellower when rubbed in hands; fine roots; boundary clear and
wavy.

2Bw 145-175 cm Dark grey brown and dark brown (10YR 4/2-4/3 moist) or yellowish brown
(10YR 5/4 dry) sandy loam; weak medium subangular blocky; slightly sticky,
slightly plastic; friable; hard; few fine roots.
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VITRIC ANDOSOL

Costa Rica

I

20 12 38 30 clay loam

25 5 52 18 silt loarn

26 14 44 16 sandy loam

22 10 56 12 silt loard

47 7
I

32 I 14 sandy loa.m
ateIN.

Horizon Depth
cm

pH Cation exchange me
CaCO

H,0 CaC1, CEC TEB I BS Ca Mg K Na Al
0/

AI-11 0-22 5.5 5.0 47 14 4.2 1.7 0.9
;

Ah2 ! -45 5.9 5.2 44 21 6.0 1.7 1.5

Bw ; -90 ! 6.3 5.4 43 15 4.8 0.9 0.7

2Ah -145 ' 6.6 5.4 48 22 8.2 1 . 3 1.0

2Bw --175 I 6.3 5.6 39 25 8.2 1.3 0.3

Soluble salts Organic matter Particle size analysis %
Horizon

N C/N OM Coarse Fine Silt ! Claysand sandC Stones
;

1 Texture
index

Ah 1.0 9 15.9

Ah2 0.4 7 4.1

3.0.; 0.3 8 3.7

2Ah 0.3 9 3.8

Bw 0.1 4 I 0.6



MOLLIC ANDOSOL Tm

Santa Ana series El Salvador

Bourne, 1963

Location Approximately 7 km N of Santa Elena, Usulutin

Altitude 560 m

Physiography Steep slope of volcanic cone

Parent material Volcanic ash

Vegetation Coffee plantation

Profile description

Ah 0-30 cm Dark brown (10YR 3/3 dry) and very dark brown (10YR 2/3 moist) loam;
moderate fine and medium granular; diffuse boundary.

AC 30-60 cm Dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/6 dry) and dark brown (7.5YR 3/4 moist) loam;
moderate fine and medium granular; diffuse boundary.

C 60-100 cm Strong brown (7.5YR 4/6 dry) and dark reddish brown (5yR 3/4 moist) loam;
subangular blocky structure very fine to very coarse in size; few faint clayskins
in pores; clear boundary.

2B 100-180 cm Strong brown (7.5YR 4/6 dry) and dark yellowish brown (10YR 3.5/4 moist)
loam; subangular blocky structure very fine to very coarse in size; frequent
moderately thick clayskins in pores; friable; not sticicy; gradual boundary.

2C 180-280 cm Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4 dry) and yellowish red (5yR 3/6 moist) sandy loam;
friable; not sticky; few faint clayskins in pores.
(No analyses available)
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PELLIC VERT1SOL Vp

Chac-choben day Mexico

Wright and Ruben Lopez, 1968

Location Irrigation scheme settlement, Chac-choben, Quintana Roo Territory
Altihide 25 m

Physiography Flat plain with gilgai microrelief

Parent material Soft chalky limestone

Vegetation Semideciduous lowland forest with abundant Orbigyua palms
Climate Subhumid, tropical, moderately dry season of 2-3 months, MAR about

1 100 mm, MAT about 25°C

Profile description

0-15 cm Black (10yR 1/1 moist) clay; generally friable moist but with slightly firm
peds, very hard peds dry; moderately sticicy and very strongly plastic wet; mod-
erately developed medium and fine blocky structure (mostly angular) breaking
to finer angular blocks and granules; abundant roots; no reaction with dilute
hydrochloric acid; boundary indistinct.

15-40 cm Brownish black (10YR 3/1 moist) clay; moderately developed medium and
fine mainly angular blocky structure breaking to finer angular blocks; firm
moist, very hard dry; very sticicy and very strongly plastic wet; pressure faces
present, but no definite clayskins or slickensides; no reaction with HC1; abun-
dant roots; boundary fairly distinct.

40-60 cm Brownish grey (between 10YR 4/1 and 7.5yR 4/1 moist) clay; somewhat friable
moist, firm dry; very sticky and strongly plastic wet; moderate to strong me-
dium and fine angular blocky structure breaking to fine and very fine angular
blocks; local reaction with HC1; abundant roots; pressure faces common;
indications of slickensides; very weak and intermittent clayskins on peds (not
easily seen owing to pressure faces on peds); many fine fragments or concen-
trations of free carbonates showing as white speckling; boundary distinct.

60-70 cm Brownish and reddish grey (10YR 4/1 dry and 2.5YR 4/1 moist) clay; very sticky
and plastic wet; strongly developed fine angular blocky structure (with weak
laminar cleavage) breaking to very fine angular blocks and coarse granules
(flattened horizontally); pressure faces but few clayskins or slickensides; some
general reaction to HC1; abundant roots; some soft, dark brown, fine rounded
manganese concretions; boundary merging.

70-90 cm Greyish yellow-brown (10YR 6/2 moist-wet) clay; very friable moist; very sticky
and plastic wet; moderate medium angular blocky structure breaking to very
fine and fine angular blocks and granules; weak general reaction to HC1; some
pressure faces and very occasional very fine rounded manganese concretions;
abundant roots; boundary diffuse.

90-100 cm Dark yellowish orange (10YR 6/4 very moist to wet) clay, finely mottled reddish
and very dark grey; mottles common very fine, distinct and with clear limits;
fine, slightly hard, rounded and subangular manganese nodules with rough-
ened surfaces also common; very sticky and very strongly plastic wet (normal
condition of this horizon); many fine fragments of calcium carbonate, prob-
ably derived from underlying limestone; strong general reaction with HC1;
abundant roots; boundary abrupt.

100+ Lithified limestone with occasional fissures.

(No analyses available)
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EUTRIC PLANOSOL

Unnamed soil

Simmons and Smyth, 1963

Location

Altitude

Physiography

Parent material

Vegetation

Profile description

Ah 0-10 cm

E 10-25 cm

We

Honduras

4 km SSW of town of Choluteca on

30 m

Flattish low coastal terrace system

Marine alluvium

Xerophytic woodland with pasture

94

road to La Trinidad, Choluteca

Greyish brown (10YR 5/2 dry) mottled with rust brown, loamy sand; weak
granular structure; hard in place. loose vehen removed; gradual contact; pH 6.0.

Light grey (I0YR 7/2 dry) mottled with rust brown, loamy sand; structureless;
hard and compact but nonsticicy and nonplastic; sharp contact; in places a
thin layer of gravel between horizon E and horizon Btgl; these horizorls are
relatively impermeable, and even aftr.x water has stood on surface more than
25 hours dry soil may occur at 15 cm depth; pH 5.5.
Dark greyish brown (2.5YR 4/2 dry) sandy clay, mottled with rust brown,
some small gravel; coarse blocky structure (weal: columnar); some clayskins
but not prominent; faces of aggregates grey, centres mottled with rust brown;
very hard dry; large cracks form but when breaking a dry clod it clues not
break along structure faces; sticky and plastic wet.

Similar to layer Btgl but perhaps browner, more sand, structure less well devel-
oped; some slickensides; pH 6.5.

(No analyses available)

Btg I 25-50 cm

Btg2 50-65 cm



LUVIC XEROSOL

Unnamed soil

Gile and Hawley, 1968

Location

Altitude

Physiography

Parent material

Climate

Profile description

Light brownish grey (10YR 6/2 dry) or dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2 moist)
fine sandy loam; fine stratifications lacking; weak development of a prismatic
structure; noncakareous; abrupt smooth boundary to underlying buried soil.

Dark greyish brown (10YR 4.5/2 dry) or dark brown (10YR 3/3 moist) heavy
fine sandy loam; massive; friable; few roots; few very fine tubular and intersti-
tial pores; noncalcareous; clear smooth boundary.

Dark greyish brown (10YR 4.5/2 dry) or very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2
moist) loam; massive to weak medium subangular blocky; friable to firni; few
roots; few very fine tubular and interstitial pores; a few fine pebbles with reddish
brown staining; noncalcareous; clear boundary.

Light brown (7.5YR 5.5/4 dry) or dark brown 7.5yR 3.5/4 moist) heavy sandy
loam; weak coarse prismatic; massive internal y; friable; no roots; common
fine and very fine interstitial pores; sand grains and pebbles thinly stained with
clay; noncalcareous; clear boundary.

Light brown (7.5YR 5.5/4 dry) or dark brown (7.5yR 3.5/4 moist) light sandy
clay loam; weak coarse prismatic, massive internally; friable to firm; few very
fine tubular and interstitial pores; sand grains and pebbles thinly stained with
clay; noncalcareous; clear wavy boundary.

Brown (10YR 5.5/3 dry) or dark brown (10YR 4/3 moist) very gravelly heavy
sandy clay loam; massive; friable; no roots; common fine tubular and inter-
stitial pores; some pebbles have discontinuous black stains; noncalcareous;
clear wavy boundary.

Dominantly light brown (7.5YR 6/4 dry) or brown (7.5YR 5/4 moist) with some
light grey (10YR 8/1, 10YR 7/2 dry) or greyish brown (10YR 5/2 moist) or grey
(10YR 5/1 moist) very gravelly sandy clay loam; very firm in place; friable
and firm when removed; no roots; fine earth tightly packed in interstices be-
tween pebbles; occasional black stainings and fillings ; noncalcareous.

(No analyses available)

Mexico

Bustillos basin, about 10 km N of Highway 16 on west side of Highway 26
about 11 km WNW of Cuauhtémoc
About 2 200 m

Broad piedmont slope midway between the Sierra Malpaso and floor of the
Bustillos basin; gently undulating surface probably formed by coalescence of
alluvial fans

Superficial layer of sandy loam (38 cm) overlying 76 cm of slightly gravelly
loamy sediments, grading into pebbly and cobbly regolithic gravels

MAR about 400 mm
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0-38 cm

2Ahl 38-56 C111

2Ah2 56-76 ein

2BA 76-99 C111

2Bt 99-114 cm

2C1 114-130 cm

2C2 130-163 cm



LUV1C 'YERMOSOL

Unnamed soil

Gile and Hawley, 1968

Location

Physiography

Altitude

Parent material

Vegetation

Climate

122-160 Cm

YI

Mexico

About 7 km N of km 1 705 post on Pan-American Highway and 1.6 km E
of Highway 45 on EW branch road (Rancho 1 y 2)

Lower piedmont slope at extreme south end of Encinillas basin; part of broad
coalescent fan surface, in places the site of some recent sedimentation

About 1 730 m

Possibly a recent alluvial deposit (gravelly /oam to clay /oarn) on o/d geo-
morphic surface of mainly rhyolitic gravels

Blue grass, catclaw and mesquite

MAR about 300 mm

Reddish brown (5YR 5/4 dry, 5YR 3.5/4 moist) sandy loam; massive; friable;
roots common; sand grains and pebbles weakly stained with reddish clay; non-
calcareous; clear smooth boundary.

Reddish brown (5YR 5/4 dry, 5YR 3.5/4 moist) heavy sandy loam; massive;
friable to firm; few roots; sand grains and pebbles thinly coated with clay; non-
calcareous; clear wavy boundary.

Reddish brown (5YR 5/4 dry, 5YR 3.5/4 moist) heavy sandy loam; massive;
friable to firm; few roots; sand grains and pebbles thinly coated with clay; non-
calcareous; clear wavy boundary.

Reddish brown (5YR 5/4 dry, 5YR 4/4 moist) and red (2.5YR 4/6 dry, 2.5YR
3.5/6 moist) gravelly heavy sandy clay loam, in places with less gravel; moder-
ate medium subangular blocky; firm; few roots; 2.5YR colours (in intricate
pattern with 5YR material) occur as irregular veins one to a few millimetres in
diameter that mark the most prominent accumulations of clay; sand grains
and pebbles prominently coated with clay; weak and moderate medium prismat-
ic in low gravel zones; prism faces have dark stainings and smooth surfaces
but no apparent clayskin; noncalcareous; clear wavy boundary.

Dominantly reddish brown (5YR 5/4 dry, 5YR 4/4 moist) with some parts 2.5YR
hue, very gravelly light sandy clay loam; massive; friable; few roots; clayey
coatings on pebbles and sand grains; thin discontinuous carbonate coatings
on some pebbles; fine earth effervesces weakly or is noncalcareous; clear wavy
boundary.

Reddish brown (5YR 5/4 dry, 5YR 4/4 moist) very gravelly sandy loam; mas-
sive; friable; some pebbles have reddish brown clayey coatings; no roots; gen-
erally noncalcareous, with a few spots of weak effervescence.

(No analyses available)
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Profile description

A 0-8 cm

BA1 8-30 cm

BA2 30-51 cm

Bt 51-84 cm

BC 84-122
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